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Volume Introduction Letter

This Conference Proceedings is a collection of selected papers and posters submitted to the Academic Program
of the International Conference for Free and Open Source Software for Geospatial (FOSS4G 2016), 24th to 26th
August 2016 in Bonn, Germany. Again geospatial open source software was the focus of a well-attended
international conference flanked by presentations on open standards and the open data movement, a meeting
place for open communities.
Similar to previous FOSS4G conferences at the national and international level, the academic papers and posters
cover an extensive wide range of topics reflecting the contribution of the academia to this field by the
development of open source software components, in the design of open standards, in the proliferation of webbased solutions, in the dissemination of the open principles important in science and education, and in the
collection and the hosting of freely available geo-data.
This volume follows a 10-year tradition of FOSS4G Academic Proceedings that with many published on the
former “OSGeo Journal” website. However, with the help of the University of Massachusetts Amherst Scholarly
Communication team, we are publishing this volume and individual papers using the new bepress-supported
publishing system. A benefit of this system is that it feeds many library databases making the proceedings and
individual papers much more identifiable through library search mechanisms.
On the page https://scholarworks.umass.edu/foss4g/vol16/iss1/ the reader will get an overview about the
selected papers and posters published in the Conference Proceedings.
A few additional papers found their publication on other platforms. The paper “PaleoMaps: SDI for open
paleoenvironmental GIS data”1 by Christian Willmes, Daniel Becker, Jan Verheul, Yasa Yener, Mirijam Zickel,
Andreas Bolten, Olaf Bubenzer, Georg Bareth and the paper “Development of a New Framework for
Distributed Processing of Geospatial Big Data”2 by Angéla Olasz, Binh Nguyen Thai, Dániel Kristóf have been
published through the International Journal of Spatial Data Infrastructures Research of the European
Commission’s Joint Research Centre, organized by Sven Schade. Anita Graser’s paper “Towards landmarkbased instructions for pedestrian navigation systems using OpenStreetMap”3 has been published in the AGILE
2017 proceedings.
The presentations of the conference are also available in the AV-Portal of TIB, the German National Library of
Science and Technology4. All videos are assigned a digital object identifier (DOI) and a media fragment
identifier to cite presentations as a whole or single segments separately.
The support of Christian Willmes and Sergey Voinov amongst other reviewers is gratefully acknowledged.
Moritz Lennert pushed the process forward. The support of Charles Schweik, Mohammed Zia and Erin Jerome
was very helpful and encouraging!
As the editor of the FOSS4G 2016 proceedings I’d like to encourage the Academia to intensify the usage of
open software, tools, data, science and education and to contribute actively to forthcoming conferences on local,
national and international level searching the contact and exchange with practitioners, developers and users to
extend and foster the worldwide community – “Building bridges”, as the motto of AGSE 2016 was.

Sincerely,
Franz-Josef Behr – FOSS4G 2016 Academic Committee chair and Proceedings editor

1

http://ijsdir.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php/ijsdir/article/view/431

2

http://ijsdir.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php/ijsdir/article/view/423

3

https://agile-online.org/images/conference_2017/Proceedings2017/shortpapers/46_ShortPaper_in_PDF.pdf

v

Via https://av.tib.eu/series/253/foss4g+bonn+2016
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From global observations to local information: The Earth Observation
Monitor
Jonas Eberle a,*
a

Department for Earth Observation, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena – jonas.eberle@uni-jena.de

KEY WORDS: Web-based geo-processing; Earth Observation; time-series; vegetation analysis; web portal;
mobile application; service-based infrastructure
ABSTRACT:
Earth Observation (EO) data are available around the globe and can be used for a range of applications. To
support scientists and local stakeholders in the usage of information from space, barriers, especially in data
processing, need to be reduced. To meet this need, the software framework "Earth Observation Monitor"
provides access and analysis tools for global EO vegetation time-series data based on standard-compliant geoprocessing services. Data are automatically downloaded from several data providers, processed, and timeseries analysis tools for vegetation analyses extract further information. A web portal and a mobile application
have been developed to show the usage of interoperable geospatial web services and to simplify the access and
analysis of global EO time-series data. All steps from data download to analysis are automated and provided as
operational geo-processing services. Open-source software has been used to develop the services and client
applications.

1

Introduction

Information about environmental change is an important component in monitoring study areas on earth.
Parameters of vegetation deliver valuable information about land cover and land use. Earth Observation
satellites (e.g., Landsat, Terra, and Aqua) provide global datasets that are used for vegetation analysis. Timeseries information of vegetation parameters delivers further information about changes, which can be used for
new analyses. If the spatial resolution of these global datasets is suitable for local study areas, these datasets can
also be used for local applications, giving local stakeholders the possibility of using global Earth Observation
data for their specific needs. The transformation of global observations into local information facilitates the use
of Earth Observation data for local studies, as well as the subsequent processing into local knowledge by
involving stakeholders.
The involvement and consideration of stakeholders is an essential task in current international programs. A
program launched in 2012, Future Earth (Future Earth 2013), was founded by international research funding
organizations with the aim of supporting interdisciplinary collaborations in the area of global environmental
change research, to address critical questions. In addition to questions regarding how the earth is changing, an
important ‘cross-cutting capability’ is the focus on data and on observing systems, with the aims to “make the
research more useful and accessible for decision makers” (Future Earth 2013:12) and “[make] research
accessible to all parties“ (Future Earth 2013:21).
Technical feasibilities are also mentioned in the Future Earth program seeking to determine best practices in
integrating user needs and understanding research needs, by, for example “developing and diffusing useful tools
for applying knowledge” (Future Earth 2013:21). On a more technical level, the Belmont Forum, a high level
group of the world’s major and emerging funders of global environmental change research and international
science councils, aims to develop capable E-Infrastructures to increase community-level integration and
collaboration, and to provide a community-owned global E-Infrastructure and Data Management Strategy and
Implementation plan (Allison and Gurney 2014). The Group on Earth Observation (GEO) initiated the Global
Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS; Group on Earth Observations 2005) with the aim of building a
global public infrastructure that generates comprehensive, near-real-time environmental data, information, and
analyses. To date, GEOSS has consisted of a metadata registry, a web portal, and a brokering system to tether
external metadata catalogues to standard-compliant data services. However, only information can be
AGSE Publishing
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downloaded from the metadata entries; it is often not possible to retrieve the data directly. Craglia et al. (2008)
published an agenda for the “Next-Generation Digital Earth” stating that multiple connected digital
infrastructures and a problem-oriented focus to enable access to data, information, and services are needed, and
visualization, open access, and multidisciplinary education and science is supported.
New insights into global environmental change, in focus with the next-generation digital earth, can be realized
by making Earth Observation data and methods available with easy-to-use interfaces. An automated processing
and analysis of Earth Observation time-series data is needed to fulfill this purpose. At present, many individual
steps, such as discovery, download, pre-processing, analysis, post-processing, are needed to derive local
information based on Earth Observation data. Only after completing these steps the user can derive the final
information based on the outputs of the analysis tool, highlighting the need for ready-to-use derived information
based on defined parameters. This can be achieved by operational and automated data processing to ensure easy
access to this type of information.
The software framework “Earth Observation Monitor” (EOM) was initiated to provide easy access to Earth
Observation time-series data and information from analysis tools, without the need to process data on the user’s
computer. The main users are local stakeholders, as well as scientists who need an overview of their area of
study. The EOM makes applied analysis methods and tools developed by different research communities online
available, in combination with data access tools and web services, all encapsulated within a straightforward web
interface. The spatial data infrastructure developed deals with data search, download, and conversion, as well as
analysis based on user inputs.
The objective of the present paper is to describe the functional and technical concept of the Earth Observation
Monitor, as well as the applications developed. The EOM can be used to explore Earth Observation time-series
data based on the following three principles:
 Simple time-series data access and analysis without data processing,


Making software tools available via web services, and



Providing simple tools with easy-to-use applications for stakeholders and scientists.

The remaining paper is structured as follows: Background and related work is shown in Section 2 with a focus
on geospatial web services, vegetation time-series analysis, and available online tools. The design and
implementation of the EOM are explained in Section 3 including data access and processing services as well as
web and mobile applications. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in Section 4 and future work in
Section 5.

2
2.1

Background and related work

Geospatial service infrastructure

Modern web technologies facilitate the use of web services and are the basis for interactive and easy-to-use
web-based geographic information systems. Using web services also allows the usage from multiple systems
(e.g., a web portal, a mobile application, and other software clients). An important consideration in developing
web-based geographic information systems is hiding the complexity of data processing techniques from users
and providing simple web interfaces. Making desktop software available online relies on web services, which
make it possible to execute tasks independently on remote servers. Client applications and service
infrastructures can be separated (Figure 1) but interoperability needs to be integrated and provided; external
clients can make use of the service infrastructure if access is permitted. Services are provided over the network,
and thereby made available for client applications. Two main different architectural styles are available to
publish services, service-oriented architecture (SOA; MacKenzie et al. 2006) and resource-oriented architecture
(ROA; Overdick 2007). Both of them can also be used for geospatial services. Mazzetti, Nativi, and Caron
(2009) have stated that “it is not possible to say that one architecture is better than the other” and that “the
selection […] depends on application requirements.” These authors selected the REST approach for their Earth
System Science applications.
In a spatial data infrastructure, services are available for the tasks of visualization, data access, metadata
cataloguing, and data processing. To provide interoperable services and metadata, the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) published several standards and implementation specifications for the geospatial world.
Those can be used to establish interoperability on server- and client-side. Automated and operational processing
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is needed for user-friendly time-series analysis tools, allowing users to perform the tasks of data downloading,
processing, and analysis. The OGC has specified standardized processing services with the Web Processing
Service (WPS; Schut 2007). This specification describes service interfaces that can be used to publish
processing algorithms and to request their execution on the Web. Within the process algorithm, external
software can be made available, for example, by executing software on the command line or through libraries
used in programming languages. This allows a wide range of software to be integrated into a web service
environment. Several open source software programs exist that meet OGC WPS specifications (an overview is
given by Zhao, Foerster, and Yue 2012 or Lopez-Pellicer et al. 2012).
Web Processing Services are widely used in conjunction with spatial data infrastructures when processing
methods are available to the user. Several publications also list any usage in research projects, and research has
been done in the field regarding distributed processing (Friis-Christensen et al. 2007; Meng, Xie, and Bian 2010;
Schaeffer et al. 2012; Foerster et al. 2011), semantic processing (Farnaghi and Mansourian 2013; Wosniok et al.
2014; Vitolo et al. 2015), process orchestration (Nash et al. 2007; Eberle and Strobl 2012; de Jesus et al. 2011;
Wu et al. 2014; Meng, Bian, and Xie 2009), processing in the cloud (Sun 2013; Evangelidis et al. 2014), moving
code (Müller, Bernard, and Kadner 2013), and modeling (Buytaert et al. 2012; Imran, Zurita-milla, and By
2011; Dubois et al. 2013).

Figure 1: Client applications can connect through the internet to the geospatial service infrastructure that
includes processing based on OGC Web Processing Services on Python programming language. Connections to
diverse GIS processing software are made either through Python modules (e.g., R, ArcMap, OWS services) or
through command line access (e.g., TIMESAT).

2.2

Vegetation time-series analysis

Satellite image time-series of vegetation indices are radiometric measurements of photosynthetically active
radiation in the leaves of the vegetation, a proxy for the photosynthetic activity and vitality of plants. Vegetation
indices like the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI, Tucker 1979) or the Enhanced Vegetation
Index (EVI, Huete et al. 2002) have proven to be important data sources for vegetation change and dynamics
analyses. Daily to bi-weekly global data with a spatial resolution of 250m using the NDVI and EVI data from
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) allows vegetation analyses from 2000 onwards
(Huete et al. 2002).
Evolving methods on vegetation change characterization have been developed by scientists around the
world. Recent developments such as the ‘Breaks For Additive Seasonal and Trend’ (BFAST) method allow
users to detect land cover changes by detecting phenological changes in the inter-annual time-series. BFAST
integrates the decomposition of time-series into trend, seasonal, and remainder components, and provides the
time and number of changes in the time-series. Studies observing increasing or declining net primary
productivity of vegetation (Verbesselt, Hyndman, Newnham, et al. 2010; Verbesselt, Hyndman, Zeileis, et al.
2010) fostered the development of statistical tools for detecting trends such as greening or browning. The
greenbrown package (Forkel et al. 2013) is a collection of functions designed to analyze trends and trend
changes in gridded time-series, like those from satellite observations or climate model simulations. In the Earth
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Observation community, Greening describes positive trends in vegetation greenness, whereas Browning
indicates negative trends in vegetation greenness. Both methods are provided as tools in the R statistical
language. In addition to trend analyses of satellite time-series, the derivation of phenological metrics for
vegetation characterization and classification is another important issue. Introduced by Jönsson and Eklundh
(2004), the software TIMESAT has been developed for satellite-based phenological analyses based on the
seasonality of satellite time-series data and their relationship with the phenological cycling of vegetation.
Further on, it enables the extraction of time-related phenological metrics (e.g., start of season, length of season)
or biomass-related metrics, such as the integral of the vegetation period.

2.3

Online time-series access and analysis tools

A number of tools for Earth Observation time-series data access and analyses are available online, but they have
all specific limitations, described in this chapter. More and more tools allowing time-series extraction and
analysis of specific datasets from NASA MODIS sensor are becoming available. Some of these tools are listed
in Table 1, and are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The probably best known web-based tool is NASA Giovanni – Interactive Visualization & Analysis (Acker and
Leptoukh 2007), which offers a wide range of available MODIS datasets and different time-series extraction and
analysis tools. Although NASA Giovanni does provide access to all input data for a given bounding box and
time range, these tools are not publicly available as web services to be integrated into external applications. The
MODIS Land Subsets tool from the United states’ Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) provides time-series
extraction for a bounding box around a selected pixel location. In addition to time-series data access, the tool
also visualizes land cover types and provides a phenology time-series plot for vegetation data. A SOA-based
MODIS Web Service is publicly available for querying the data catalogue and submitting an order for timeseries access and analysis graphs. The Laboratory of Remote Sensing in Agriculture and Forestry of the
Brazilian National Institute for Space Research (INPE) developed a tool for MODIS EVI-2 and TRMM
precipitation data plotting for South America; an easy-to-use web portal provides time-series data with just one
click on the map. The Multi-Sensor Evolution Analysis (MEA) of the EU EarthServer project focuses on the
provision of time-series data access, based on OGC-compliant web services. Through the web portal, tools are
available for interactive time-series plotting for different pixels and datasets, which can be compared using a
chart. Spatial subset plots can also be shown as images or as map-based visualizations. Via the OGC Web
Coverage Processing Service (WCPS), the datasets are available in a web service query-processing language.
Table 1: Comparison of web-based time-series data access and analysis tools.

NASA Giovanni
http://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/
Available portals:
Atmospheric, meteorological portals
Ocean & hydrology portals
MODIS Land Subsets
http://daac.ornl.gov/MODIS/
Available MODIS products (excerpt):
BRDF, Surface Reflectance
Land Surface Temperature
Vegetation Indices, Leaf Area Index
INPE EVI2 tool
https://www.dsr.inpe.br/laf/series/en/
Available data:
MODIS EVI-2, SRTM, TRMM
Earthserver MEA
http://earthserver.services.meeo.it/
Available MODIS products:
Atmospheric datasets
MOD13Q1 NDVI
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Outputs / Web Services
Results as images, GeoTiff files, ASCII text.
GeoTiff files can be visualized interactively
with an OGC Web Map Service.

Results as interactive and image plots,
GeoTiff files, ASCII text.
MODIS Web Service based on SOAP for
data queries and access (only ordering).

Results as interactive plots, CSV export.

Results as interactive plots, XML export.
Datasets available as OGC Web Coverage
Service (WCS) and Web Coverage
Processing Service.
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For users focusing on vegetation time-series data, many of the tools described in the preceding paragraphs offer
web-based tools for time-series extraction and visualization. However, none of the existing tools can yet be
integrated into external applications. The OGC WCPS service from MEA is a good approach to overcome this
issue; however, the complete MODIS vegetation datasets with Enhanced Vegetation Index, the Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index, and the quality flag datasets are not yet fully available and are not yet updated
automatically. Although the MODIS Web Service from ORNL provides users with a way to submit order
requests, the resulting data are only available on a website whose link is sent via electronic mail. To sum,
service-based access to time-series vegetation data is only available within specific limits. Using OGC Web
Processing Services is therefore a good technical solution, allowing users to execute the services directly within
other external applications.
From the point of view of an end-user, further information based on the analysis of time-series data is also
useful. Some of the scientific algorithms that are currently available can provide information about breakpoints
in trends and seasonality that can be used, for example, as indicators for changes in vegetation. A great deal of
information can also be retrieved from phenological derivations, like the start and end of a season, seasonal
amplitude, and seasonal integral. However, to date, none of this information is available as on-demand
processing services in web-based environments.

3

The Earth Observation Monitor

The Earth Observation Monitor (EOM) is a software framework with the aim of ensuring easy access and
analysis of spatial time-series data for land monitoring on local scales. Scientists and stakeholders working in
local areas need to be able to do time-series analysis without the need to process any data. In this chapter, the
concept; technical developments based on automated data access, processing, and analysis; and example client
applications are described.

3.1

Concept

The concept behind the EOM combines the advantages of web service-based geoprocessing with user-friendly
interfaces; this provides an easy access for users without specific knowledge in data processing. The EOM
focuses on hiding existing barriers (e.g., data download, data processing, format conversion), to allow users to
focus on the analysis results. As many steps that are needed to produce analysis results from Earth Observation
data can be automatized, users can concentrate on the interpretation of the analysis results. Figure 2 illustrates
the tasks: The EOM integrates the data for the specified area including quality checks and data clipping. If the
analysis method and its parameters are set, the system prepares data needed for the analysis, executes the
method, and prepares the results for online visualization and easy-to-use offline usage.

Figure 2: Concept of the Earth Observation Monitor.

3.2

Automated data access

The basis for an automated data processing and analysis tool is operational and automated data access, which is
accomplished by introducing a multi-source data processing middleware (Eberle et al. 2013). This middleware
(see Figure 3) integrates data from external sources (like NASA, NOAA, Google Earth Engine, and general
datasets) on demand. Any integrated dataset is described with metadata and stored as geospatial data in a
AGSE Publishing
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common data format. These data are provided to client applications through OGC-compliant web services, the
integration is also available as OGC Web Processing Service.
The middleware was developed as a Python library named pyEOM . The aims of the library are (1) to provide
access to time-series data as easily as possible and (2) to provide a standard-compliant web service for data
access, visualization, processing, and analysis. This library can either be used within a Python script or by the
web processing services published by the EOM framework. pyEOM provides access to several external datasets
like MODIS and climate station data. Table 2 lists available data sources. Datasets from OGC Web Coverage
Services (WCS) and OGC Sensor Observation Services (SOS) can also be integrated into the middleware. Any
dataset integrated into the middleware can be visualized with OGC-compliant web services. Point-based timeseries data can be published as an OGC SOS; Polygon-based time-series raster data is available as an OGC Web
Map Service (WMS) for visualization and as OGC WCS for data download.
Table 2: Datasets connected in the multi-source data processing middleware (adjusted after Eberle et al. 2013).
Dataset

Type

Spatial res.

Temporal

Time range

NASA Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LPDAAC)
MODIS

Raster

250m – 1km

Daily to Monthly

2000 – now

National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
MODIS

Raster

250m – 1km

Daily to Monthly

2000 – now

-

Daily

1929 – now

250m – 1km

Daily to Monthly

2000 – now

NOAA National Climatic Data Center
GSOD,
GHCN

Sensor

Google Earth Engine
MODIS

Raster

Figure 3: The Multi-Source Data Processing Middleware (updated after Eberle et al. 2013) is connected to
external data sources and provides data integrated into the middleware as OGC-compliant web services.
Geospatial data is stored in a common data format, meta

3.3

Automated data processing and analysis

Data processing and analysis need to be available via a web-based system. To make processing and analysis
tools automatically available, they must be executable either within a programming language or from the
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command line. PyWPS5 was used as Python-based open-source software compliant with the OGC Web
Processing Service specifications. Ready-to-use Python-libraries, such as rpy2 for R statistical language or
ArcPy for ArcMap tools, as well as command line executions (with the Python library subprocess), can be used
to run external software for data analysis or data processing (see Figure 1).
The automated workflow can be divided into five steps:
1. Time-series data extraction for a point or polygon selected by the user.
2. Data post-processing for quality checks and interpolation.
3. Data preparation for the individual analysis tool.
4. Execution of the analysis tool.
5. Preparation of analysis results for online visualization and download.
For any processed dataset of a created feature-a point or a polygon-,an individual processing directory is created
that can be accessed by the user. Within this processing directory, any downloaded and processed data is
available for download. Any input data, as well as results for a selected analysis tool, are also stored in this
directory (see Figure 4). For example, the user can download the input data to execute the analysis tool offline
on the local computer to reproduce the results. The individual steps of the automated geoprocessing services
(Figure 4) are described in the sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Appendix B lists all WPS processes that have been
developed for data retrieval and data analysis.

Figure 4: Automated data processing and analysis workflow.
3.3.1

Data retrieval

The retrieval of data is the basis for all further analyses. Dependent on the selected dataset, feature geometry,
and source of the dataset, different processing steps have to be conducted. The processing includes the
extraction of time-series data from the original dataset, clipping to the feature geometry, quality checks based on
user inputs, and linear interpolation to replace no-data values from the time-series. To ensure transparency,
quality flags and information regarding any interpolated values are stored. The data retrieval has been made
available as OGC WPS process to be able to retrieve data within external client applications.
Figure 5 shows an example request for the WPS process to integrate a MODIS MOD13Q1 EVI dataset or a
lat/lon coordinate. Further parameters can be set to consider a specific time range and quality flags. The request
can be executed synchronously or asynchronously (including the parameters status and
storeExecuteResponse). The resulting output consists of files including data and plots as well as a unique
identifier (uuid). This identifier is needed afterwards in the execution of analyses processes to reference the data
integrated in this step.

5

http://pywps.org/
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Figure 5: Request to integrate a MOD13Q1 EVI dataset for a given coordinate.
Extraction & Clipping
In the first step of data retrieval, the required information needs to be extracted out of the raw time-series dataset
and clipped to the user’s geometry. Dependent on the geometry type (point or polygon), the output of the
common data format differs: For points, a CSV file with the time-series information is provided; for polygons,
GeoTiff files are stored individually for each timestamp.
Quality checks
Products from MODIS sensor are always delivered with quality flags so that users can decide which data are
good enough for their specific application. To give users the opportunity to determine data quality, quality flags
have to be processed. Depending on the threshold being used, some data can be declared as having no-data
value. The quality flags are also extracted and clipped to the users’ geometry. A quality mask is then created for
each timestamp, based on the users’ quality parameter inputs. These masks are then applied to the corresponding
raster data.
Interpolation
For some time-series analysis methods missing data need to be interpolated, if no-data values are present. A
linear interpolation is used to overcome this issue in the pre-processing step. Interpolated values are marked in a
separate column in the final output CSV file, as well as in the output plot.

3.3.2

Data analysis

The basis for the time-series data analysis is either a CSV file, for point-based analyses, or a multi-band raster
image stack, for polygon-based analyses. The following steps concerning data preparation, analysis execution,
and preparation of resulting data are mostly individual for each analysis tool; these steps are also different for
point-based and polygon-based analyses. As with data retrieval, any processed data is stored in the processing
directory that is available to the users, giving them the possibility to download the prepared data for a specific
analysis tool and to reproduce the analysis offline on their computers. The OGC WPS processes developed for
time-series analysis are listed in Appendix B. Two processes always exist for each analysis method, one for
point-based and one for polygon-based analyses.
Figure 6 shows an example request for the WPS process to execute BFAST for a prior integrated dataset. The
dataset is specified by the unique identifier (uuid) as output from the data retrieval process. Further optional
parameters can be set to adjust the BFAST algorithm. The resulting output consists of several plots and files (see
Table 3).

Figure 6: HTTP request to execute bfast for a prior integrated dataset (defined by the uuid parameter).
Data preparation
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The preparation of datasets for specific analysis tools can be automated based on the requirements of the
selected tool. For the R-packages ‘BFAST’ and ‘greenbrown’ it is necessary to build a time-series object with a
starting date and a frequency parameter to describe the time-series. For polygon-based analyses, both packages
need a raster brick object that can be created based on the multi-band raster file. Data pre-processing for
TIMESAT consists of the creation of a configuration file and the preparation of the input data. For point-based
analyses, the input data is a new ASCII text file with data values in a single row. For polygon-based analyses,
the data must first be scaled to the original values and converted into the ENVI HDR raster data format, which
does not include header information. This is done with the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL;
(Warmerdam 2008). Afterwards, a list of files is saved in an ASCII file that is referenced in the TIMESAT
configuration file.
Analysis execution
The execution of analysis methods can be done either from the command line or using a Python library. The
Python library rpy26 was used as a direct connection to R within Python. With this library it is possible to
execute R functions and to exchange variables between both languages. The execution of TIMESAT is done
from the command line, which is executed from the subprocess module of Python. In such an automated
environment, no command line prompts can occur; rather, the complete execution has to run in a single step.
The resulting data need to be stored in files that can be accessed by the Python process after successful
execution.
Preparation of analysis results data
The resulting data can then be prepared to ensure easy user access. A graphical figure can be made from the
results of any analysis method; several output files are also generated, depending on the feature geometry and
the analysis method. Table 3 lists the prepared output files and services. To visualize spatial analyses of feature
polygons, OGC Web Map Services (WMS) and OGC Web Feature Services (WFS) are automatically generated
from the raster and vector outputs: GeoTiff files are provided as WMS, and shape files as WFS. The shape files
show each pixel of the polygon in the map, and come with an attribute table, which gives the statistics of each
pixel by analysis method. This attribute table can also be obtained using the OGC WFS GetFeatureInfo request.
Table 3: Generated output files, by feature geometry and analysis method.

Point

Polygon

3.4

BFAST

greenbrown

TIMESAT

Data (CSV)
Statistics (CSV)
Plot (PNG)
Data (GeoTiff)
OGC WMS
Pixel-Shapefile

Data (CSV)
Statistics (CSV)
Plot (PNG)
Classification, slope, pValue (GeoTiff, WMS)
Shapefile / WFS for slope,
p-Value

Data (CSV)
Phenology (CSV)
Plot (PNG)
Data (GeoTiff )
OGC WMS
Shapefile / OGC WFS for
Phenology

Client applications

The functions of the EOM are available with web services, allowing client applications to make use of these
services. Two example clients were developed to show the possibilities of such a service-based infrastructure: A
web portal (webEOM) and a mobile application (mobileEOM). Both of these clients use the OGC WPS for data
integration and analysis. OGC Web Map and Feature Services for resulting data provide the possibility for direct
online visualization.
3.4.1

webEOM

The focus of the web portal is to provide an easy-to-use client, while making it possible to extract time-series
data and execute further time-series analysis functions. The webEOM7 map (Figure 7) can be used to create the
geometry of a study area. Based on this geometry, the system requests a list of available datasets that are
registered in the multi-source data processing middleware. When conducting data integration, users can specify
different parameters for the selected dataset, such as start and end dates, as well as filtering options. A
processing directory for each integrated dataset is available to users, which contains any processed data for both
the dataset and the executed analysis tools. A time-series and a decomposition plot are generated automatically
6

http://rpy.sourceforge.net

7

http://www.earth-observation-monitor.net/map.php
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from the extracted time-series data that are plotted in the web portal. In addition to the images, CSV files are
created and available for download. After data integration, users can select an analysis tool for execution, and
individual parameters can be set for the selected analysis. The resulting data can either be visualized directly in
the web portal or can be downloaded for further usage. Spatial outputs can be interactively explored in the map,
and CSV files will be plotted as an interactive chart.
Several open-source libraries were used to develop the web portal (Appendix A): Drupal CMS is used for user
registration and authentication, as well as as a registration service for created features. On the frontend interface,
the JavaScript library OpenLayers is used as a mapping library; dygraphs are used to generate interactive charts;
and jQuery provides standard JavaScript functions.

Figure 7: Screenshot of webEOM portal.
3.4.2

mobileEOM

During fieldwork, users cannot use web-based systems developed for desktop computers. A mobile application
is therefore needed to foster the use of spatial time-series tools on mobile devices, which can be more easily
used during work in the field. With such a mobile application users have access to a wide range of information,
because a time-series of several years (15 years for MODIS vegetation data) can tell stories about the changing
environment. The combined usage with time-series analysis tools allows identifying breaks in the past and
overall trends of the vegetation, while users are in the field.
The mobile application for EOM was developed to provide access to time-series data and derived analyses on
mobile devices. Using their current GPS location or a manual set position, users can extract vegetation timeseries data, as well as view data plots, trend, and breakpoint analysis plots directly on their mobile devices. An
OGC WPS process was developed for the mobile application. This provides all necessary functionalities in a
single process, available as web service. This process extracts the data from Google Earth Engine 8 and plots the
time-series and decomposition figure. In a second step, time-series analyses for breakpoint detection (BFAST)
and trend calculations (greenbrown) are executed and plotted in a figure. The resulting output is a GeoJSON file
containing the values of the analysis tools, as well as links to the generated figures. Figure 8 shows screenshots
of the mobile app linked with a chart of the OGC WPS process and how they interact.

8

https://earthengine.google.org/
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Figure 8:Screenshots of the mobileEOM app and interactions between the app and EOM web services.
The mobile application was developed as hybrid web application. Applications of this type are developed using
HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript and then exported as native applications. To access the sensors and functions of
the mobile device (e.g., GPS, file storage), the software PhoneGap was integrated and used for native
application export. The interface was developed using jQuery Mobile, and the interactive map was integrated
with Google Maps API.

4

Summary and conclusions

Based on an infrastructure using standard-compliant geospatial web services, the Earth Observation Monitor
(EOM) software framework was introduced to provide global access and analysis tools for NASA MODIS
vegetation time-series data, for user-defined points and polygons. A further aim was to make such time-series
data and algorithms developed in research projects for data analysis more useful and accessible for users (i.e.,
scientists, stakeholders, and other decision-makers). Interoperable web-based geoprocessing services have been
developed that can be used from external software and linked from data registries and metadata catalogues (e.g.,
GEOSS portal). Metadata entries can now be linked with such data-access services as provided within the
framework of EOM. Two client applications have been developed to show how EOM can provide simple access
to these services via a web portal and a mobile application, meaning that users do not need to process any data
themselves.
Earth Observation time-series data are now operationally available for a wide range of applications. In many
cases, users are interested in information about the change of the environment in their specific area of interest.
Valuable information can be derived from time-series data for such user-defined areas, but better tools are
needed to extract time-series data and to provide this information. With increasingly large data archives and
high volumes of requests for data access, standard-compliant services for data access must be provided. In
addition to traditional ways of providing data access services from the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), like
Web Feature Service and Web Coverage Service, the present article proposes using Web Processing Services
(WPS). Individual data integration and processing steps can be realized using WPS, such as applying individual
quality masks, sub-setting data to a specific polygon, and providing different output formats. Until today only a
few WPS processes are available for data access and processing; these need to be considered also by data
providers.
Diverse scientific subjects (e.g., biodiversity monitoring, conservation ecology, and forest management) can
benefit from using global Earth Observation time-series data, but data access still remains a complex task
(Kuenzer et al. 2014). In addition to needing easier data access, interoperable analyses methods must be
integrated to enable further information derivation. Global data can be transformed into locally relevant
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information by extracting datasets for local areas and applying algorithms. For time-series data, these algorithms
can be land-surface trend calculations, breakpoint detection, or phenological analyses of vegetation data.
Providing access to such algorithms—for example, by implementing web services for algorithms that have been
developed within research communities—will make this area of research more accessible. This was shown in
the present article for vegetation time-series analysis, and led to the Earth Observation Monitor framework.
An ideal way to make data access easier is providing web services, as they can be easily integrated into other
applications and used within programming languages. The OGC WPS specification provides a standardized
framework for geospatial processing, allowing other external applications to use these services with a common
interface. Only at least the name of a dataset and the geometry (point, polygon) are necessary to access the data;
the user does not need to know the details in handling specific Earth Observation datasets. As Earth Observation
data are mostly provided in diverse data formats, these web services can provide consistent data formats, which
are easier for users. In addition to providing easier data access, information based on time-series data must also
be made more available. By providing scientific algorithms as web services, both algorithms and time-series
data can be linked. This linking then allows users to execute both the integration process for data access and the
algorithm process for information extraction. Without needing to do any data processing at all, users can retrieve
locally relevant information, such as climate-driven vegetation phenology trends and back-dating of land-cover
change events using breakpoints.
Web clients and mobile apps can be used in conjunction with geospatial web services, increasing the
effectiveness and interoperability of web services by adding an intuitive frontend interface for different devices.
Such an interface can, for example, provide notifications when data are available for analysis. A mobile app
gives users direct access to time-series data while they are conducting fieldwork, without requiring a notebook
or desktop computer to have access to the time-series data. Such applications can be built on top of the
developed web services, and, as they are available over the Internet, can be used from any application that is
compliant with the OGC WPS specifications.

5

Future work

Although the technical solutions have shown that geoprocessing services can be used to lower barriers in timeseries data acess and analysis, there are still some topics that can be considered in the future: The processing
services need to be described with metadata and made available in catalogue services and system of systems
(e.g., GEOSS). Inputs and outputs of a process need to be semantically described to automatically detect what
kind of inputs can be used with a process and to establish automatic connections between processes as
workflows. Also the “moving code” (Müller et al. 2013) paradigm needs to be considered further to make it
easier to process algorithms on external servers.
The further development of the EOM is concentrates on the usage of distributed processing capabilities to
increase the performance and the integration of further high- and medium-resolution satellite sensors, such as
the new Copernicus Sentinel satellites or Landsat. Furthermore the web and mobile applications can be
optimized in various ways.
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Appendices
A. List of software used for EOM services, webEOM, and mobileEOM
Software
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Drupal CMS

7

Backend

jQuery

1.10.2

JavaScript Frontend Library

OpenLayers

2.12

JavaScript Mapping Library

dygraphs

1.0.1

JavaScript Chart Library

Google Maps API

3

JavaScript Mapping Library

jQuery Mobile

1.3.2

JavaScript Mobile Library

PhoneGap / Cordova

3

Native Mobile Application Framework

MapServer

6

OGC WMS & WFS output layers for timeseries analysis results

PyWPS

3.2.2

OGC Web Processing Service

R

3

Time-series analysis (BFAST, greenbrown)

Python

2.7

Libraries such as GDAL, OGR, Pandas

TIMESAT

3.1

Phenological time-series analysis

B. Web processing services for time-series data retrieval and time-series analysis
available for EOM: http://artemis.geogr.uni-jena.de/cgi-bin/testbox.cgi
Data access for points
Identifier:
1012_single_ts_plot_point
Inputs:
pointX, pointY, datesetName, dateStart, dateEnd, qualityLimits
Outputs:
pointBBOX, tsCSV, tsPlot, tsDecompose, tsDecomposeCSV,
uuid
Data access for polygons
Identifier:
1012_single_ts_plot_polygon
Inputs:
wkt, datesetName, dateStart, dateEnd, qualityLimits
Outputs:
tsCSV, tsPlot, tsDecompose,
tsDecomposeCSV, uuid
Data access for climate stations
Identifier:
1020_single_ts_plot_climate
Inputs:
station, parameters, dateStart, dateEnd
Outputs:
tsCSV, tsPlot, uuid
Time-series BFAST analysis
Identifier:
2010_single_ts_bfast_point | 2010_single_ts_bfast_polygon
Inputs:
uuid, season, h, maxiter, breaks
Outputs:
Point: seasonalityDates, trendDates, bfastCSV, bfastPlot
Polygon: layers, plot
Time-series greenbrown analysis
Identifier:
3010_single_ts_greenbrown_point | _polygon
Inputs:
uuid, method, mosumpval, h, funSeasonalCycle, funAnnual
Outputs:
Point: breakpoint, slopes pvalue, gbCSV, gbPlot, trendCSV
Polygon: layers, mac, mac_cl, mac_plot
Time-series TIMESAT analysis
Identifier:
4010_single_ts_timesat_point | _polygon
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uuid, fitting, seasonStartMethod, seasonStart, seasonEnd,
spikeMethod, spikeValue, adaptionStrenght, windowSize,
noIterationsUpperEnvelope
Point: timesatFitCSV, timesatSeasonalityCSV, timesatPlot
Polygon: layers, seasonalityParameters, seasons

Data availability
Identifier:
0020_wps_available_datasets
Inputs:
wkt (Point or Polygon representation as string)
Outputs:
json (list of datasets)
Mobile point-based WPS
Identifier:
8010_single_ts_mobile
Inputs:
pointX, pointY, qualityLimits, uuid, width
Outputs:
pointBBOX, tsCSV, tsPlot, tsDecompose, tsBfast,
tsGreenbrown, uuid
Mobile point-based WPS
Identifier:
8020_multiple_ts_mobile
Inputs:
bbox_top, bbox_right, bbox_bottom, bbox_left, dataset, width
Outputs:
results, analysis, uuid

6
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ABSTRACT:
Remaining ahead of the enemy in all circumstances is crucial to any military power. Geographic information
systems (GIS) can provide the military commander with geospatial information about the theatre of war to
assist with the planning and execution of a mission. Unfortunately, technology usually comes at a price. GIS is
no exception. The cost of acquiring and maintaining GIS software licenses, as well as training staff in the use of
the software, needs to be considered. The question arises whether open source software, which can be used
without any software license expenses, is a feasible alternative in military operations. The problem is that the
perception exists that open source GIS software is neither user-friendly nor mature enough to be used in
military operations. This study evaluates the functionality of an open source desktop GIS product in a military
operation use case. A list of specific GIS functionalities was compiled based on the literature study and by
developing a use case. The functionalities were executed in QGIS. Results were compared against results of the
same functionalities in ArcGIS, which is widely used in military operations. Results show that all GIS functions
tested by this study could be performed by both software products. These results are interesting because it
means that FOSSGIS can be successfully deployed by units or directorates that has limited funds available to
expand the existing GIS capabilities for military operations.

1

Introduction

In military operations, considerations for military equipment, infrastructure and activities (“What?, ”When?”,
“Where?”) are important. They develop a perception (“How?”, “Why?”) of the enemies’ type and number of
equipment available, force readiness, present activities involved in and future planned activities. These
considerations and perceptions are enhanced by focusing and paying attention to terrain as one of the important
factors to consider during planning. The terrain determines the type of military vehicles and weapon systems
that can be deployed and used. Terrain layout also influences the execution time of certain maneuvers or
operations (Lodi et al., 2014). Even communications are influenced by the terrain. It is therefore imperative to
determine line-of-sight as this factor is crucial for certain kinds of communications, as well as for some weapon
systems (Datz, 2008). Furthermore, geomagnetic information affects equipment that could be used in an
operation. This is where GIS plays an important role in support of military operations. It provides a means to the
military commander in the form of geospatial information about the theatre of war (Űnal and Mustafa, 2002).
GIS analyze information about the terrain (i.e. land cover) and population (i.e. land use) and consider other
sources such as remotely sensed imagery to produce geospatial products (e.g. maps). These products are critical
aids to the commander in developing a comprehensive picture of the terrain layout and land use, as important
factors to assess before making any decision.
The cost of acquiring and maintaining GIS software licenses, as well as training staff in the use of the software,
can become a significant portion of the costs of a military operation. As a result, the number of licenses that are
purchased are sometimes limited, reducing the potential benefits of GIS to the military planner. Donnelly (2010)
cites that there has been an increase in recent times in the development and implementation of FOSSGIS for the
international geospatial community. Deek and McHugh (2007, p.1) states that the open source movement is “a
worldwide attempt to promote an open style of software development more aligned with the acceptable
intellectual style of science rather than the proprietary modes of invention that have been characteristic of
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modern business”. The open source movement supports the use of open source licensing, which means that
software can be freely used, modified, and shared.
While open source GIS products exist, in military communities, the perception exists that open source GIS
software is neither user-friendly nor mature enough to be used in military operations. This perception is based
on personal experience, e.g. based on discussions with colleagues and experience in a defence force work
environment where the use of QGIS was proposed, but colleagues were hesitant to embrace the idea.
This paper presents first results of a study to explore open source GIS software as a feasible alternative in
military operations. A use case of a military operation was developed. GIS functionalities required for this use
case were identified and then tested using QGIS (www.qgis.org), an open source desktop GIS product. Test
results were compared against results of the same functionalities in ArcGIS (the baseline) and qualitatively
analysed and explained. A number of case studies were done to compare ArcGIS to QGIS (GIS Geography,
2016, Dempsey, 04 November 2012, Duggan, 02 February 2015). However, the study reported in this paper is
unique because it incorporates military operational requirements related to a specific use case. Secondly, it is not
a competition to find a “victor”, but rather an objective study to determine whether FOSSGIS can be used in a
specific military operation considering certain operational GIS functionalities (specified by the use case).
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the use case, a Cholera outbreak for
which a military operation is planned. Section 3 explains how the GIS functionalities were identified and how
tests were conducted. In section 4, each test is described, the QGIS and ArcGIS results are presented and
subsequently analysed. The section is concluded with a table that summarizes the test results. Section 5 presents
conclusions and describes further work to be done.

2

Use case: Cholera outbreak

Cholera is a highly infectious disease that still affects many parts of Africa, as well as other parts of the world,
such as south Asia and Latin America. The disease is caused by drinking or eating contaminated water or food.
It is often found in areas with “poor sanitation, crowding, war, and famine”. If left untreated, it can lead to death
(WebMD, 2016). Cholera outbreak was selected as the scenario for this use case, since it is a very real
humanitarian disaster in which the military can be tasked to render support in containing the spread of the
disease and providing aid to infected persons. This is an example where the military is tasked to conduct a
military operations other than war (MOOTW).
After consultation with commanders involved at different levels and in different roles in operations, (personal
communications: Davids, J.M., 12 May 2015; Van Niekerk, A.F.V., 04 September 2015; Venter, J.D., 26 May
2015 and Wylie, A.C., 05 October 2015) a use case was developed (Adolph et al., 2002, Bittner, 2002) that
describes the geospatial tasks and products to be executed and produced in a typical military operational
scenario for the South African National Defence Force (SANDF). This fictitious scenario describes a health risk
disaster in the form of a Cholera (Zuckerman et al., 2007) outbreak in the Pilanesberg area located in North
West province in South Africa, 160 km west of Pretoria (see Figure 1). The Pilansberg area is a Game Reserve
with numerous rural villages surrounding this area. However, Pilanesberg is a mountain, circular in shape which
was formed by an ancient volcano eruption some 1 200 million years ago.
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Figure 1: Study area – Pilansberg, South Africa
The SANDF was tasked by the Minister of Health to assist in controlling this outbreak, because the SANDF
is the only national entity with a medical deployment unit capability. The scenario is fictitious (see Table 1), but
it draws on potential military operations in response to disaster relief.
Table 1: Use case description: Cholera outbreak for which a military operation is planned
The SANDF is requested by the Ministry of Health to assist in curbing the outbreak of Cholera in the rural
population of the Pilanesberg area, North-West province, South Africa. The Chief of the SANDF tasked the
Chief Joint Operations (CJ Ops) to establish an operation room within the disaster management centre and to
deploy the following forces to manage and control this health disaster:

1.
2.
3.

The South African Military Health Service (SAMHS) were tasked to set up a Medical Post.
Two Infantry Companies (Inf Coy’s) responsible for barricading and securing the
contaminated area.
One SA Army Engineer Squadron (SAAEF Sqn) consisting of a water purification unit. The
SAAEF Sqn will be responsible for purifying the contaminated water.

In order for the SANDF to assist, the following geospatial tasks are required from the GIS commander, whom
has to report his operational plan to the operational commander:
i. The individual households that were reported as households with Cholera have to be digitised using the
Spot 6 image as backdrop in order to zoom into the residential areas. The commander then wants an
area of 10 km² to be demarcated around a convex hull of all the households, since this will be the “area
of operations”.
ii. The high risk Cholera areas within the Pilanesberg must be indicated. The key hot spot area should be
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ix.
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determined. It is required to produce a GIS hot spot analysis layer indicating these areas.
The commander of the operation must know the terrain in his area of operations to be able to make
proper operational decisions, such as entry and exit routes as a time saving factor and locations of open
terrain for demarcating helicopter landing zones. It is therefore required that a map showing
“hillshading” be made in order to show the mountainous areas in relation to the rest of the area.
One of the factors that influence the spread of Cholera is a very heavy rainy season, which was the case
in this region. It is required to produce a flood simulation layer in order to anticipate the potential
influence on the spread of the Cholera, should the water level rise if there is more rain.
An important aspect during any military operation is communications. The GIS commander will be
tasked to map those areas within the area of operations that are visible from the identified HQ position
in order to determine line of sight visibility for radio communications.
A layer indicating locations of helicopter landing zones (HLZ) must also be created. Firstly, existing
helipads will be identified; secondly, additional suitable HLZ’s must be added to the layer.
An area where a medical treatment centre can be placed should be established for the Medical Task
Team’s operations. It is required to produce a layer indicating the most suitable location to deploy this
medical post and to show other existing hospitals in the area of operations.
The commander needs to know the locations of the closest police stations.
The infantry commander needs to show his members where to place their roadblocks.
A safe water supply for the rural population of the Pilanesberg area has to be ensured. It is required to
produce a layer indicating the most suitable place to deploy the SAAEF water purification plants.

3

Method

An initial literature study provided insight into the precise role of geospatial information in the military
(MacEachren et al., 2005, Jacobs, 2005, Palka et al., 2000, Swann, 1999, Tuner, 2003), the levels of war and the
use of GIS on each of these levels. Based on the literature study, it was decided that a first study should focus
solely on the operational level of war. Additional studies will focus on the use of GIS for the military in other
levels of war. A study was then made on the use of GIS on the operational level of war, after which a list of
typical GIS outputs were identified that are often required by the operational commander. The study was
conducted in three stages, namely:
i.
Stage 1 – Identifying GIS functionalities: The GIS functionalities that are needed to produce the GIS
outputs were identified based on the literature study, as well as the use case.
ii.

Stage 2 – Means and methods to assess GIS functionalities: The means and methods (henceforth known
as tests) necessary to assess the functions identified in Stage 1 were determined and developed. These
functions produces specific GIS output products and the tests necessary to produce these products were
performed by both ArcGIS and QGIS software for comparative purposes.

iii.

Stage 3 – Conducting GIS functionalities: This stage consisted of conducting the tests developed during
Stage 2. These tests served the purpose to qualitatively evaluate the maturity of QGIS by comparing it
to ArcGIS as the baseline or reference. The tests were conducted independently in QGIS (version 2.8.5
Wien) and ArcGIS (version 10.2).

A number of reasons exist for choosing QGIS as the software package to be compared with ArcGIS, mentioned
below. However, the main contributing feature is that QGIS is already partially incorporated within the SANDF
geospatial domain. A two-week course has already been developed by the SANDF and is presented at entry
level to unit personnel. Other reasons are:
i.

When examining the graphical user interface (GUI) it looks similar to the GUI of ArcGIS.

ii.

It is easily available and downloadable over the internet and easily installed.

iii.

Its operating costs are very low.

iv.

Support for this software is available in a number of ways.
1.

Firstly, online through the international QGIS user community,

2.
Secondly, the support in terms of training for the software in the RSA is quite extensive. There
are a number of GIS institutions and other educational institutions offering courses on this software.
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3.
Thirdly, there are also support documents available on the QGIS website as well as “Help tips”
that appear when using the software.
v.

It can run on a variety of computer operating systems.

vi.

A number of easily assessable “plugins” are available that provides extra functionalities to QGIS.

In this paper, the results of four tests are presented, namely the buffering an area of operations, the Cholera hot
spot analysis, the creation of a visibility layer and the creation of a layer of locations for water purification
plants. These tests correspond to geospatial tasks, described in i., ii., v., and x. in the use case (see Table 1). The
tests were chosen because they can easily be related to and applied in other operational scenarios and they are
therefore pertinent GIS functionalities needed by military operations.

4

Results

This section presents the results of the four tests that were chosen for discussion in this paper. For each test,
there is a description of the test, the ArcGIS baseline results and discussion, followed by the QGIS test results
and discussion, and finally, a comparative analysis of the test results.

4.1

Test 1: Buffering an area of operations

Buffering is a very common and often used analysis tool by GIS commanders since it involves proximity
analysis around points, lines or areas. The commander wanted an area of 10 km surrounding the reported
Cholera cases to be demarcated as the “area of operations”. Before building this buffer, the individual Cholera
cases were digitised in a point shapefile. The Spot 6 image was utilised as a background for the residential areas
in order to identify and capture households identified with Cholera.
4.1.1

ArcGIS baseline results

Buffering is one of the standard geoprocessing tools in ArcGIS (see Figure 2). The process is relatively simple
as long as the user specifies the correct unit of measurement. The fact that one can choose the unit of
measurement via a dropdown list in ArcGIS is one of its benefits. In ArcGIS, even the inexperienced GIS user
can build a buffer since ArcGIS will correctly build the buffer even if the data used is not in a projected
coordinate system (Chang, 2006).
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Figure 2: Buffering analysis result obtained – ArcGIS
4.1.2

QGIS results

Buffering is also one of the standard geoprocessing tools in QGIS (see Figure 3). Although the process itself is
very similar to that in ArcGIS, the GIS user has to know that the buffer process will not work correctly in QGIS
if the data to be buffered is not in a projected coordinate system. The user will also not be able to specify the
unit of measurement and will therefore be required to have a basic knowledge of coordinate systems and their
respective units of measurements. In this test, the study data was defined to WGS84/UTM grid zone 35S. As
UTM was used, all measurements are in meters.

Figure 3: Buffering analysis result obtained – QGIS
4.1.3

Comparative analysis of results

The results obtained with both products were satisfactory. Both software products obtained a buffer of a very
similar size and the operational request would have been satisfied by both. A single difference was observed. In
order for the GIS operator to successfully complete the buffering process in QGIS, he/she will need to have a
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basic understanding of coordinate reference systems (see paragraph 4.2.2). This will assist GIS operators to
comprehend why the buffer will only be correct if the data is projected.

4.2

Test 2: Cholera hotspot analysis

One of the tasks of the SAMHS is the categorisation of patients based on a set of evaluations in order to
determine priorities for emergency evacuation and treatment. The status of the categorisations may change
continuously as the condition of casualties can improve, worsen or spread to other areas. The SAMHS
commander must constantly be informed of which areas in the operational area take priority at that point in time.
A hotspot analysis (Lin et al., 2010) can serve as an extremely valuable tool to assist the commander with
operational planning when areas for the deployment of SAMHS treatment centres have to be determined. The
GIS commander must be able to show the operational commander the high-risk Cholera areas within the area of
operations. A “hotspot” analysis is therefore vital. This analysis will allow the commander to see which areas
have a higher than average incidence of Cholera.
According to Chainey et al. (2008) “hotspot mapping is a popular analytical technique…”. There are a number
of different techniques that are used for the identification of hotspots, amongst others, kernel density estimation,
point mapping and grid thematic mapping. Kernel density estimation was used for this particular Cholera
hotspot project. Kernel density estimation computes the density of features in a neighbourhood of cells around
those features. In this test, the density was calculated for point features but it can also be used for line features.
The surface value is highest at the location of the point (the reported Cholera households) and it reaches zero at
the search radius distance from the point. The radius was specified at 1500 m for this test.
4.2.1

ArcGIS baseline results

The kernel density tool was utilised in ArcGIS in order to perform the hotspot analysis (see Figure 4). Kernel
density is one of the tools available within the Spatial Analyst extension of ArcGIS. In order to get the best
results with the particular tool in ArcGIS, the environment settings must be set before performing the analysis.
This is to ensure that the entire hotspot analysis result is displayed within the viewing window and not cut off to
exclude certain areas. The processing extent was set to “same as display”. In order to further enhance the visual
effect of the analysis results, the first class colour was set to “no colour” (i.e. transparent). If the first value/class
is not set to “no colour”, the background data that must provide a frame of reference to the military commander
is not visible.

Figure 4: Hotspot analysis result obtained – ArcGIS
4.2.2

QGIS results

The “Heatmap” plugin was downloaded in order to perform the hotspot analysis in QGIS (see Figure 5). This
plugin also uses kernel density estimation in order to create a density raster (“heatmap”) of an input point layer.
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In QGIS the initial output product will appear as a black and white (single band grey scale) raster image. The
properties of this raster layer must then be changed to a single band pseudocolour and classified using the equal
intervals methods according to the number of classes that the user requires. The number of classes used was ten
and the first class’s colour was also set to “no colour” (i.e. transparent), which was the same as in the ArcGIS
test.

Figure 5: Hotspot analysis result obtained – QGIS
4.2.3

Comparative analysis of results

The Cholera hotspot analysis can be completed successfully in both ArcGIS and QGIS. Although there is a
minor difference (see Figures 4 and 5) in the manner in which hotspot results are displayed in the two software
products. Both results would be acceptable to the operational commander. It is however interesting to note why
the difference in these results exists even though in both products a kernel density analysis were done. In QGIS
more detail is visible in the end-result. In ArcGIS, the KDE is based on the default quadratic kernel function and
in QGIS the Quartic (biweight) function/shape was chosen. In an email on 03 March 2016, J.S. Evans (Affiliate
Assistant Professor at University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY) stated that the visible difference has to do with
the degree of polynomial in the respective kernel density functions: a quartic kernel is a fourth order
polynomial, whereas a quadratic kernel can, theoretically, take any form but generally represents a lower order
(second) polynomial. As in trend functions, lower order polynomials will not pick up as much localized detail,
given the same bandwidth parameters.
Results in both products will give the commander the ability to see areas of higher density of Cholera. The tests
were conducted with different radii, as well as with different display colour settings, in order to get the best
results in both systems. It is advisable for GIS operators to have background knowledge concerning raster
images when doing any type of raster analysis, since this type of analysis is commonly more advanced than
vector analysis functions. This applies to both products.

4.3

Test 3: Creating a visibility layer

The visibility or viewshed analysis is a vital and dynamic tool for the military. In this use case, it was used to
see whether radio communications would be possible in all areas from the main HQ position. The Madutle
Primary School was chosen as the ideal HQ position since it is in the centre of the Cholera outbreak, has all the
necessary infrastructure needed for the operations and has a sport field that can serve as a helicopter landing
zone. The location of this school (HQ), where the radios for communication would be set up, was made into a
separate point layer that was used as the “observer point” for the visibility analysis.
Radio communications work on the principle of “line-of-sight”, therefore, areas with no visibility from the HQ
will have poor or no radio signal. In areas that the radio signal will not reach, deployment of relay stations
should be considered. In other military situations, visibility or viewshed analysis is used for to determine
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artillery observer positions etc. and the extent to which the artillery observers will be able to see and gather
intelligence (visible terrain for targets and plotting of enemy positions). The radio antenna-height was specified
at 10 m; if the antenna height is too high, it gets unstable and unpractical.
4.3.1

ArcGIS baseline results

In ArcGIS, the visibility tool in the 3D Analyst extension was used to execute this test. Certain attributes must
be added to the Madutle Primary School (observer point) layer before attempting to do the visibility analysis.
This step was included in the analysis because in a military scenario, the commander would like to be able to
specify the height of the observer point (in this case the height of the antenna for VHF radios), as well as the
radius distance from the observer point. If however, a person would only be interested in a visibility analysis
from the current height of the observer point and would like to include the whole study area in the analysis the
“Viewshed” tool in ArcGIS is sufficient.
The Interactive Visibility tool Add In was downloaded, which helped a lot with adding the observer, input
specifications in a more automated and faster way than manually adding individual attributes to the attribute
table. The radius from the HQ was specified as 20 000 m and the height of the antenna (observer) was specified
as 10 m. The remaining default values were accepted. ArcGIS automatically displays visible areas as a “Visible”
layer and areas that are not visible as a “Not Visible” layer. The default colours were changed to red (visible)
and green (visible). The results are illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Visibility layer result obtained – ArcGIS
4.3.2

QGIS results

The Viewshed analysis plugin was downloaded for this analysis in QGIS. In the viewshed analysis tool, the user
can specify all the observer parameters and choose the type of output (i.e. binary viewshed, intervisibility,
intervisibility depth and horizon). The specified observer parameters were the same as with the ArcGIS test,
therefore the search radius was set to 20 000 m and the observer (antenna) height to 10 m. A binary viewshed
was done, which provides a simple yes/no value for each pixel. Figure 7 [a] indicates the result of the viewshed
analysis before adjustments were made to the raster layer properties. In Figure 7 [b], the final result can be seen.
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Figure 7: Visibility layer result obtained – QGIS
In Figure 8, an example was made to show another possibility for presenting the results to the commander. In
this example, the green areas represent visible areas (areas where radio signals will be good) with the
topographical map as base layer for orientation. Areas with no visibility are transparent.

Figure 8: Visibility layer combined with the topographical map
4.3.3

Comparative analysis of results

In ArcGIS, the process of initially entering the input values for the observer point is a bit more involved than in
QGIS because in ArcGIS 10.2 the values must be added as attribute values in the observer point layer. The
downloaded “Interactive Visibility Add In” helped to simplify this process since it guided the user towards
entering the desired values for the observer point’s attributes. In QGIS, these attributes were automatically
available in the “Viewshed analysis” plugin. However, according to the latest documentation, ArcGIS 10.3 has
resolved this.
In ArcGIS 10.3, a new tool is available (Viewshed 2 tool) that is similar to the dialog box available in QGIS,
where input parameters for observers can just be filled in without adding additional fields to an attribute table.
The styling in QGIS is slightly more complex than in ArcGIS, due to the fact that the initial results are displayed
as a singleband grey that needs to be changed to a single-band pseudocolour and then classified into two colour
classes. This process is certainly not difficult, but the user should preferably understand rasters to some extent in
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order to manipulate the raster properties and ensure a visually correct product. The result in QGIS displays as a
single band greyscale, which must then be changed to a single band pseudocolour and classified into two
colours according to equal intervals method and the displaying colours, have to be set to the desired ones. The
legend in QGIS must also be renamed to indicate “Visible” and “Not-visible” which is easy to do, but this was
done automatically in ArcGIS.

4.4

Test 4: Creating a layer of water purification plants

The SA Army Engineer Formation (SAAEF) must deploy water purification plants in the Cholera affected
areas. The SAAEF commander wants advice on the ideal location for placement of these water purification
plants. The plants must be placed on a flat surface, close to a river. The GIS operator will therefore firstly do a
slope analysis. The slope of the area close to a river must be less than 5 degrees. Thereafter, locations for
individual water purification plants must be digitised.
4.4.1

ArcGIS baseline results

The ArcGIS Slope analysis tool gives the user an option to choose between doing a degree or a percentage slope
analysis. The styling of the point symbols was made easy by the wide variety of symbols available from the
existing symbol sets in the symbol selector dialog box. The results of the analysis are illustrated by Figure 9.

Figure 9: Water purification plants result obtained – ArcGIS
4.4.2

QGIS results

In QGIS the type of slope analysis (degree or percentage) cannot be chosen. The number of point symbols for
point features within the existing QGIS style library was limited. Additional point symbols in .SVG format were
downloaded from the internet and copied to the SVG folder located in the relevant QGIS program files directory
(C:\Program Files\QGIS Wien\apps\qgis-ltr\svg). This extended the range of point symbols in QGIS
extensively. QGIS symbols are available from a wide variety of internet sites at no cost. Figure 10 provides an
illustration of the results of this analysis.
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Figure 10: Water purification plants result obtained – QGIS
4.4.3

Comparative analysis of results

In a military operation where internet services might not be available, this part of the process will have to be
done when deployment preparation is performed. On the plus side for flexibility and extensibility, in QGIS new
symbols can easily be created by a user by combining more than one symbol. The slope analysis (needed to
determine the ideal location of water purification plants) in both ArcGIS and QGIS, was effective for
determining the degree slope, which was the required output in this use case. However, in the ArcGIS Slope
analysis tool, there is also an option to perform a “percentage slope” analysis.

4.5

Summary of test results

Table 2 provides a summary of the test results described in the previous sections.
Table 4: Summary of test results achieved
TEST NAME
Test 1: Buffering an area of
operations (4.2)

SUMMARY




Test 2: Cholera hotspot
analysis (4.1)








Test 3: Creating a visibility
layer (4.3)
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The results obtained are similar.
In order for the GIS operator to successfully complete the buffering
process in QGIS, he/she will need to have a basic understanding of
coordinate reference systems.
The unit of measurement in QGIS cannot be chosen in the buffer
analysis dialog.
The hotspot analysis was successfully completed in both software
products.
A difference in the results obtained was observed.
In QGIS, more detail is visible and the resulting polygons appear to
be slightly smoother.
The buffer area sizes created in QGIS are approximately 104 km²,
whereas in ArcGIS the buffer sizes are 44 km². Therefore a
significant difference of approximately 60 km² of extra buffer areas
are displayed created QGIS.
In ArcGIS, the kernel density estimation is based on the quadratic
kernel function (by default) and in QGIS the Quartic (biweight) kernel
function/shape was selected.
The desired end-result could be achieved in both products.
In ArcGIS, the process of initially entering the input values for the
observer point is a bit more complex in QGIS than in ArcGIS 10.2. In
QGIS, the required attributes were automatically available in the
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Test 4: Creating a water
purification plants layer (4.4)









“Viewshed analysis” plugin. ArcGIS 10.3 has resolved this in the new
“Viewshed 2” tool.
The inexperienced user might consider the styling in QGIS to be
more complex than in ArcGIS. The result in QGIS displays as a
single band greyscale, which must then be changed to a single band
pseudocolour and classified.
The legend in QGIS was renamed to indicate “Visible” and “Notvisible”, which was done by default in ArcGIS, but can also be edited
if needed.
In ArcGIS, the styling of the point symbols was made easy by the
wide variety of existing symbols available.
In QGIS, the number of point symbols for point features was limited.
Additional point symbols were downloaded from the internet in .SVG
format.
In a military operation where internet services might not be available,
this part of the process will have to be done as part of deployment
preparation.
On the plus side of symbology with QGIS, new symbols can be
created by the user by combining more than one symbol.
The slope analysis (needed to determine the ideal location of water
purification plants) in both ArcGIS and QGIS was effective in
applying a degree slope.
In the ArcGIS Slope analysis tool, there is an additional option to
perform a “percentage slope” analysis.

5

Conclusion

From an empirical study and using a use case, certain operational level GIS functionalities were identified.
These GIS functionalities were tested on both proprietary GIS software (ArcGIS) and using FOSSGIS (QGIS)
and the outcomes were qualitatively compared. The following conclusions were derived from the study:
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.

Firstly, all the operational GIS functions described in the use case could successfully be performed
using both ArcGIS and QGIS.
It is acknowledged that some of these GIS functions were on an advanced level and that in both
software products training will therefore be needed.
Although all GIS functionalities could be performed using both software products, in most cases where
the analysis result was in a raster format, the properties of the end-result in QGIS needed further
“refining” since the raster output is first displayed as a singleband greyscale image. Although this is not
significantly difficult to perform, the GIS operator will have to take cognisance of this aspect.
The default existing library of symbology within ArcGIS (especially with regards to point symbols) is
more comprehensive than in QGIS. However, it is also possible to expand symbology in QGIS in two
ways. For this further training and subject matter experience is required:
1. Firstly, by downloading additional symbols in SVG format.
2. Secondly, by designing symbols.

The fact that the native symbology functionality in ArcGIS exceeds that of QGIS, makes ArcGIS the software
of choice when it comes to extensive military cartographic products. Units or directorates that produce maps and
cartographic products on a large scale should therefore use ArcGIS as their primary cartographic tool.
With regards to the GIS functionalities tested, it can be concluded that FOSSGIS can be successfully deployed
to units or directorates, especially to those with limited funds, to expand the existing GIS capabilities for
military operations. This process will however require guidance and training. Without proper training and
guidance any GIS can become a “dangerous tool”.
GIS is an important planning tool in the military and one that should not be denied to any military unit or
directorate. FOSSGIS gives all units or directorates access to GIS. The advantages and benefits of exploring
with a GIS without limits cannot go without mention.
FOSSGIS gives the user access to even advanced GIS functionalities without additional licensing costs. The
user therefore does not have to pay extra to get access to the next level of functionalities, such as advanced
spatial and terrain analysis functions.
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Nevertheless, it needs to be acknowledged that when certain fees are paid to a proprietary software vendor, one
can expect to receive a certain level of service or support from that vendor. This means that if the user
encounters a problem with the software (for example a bug in its development), it can be reported and whilst it
might not always be fixed immediately, the user can at the very least expect an answer. This can be crucial when
troubleshooting in a mission-critical military operation. The FOSS community is aware of this need, and one of
the solutions is the (paid) technical support offered by a variety of companies on the QGIS website.
FOSSGIS, and more specifically QGIS, opens a world of possibilities to the military. It means that institutions
that would normally be deprived of this great planning tool because of costs can now have access to it. These
units have access to the analytical power of an advanced GIS tool with all the functionalities needed to answer
the commander’s questions. Although the level of employment of FOSSGIS by military institutions will vary, it
is recommended that it should be used in collaboration with proprietary GIS software when used in support of
military operations. This will ensure that greater access by military personnel to GIS functionalities is achieved.
QGIS is a growing GIS tool and we predict that its use in the military will also grow as employees are trained up
in QGIS and their knowledge and experience increase and develop to the same levels they currently have in
other software products.
According to Abizad (19 December 2001), a force multiplier is “A capability that, when added to and employed
by a combat force, significantly increases the combat potential of that force and thus enhances the probability of
successful mission accomplishment”.
FOSSGIS has the potential to be a force multiplier in the military!

6
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ABSTRACT:
This paper reports on new opportunities for research and education in Free and Open Source Geoinformatics
as a translational part of Open Science, enabled by a growing collection of OSGeo conference video recordings
at the German National Library of Science and Technology (TIB). Since 2015, OSGeo conference recordings
have been included to the collection sphere of TIB in information sciences. Currently, video content from
selected national (FOSSGIS), regional (FOSS4G-NA) and global (FOSS4G) conferences is being actively
collected. The annual growth exceeds 100 hours of new content relating to the OSGeo software projects and the
OSGeo scientific-technical communities. This is seconded by retrospective acquisition of video material dating
from past conferences, going back until 2002 to preserve this content, ensuring both long term availability and
access. The audiovisual OSGeo-related content is provided through the TIB|AV Portal, a web-based platform
for scientific audiovisual media providing state-of-the art multimedia analysis and retrieval. It implements the
requirements by research libraries for reliable long term preservation. Metadata enhancement analysis
provides extended search and retrieval options. Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) enable scientific citation of full
videos, excerpts and still frames, use in education and also referral in social networks. This library-operated
service infrastructure turns the audiovisual OSGeo-related content in a reliable source for science and
education.

1

The Challenge of Scientific Technical Information in OSGeo

OSGeo, the Open Source Geospatial Foundation, is an international non-profit and nongovernmental
organization, to promote open access to geospatial data and sustainable and future-safe open source software
development (AUTHOR & Neteler, 2014). Similar to the Apache Foundation, members contribute to foundation
projects and community governance. Communication within OSGeo involves organisation committees, project
maintainers, developers, application related topics and also education and reach-out. From the library
perspective, much of this consists of scientific technical information (STI) and is conducted on alternative
channels beyond the traditional journal-based scientific discussion. The advent of ubiquitous digital recording
equipment and screen-cast-software has led to a steady rise of audiovisual content, such as lecture recordings or
data animations. The first OSGeo-related video recordings date from 2002 (Open Source Free Software GIS GRASS users conference, 2002). This trend continues and is likely to accelerate further due to the widespread
use of handheld end-user devices to access such content, a diversification of application scenarios (“software
mash-ups”) and the growing number of OSGeo-approved software projects. Until now, the majority of this
content has been distributed via proprietary commercial Web 2.0 platforms (e.g. Youtube.com) or isolated
academic websites. Access to and reuse of such content in both science and industry has been hampered. This is
due to the lack of effective deep content retrieval based on rich-metadata, reliable scientific citation and long
term preservation. These topics, while crucial for long term availability and reuse, are both beyond the business
models of the currently still used Web 2.0 audiovisual platforms and also exceed the capabilities of the
maintainers of conference websites. Since its beginning in 2002, the amount of Open Source Geospatial related
video recordings has continued to grow and diversify.
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Effective and efficient access to and mining of this distributed repository of audiovisual Scientific-Technical
Information holds great potential for the monitoring of the state of the art in Geoinformatics, analysis of trend
patterns and innovation, and also technology transfer to new fields. This is part of a larger challenge currently
affecting academia regarding access to heterogeneous STI content as part of the general trend towards datadriven science.

2

The German National Library of Science and Technology

The German National Library of Science and Technology (TIB) ranks as one of the largest specialized libraries
worldwide: Its mission is to comprehensively acquire and archive literature from around the world pertaining to
all areas of engineering, architecture, chemistry, information technology, mathematics and physics. The TIB´s
information portal provides access to more than 160 million data sets from specialised databases, publishers and
library catalogues. The TIB development branch and the Competence Centre for non-textual Materials drive
application focused research and development towards innovative library services. This especially applies to the
fields of scientific-technical information in the greater field of Open Science and other non-textual information.
For this, tools and infrastructure are developed to support users in scientific work processes, enabling the easy
publication, discoverability and long-term availability of scientific-technical information. One example is the
DOI service to provide digital object identifiers (DOI names), because the long-term digital preservation of
scientific objects is a major task nowadays. As a DOI registration agency for scientific content, the TIB offers a
solution for the problem mentioned above. A DOI consists of a unique character string that identifies an entity in
a digital environment - in other words: it identifies the object itself and not the place where it is located. The
DOI system was started in 1998 by the International DOI Foundation (IDF) (IDF 2002) and was standardized as
ISO 26324 in 2012. In 2004 the TIB, in collaboration with scientific institutes, developed an infrastructure
model for the DOI registration, establishing a complete workflow for the referencing of research data. Five
years later this work led to the founding of the globally oriented non-profit organisation DataCite, initiated by
TIB. Further DataCite members include for example the British Library, the California Digital Library, the
Library of ETH Zürich and the Australian National Data Service. DataCite offers an infrastructure that supports
simple and effective methods of data citation, discovery and access.

3

The TIB|AV Portal Video Platform

Launched in April 2014, the TIB|AV-Portal (av.tib.eu) is a bilingual (English/German) web-based portal for
audiovisual media that optimizes access to scientific videos in the field of science and technology. It was
designed to overcome the limitations encountered in current commercial Web 2.0 video portals according to the
requirements of a data-driven research library. By combining state-of-the-art multimedia retrieval techniques
with semantic analysis, it provides content-based access to videos at the segment level and the ability to link
data to new knowledge. The processing workflow of the video analysis includes structural analysis based on
video shot detection, optical character recognition, automated speech-to-text transcription, and visual concept
detection.

3.1

Metadata of the TIB|AV Portal and the Linked Open Data Context

The DataCite metadata schema, is based on the Dublin Core Metadata Standard (http://dublincore.org/), was
adapted to describe and manage audiovisual content by formal, technical and content-describing authoritative
metadata in a standardized manner (Lichtenstein et al., 2014). Automatically generated metadata are processed
via linguistic and semantic analysis, i.e. named entities are identified, disambiguated and mapped to an
authoritative knowledge base. This knowledge base consists of subject specific parts of the Integrated German
Authority Files (GND), available as Linked Data Services of the German National Library. This allows for
semantical enrichment of the data and context information concerning authors and institutions from external
databases and leads to an improvement of the interoperability of the data (Sack and AUTHOR 2014). The
English labels were gained by mapping GND entities onto other authority files like the DBpedia and the Library
of Congress Subject headings. (Strobel 2014). These technologies improve access to scientific videos by e.g.
enabling pinpoint search of individual video segments. Further content-based filter facets for search results
enable the exploration of the increasing number of videos.
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The automatically generated and time-coded authoritative metadata of each video are stored as RDF data
(https://www.w3.org/RDF/) in a Triple-Store and are openly published as data dumps according to linked-data
standards for further use RDF export data dumps (http://av.tib.eu/opendata/).

3.2

Features and Services

Each video within the TIB|AV Portal is registered by a digital object identifier (DOI). A DOI name clearly
identifies the video, akin to the use of ISBN in books. In addition, the TIB|AV Portal offers a time-based citation
link, enabling a citable DOI to be displayed for each video segment using the open standard media fragment
identifier (MFID).
This approach enables users to use and share references to subsections and still-frames of a video. A visual table
of contents provides a quick overview of the video facilitating access to individual video sequences. Contentbased filter facets for search results enable the exploration of the increasing number of video assets. The
keyword search is not only performed within authoritative metadata but also within metadata from video
analysis, giving different term weight when searching. These techniques allow the users to search more
efficiently and find content that otherwise would remain hidden. Producers of scientific films, such as the
OSGeo communities, can upload their videos to the TIB|AV-Portal free of charge. Once the quality of the video
has been checked, it is published in a legally watertight manner: indexed according to international standards;
transcribed; digitally preserved; and given a DOI name. This ensures an optimal discoverability of scientific
films.

3.3

OSGeo content acquisition

Within the TIB|AV Portal, films from the technical fields introduced in section 2 are currently collected in both
German and English language, including recordings of conference presentations, panel discussions, recordings
of experiments, e.g. microscopic images, modelling, simulations and presentations of specific software. Most of
the videos are published under a Creative Commons licence (https://creativecommons.org/).
Starting in 2015 the TIB subject librarians added video recordings from selected OSGeo conferences to the
collection sphere of TIB. This had been preceded by the successful acquisition trial for the historic USA-CERL
GRASS GIS 1987 promotional video (Inman 1987) during the development phase of the AV-portal for testing
purposes (AUTHOR & AUTHOR, 2014).
The acquisition rates for OSGeo conferences indicate that each event will yield at least 30 hours of scientific
footage: The FOSSGIS 2015 conference produced 32 hours of footage, while the FOSS4G 2014 event generated
39 hours. Currently, three OSGeo conferences on national, regional and global level are being actively collected
by TIB (FOSSGIS, FOSS4G-NA and FOSS4G), which results in an annual amount of over 100 hours of
scientific footage.
From 2015 to 2016, the acquisition of OSGeo conference video content required a harvesting step by TIB
personnel, to access videos from third-party web portals, where they had been published in the first place. As a
result of an active dialogue with OSGeo Foundation, this procedure could be changed to a proactive model.
Starting with the FOSS4G 2016 conference, TIB will be immediately provided with the video recordings by the
conference organizers, including all available metadata. This allows TIB to start the content analysis process
immediately, to publish the content in the TIB|AV Portal as early as possible, honoring possible embargo
requests by the respective conferences.

4

Scientific Potential

From the perspective of science and the OSGeo community, the TIB|AV Portal has established a reliable and
non-commercial infrastructure to use and reference audiovisual content, ranging from full films to subsections
or still-frames. Currently, a range of usage scenarios are emerging. Two of them will be described here.
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Reference of audiovisual content in Web 2.0 portals

Each film which is published in the TIB|AV Portal is assigned a DOI as a unique persistent identifier. Web
browsers can resolve DOI, being a Universal Resource Locator, similar to HTTP. From the perspective of long
term availability, DOI are superior to HTTP-links as they can by design never expire. A DOI consists of a
unique character string that identifies an entity in a digital environment: It identifies the object itself, not the
place where it is located. If the object is moved to another location (i.e. the URL has changed) the only
requirement is to update the URL in the underlying database. This ensures that the DOI persistently resolves to
the location of the object (Paskin 2002). For information sharing within a scientific technical community such as
OSGeo, this is a significant benefit, as DOI-links can both be embedded in markup code such as HTML and
Wiki-content and do not need to be reassessed for obsolesce due to broken or expired links. Figure 1 shows the
DOI-based demonstrator for thematic excerpts from the AV-Portal which was set up within the OSGeo Wiki in
2015.

Figure 1: OSGeo videoquote demonstrator based on DOI-links into the TIB|AV Portal (OSGeo 2016).

4.2

Acknowledging OSGeo audiovisual content as Research Data

The minting of DOI for videos in the TIB|AV Portal is handled through DataCite, an international not-for-profit
organization (Datacite 2016). DataCite fosters the citation of research data and to establish easier access to
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research data on the Internet, increase acceptance of research data as legitimate, citable contributions to the
scholarly record and support data archiving that will permit results to be verified and re-purposed for future
study. This includes scientific technical information, such as the OSGeo conference videos as part of the
scientific technical collection of TIB.
DataCite operates the Metadata Store (MDS), a Metadata Search engine (Datacite 2016), which allows queries
on all DOI-referenced research data. This enables high-level queries for scientific journal publications, data
publications, scientific software and audiovisual content. This includes contributions of the OSGeo community
in all these fields. A sample search for OSGeo-related content is demonstrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4: A query
about Mrs. Athina Trakas, a long term OSGeo advocate, results in multiple DOI references for audiovisual
content (Figure 2). Each such DOI-link refers to a dedicated landing page with metadata about the audiovisual
data set, as shown for doi.org/10.5446/14749 (Figure 3). The landing page in turn provides a link to the
respective video in the TIB|AV Portal (Figure 4). By using the open standard media Fragment identifier
(MDID), individual segments of a video can also be cited, just as easy as a chapter or a page in a book. In order
to cite a video or a video segment its DOI link is simply copied and pasted into a document. This demonstrates
how audiovisual content is already being recognized, and has become citable, as scientific research data. The
accessibility of the associated metadata thereby determines the visibility of both the described content and the
institution that provides the data. To further increase their discoverability and reuse, video references can be
cited and linked to context information of authors and institutions. Such databases include e.g. the ORCID
system for author publications (ORCID Organization 2016), or Current research information systems (CRIS)
such as VIVO (VIVO 2016).
By connecting video assets to dynamic digital content such as text publications and datasets the digital
infrastructure is optimized and provides additional value to a scientist’s reputation: Digital research outputs can
be traced across the life-cycle from acquisition and preservation to access and reuse.

Figure 2: Query result from a DataCite search in the Metadata Store showing e.g. OSGeo-related content
(Search “Athina Trakas”).
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Figure 3: DataCite Content Service provides search results for OSGeo-related videos in the TIB|AV Portal. This
is a function of the assigning of a persistent identifier, a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to each video in the AVPortal.

Figure 4: The landing page in the TIB|AV Portal for the conference video accessed via DOI:
doi.org/10.5446/14749.
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A research data perspective on audiovisual OSGeo content

The statistics for the general growth of minted DOI for audiovisual content (Datacite 2016) indicate a long term
growing trend of this kind of research data (Figure 5). This corresponds to the already encountered and
projected growth rates for the TIB|AV Portal. In addition to this, for OSGeo, the amount of DOI-referenced
content is expected to rise significantly in the near future, especially in the fields of geospatial data sets and
scientific software.

Figure 5: Yearly growth of minted DataCite DOI for audiovisual content (shown in dark blue column) and share
of newly minted AV-DOI per year (light blue column).
The wealth of audiovisual content already generated by OSGeo exceeds both thematically (i.e. topics beyond
TIB's acquisition foci, e.g.: Agriculture, Medicine) and qualitatively (i.e. multilingual content) the range of
acquisition and customer services offered by TIB. A comprehensive acquisition strategy addressing the
multilingual and multi-topical diversity of OSGeo's scientifically relevant output remains a challenge to be taken
on by multiple research libraries. This will lead to added value for the OSGeo communities, libraries and their
users, and also the general public. The experiences gained from the TIB|AV Portal can serve as a starting point
towards a modular best-practice based approach for this.

6

Conclusion

Nowadays, the provision of digital audiovisual content is an important communication tool for STI within and
beyond OSGeo. With the diversifying and accelerating production of audiovisual content diversifying and
accelerating, best practices are needed to address and solve this challenge on a global scale. This paper
summarizes the current status and usage scenarios from the collecting effort undertaken by TIB to ensure the
long term availability of OSGeo conference video recordings .
The audiovisual OSGeo-related content is provided through the TIB|AV Portal – a web-based platform for
scientific audiovisual media featuring state-of-the art multimedia analysis and retrieval. Quality checked
audiovisual content from the OSGeo communities is constantly being acquired for the portal as a part of TIB’s
mission to preserve relevant content in applied computer sciences for science, industry and the general public.
Currently, the collection sphere includes video content from national (FOSSGIS), regional (FOSS4G-NA) and
global (FOSS4G) conferences. The annual growth exceeds 100 hours of new content relating to the OSGeo
software projects and the OSGeo scientific-technical communities.
As a research library, TIB provides reliable long term preservation for AV media, as well as metadata
enhancement analysis with extended search and retrieval. Using DOI and a Media Fragment Identifier, a
scientific citation of full videos, excerpts and still frames is provided. Scientists can therefore use video content
e.g. in education and referral in social networks. Depositing AV media as research data in the TIB|AV Portal
ensures that the requirements of Good Scientific Practice are met: Conference contributions can be listed in the
researcher’s citation record and other researchers will be able to find, re-use and cite published media. Thus, the
library-operated service infrastructure TIB|AV Portal turns the audiovisual OSGeo-related content in a reliable
source for science and education, making it a vital part of the development and heritage of the OSGeo software
communities and scientific software development.
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ABSTRACT
Remote sensing technologies are widely used in maritime surveillance applications. Nowadays, spaceborne
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems provide outstanding capabilities for target detection at sea for large
areas independently from the weather conditions. The generated value added target detection product is
composed by complementary information from the Automatic Identification System (AIS). Resulting information
layers provides a more reliable picture on the maritime situation awareness. This paper describes the approach
of SAR-AIS data fusion and its visualization means developed for Near Real Time (NRT) Applications for
Maritime Situational Awareness by the Maritime Security Lab at the Ground Station in Neustrelitz, part DLR’s
German Remote Sensing Data Center (DFD). Presented implementation is based on combination of many open
source geospatial libraries and frameworks (e.g., GDAL/OGR, Geoserver, PostgresSQL) and shows their
effectiveness in the context of complex automated data processing in the frame of NRT requirements.
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1

Introduction

The global economy is highly dependent on the shipping industry. Because of maritime transport development,
nowadays ocean does not divide the world, but connects. Shipping has always been the only low-cost method of
freight transport over long distances. Today, 80% of all goods are transported over the sea including oil, oil
products, coal, ore, grains and others. With growing world’s economy the exchange of goods utilizing maritime
transport on the global scale is growing steadily, which causes an increase of ship traffic. New routes are being
developed, e.g., –a North -East or North- Wert passage, opening new routing opportunities due to the global
climate changes. To understand the situation and ensure maritime safety and security regarding to the shipping
density as well as environmental monitoring, maritime surveillance applications are nowadays of paramount
importance.
Spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems have already proven their effectiveness on maritime
surveillance. The main advantage of SAR sensors is their capability to perform observations of the Earth’s
surface independent from the weather conditions and time of the day. Furthermore, they can cover large areas –
up to several hundreds of kilometers wide at the same time. Limitations related to the revisit time are still there,
but could be reduced by involving several different missions, e.g., – TerraSAR-X, Radarsat-2, and Sentinel-1.
Data acquired from these satellites demonstrated its efficiency in maritime surveillance applications, including
such task as target detection at sea.
Although the SAR target (ship) detection product provides ship’s position and its parameters, such as width,
length and even heading (Tings, et al., 2015), this information can still not provide a complete maritime picture.
Complementary information from vessel tracking systems, in particular from Automatic Identification System
(AIS) can provide such parameters, like vessel type (according to international classification), speed, course
over ground as well as its width and length. AIS messages are broadcasted with an update rate up to some
seconds, and mandatory for all vessels larger than 300 of gross tons and all passenger ships irrespective of size.
Integration of both datasets, – SAR-derived detections and AIS data, enables to perform much more complex
analysis for maritime surveillance. In particular, SAR detection would confirm vessel’s physical persistence in
addition to AIS reports. At the same time, vessels can be detected which due to technical reasons or malicious
actions not broadcasting AIS messages.
The overall state of the NRT applications in the maritime domain at DLR’s Ground Station Neustrelitz, is given
in (Schwarz, et al., 2015). This paper emphases on the complete automated processing chain of deriving ship
detection products with associated AIS information, which already has been integrated for operational use and
being under further development.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview about the whole processing chain. Section 3
explains the approach of SAR-AIS data fusion. The dissemination and visualization of resulting products are
described in Section 4.

2

Processing, Workflow and Framework

Ground Station Neustrelitz is the main receiving and processing facility for the TerraSAR-X mission composed
by the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X satellites. In 2015 the capabilities of the Ground Station has been extended
with a Regional Ground System (RGS) to support Radarsat-2. Furthermore the collaborative ground segment to
support the Copernicus Mission Sentinel-1 has been developed.
The data, received by the ground station are immediately transferred to the processing system. The whole
processing is controlled by the Processing System Management (PSM) developed by DLR and Werum Software
& Systems AG (Boettcher, et al., 2001). The implemented PSM control system forces rule based scheduling of
different processors and call them step-by-step or in a parallel sequence. Figure 1 shows the general workflow
sequence of the ship detection NRT application controlled by the PSM.
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Figure 1: NRT ship detection processing workflow
The first value adding processor requires satellite sensor specific processing up to level 1b (L1b). At this point,
RAW sensor data being processed to the image form with applied radiometric calibrations and extracting
geolocation information. For TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X satellites - the TerraSAR Multi Mode SAR
Processor (TMSP) takes care on this task (Breit, et al., 2008).
The next three processing steps, SD SAINT; AIS Fetcher and SAR Image Transformer are scheduled in parallel
as they are independent from each other. All three processor modules using the same L1b input product, and
they are common for all available SAR sensors.
For the SAR target detection task the SAR AIS Integrated Toolbox (SAINT), developed in the Maritime Safety
and Security Lab in Bremen, is used. The detection algorithm based on constant false alarm rate (CFAR)
detector. Then, the derived binary mask, showing positions of ships on the image, is used for the parameter
estimation of every detected vessel. More detailed information about the algorithms and methods used in
SAINT are described in (Tings, et al., 2015) and (Brusch, et al., 2010). The output of the SAINT is a point data
layer showing vessel positions in projected geographical coordinates with estimated attributive values like
vessel’s length, width and heading.
AIS Fetcher performs collection of the AIS data for required time extent (imagery time) and coordinates
(geographical bounding box of the input L1b image). The processor has been developed in the Maritime
Security Lab Neustrelitz, part of the DFD. It queries the AIS data from local database (DB) in case of historical
requests or collects them from external sources like AIS providers. The software is also capable to decode RAW
AIS sensor data in several formats and push them into the local DB for future use. The output of AIS Fetcher is
a point data set with dynamic and static AIS attributes. Every sequence of AIS messages for specified request is
processed through the embedded AIS Plausibility Processor (Heymann, et al., 2013), developed in the Institute
of Communications and Navigation, part of DLR. The Processor checks certain values of the AIS message data
in the context of the plausibility of the vessel behavior, in particular how fast the vessel moves, how it changes
the course, etc. The processor extends every AIS message with additional fields showing possible errors in
certain attributes.
The image processing software SAR Image Transformer is called to apply automatically geolocation
information provided with L1b image, adjust the histogram and generates several outputs: The full resolution
L1b geotiff image in UTM and in EPSG:4326 projections. Currently the processor supports data processing
from the satellites TerraSAR-X, Radarsat-2 and Sentinel-1. Furthermore, quicklook products in .png and .kmz
format (for visualization in Google Earth) are generated.
The next, according to this this paper most relevant, processing step is the data fusion of SAR detected ships and
AIS reports. The Ship Detection Value Adder (SDVA) developed in the Maritime Security Lab Neustrelitz
executes the data fusion operation. As an input the SDVA accepts the output from all the previous processing
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steps. Namely, SAR ship detection results (point data), AIS reports for specified area and time (point data), the
quicklook image (for visualization of the results), and the L1b image metadata. The algorithm behind will be
discussed in the next section. The resulting data fusion product is generated in different final formats like
Google kml/ kmz, ESRI shape file, json and many others.
The last step of the NRT ship detection chain handles the product dissemination. Different delivery options are
available like ftp/ sftp, via e-mail (e.g. - kmz), as well as via web mapping services, enabling customers the
direct use of product results in their GIS applications over OGC interfaces (wms, wfs) or in web-browser using
web-mapping client.

3

SAR-AIS Data Fusion

The Ship Detection Value Adder (SDVA) performs the data fusion between SAR detected targets and AIS
reported information for a requested spatial and time extent. The general workflow of SDVA is shown the
figure 2.

Figure 2: Ship Detection Value Adder workflow.
In order to fulfill near real time delivery requirements, most of the operations in SDVA, by analogy to all the
other processors of NRT ship detection chain, are implemented in a high level of parallelization.
Nowadays, besides the ships, there are many generally known objects on the open sea. In particular, these are
windfarms, oil platforms and buoys. Such objects are often detected as vessels, and looking on their estimated
parameters, they are really not much different from the real detected vessels. Therefore a filtering step of ship
detection results has been implemented. Filtering is done by checking if the detected object spatially intersects
with objects in the database of sea signs. Once filtering is done, a thumbnail (zoomed in picture from original
geotiff) will be generated for the final result. These thumbnails are embedded into the kmz product file and
WMS services for the OGC feature info requests.

3.1

AIS Interpolation

The L1b image will be available within 10 minutes after downlink. Because of this delay, it is possible to collect
some AIS data not only for the time before the image acquisition, but also up to 10 minutes afterwards. This
allows reconstructing of vessel tracks in order to get an AIS ship position of highest accuracy according to the
imagery time. The implemented solution enables more precise SAR-AIS data fusion based on the exact imagery
time for every ship and solve the following problems:
1) In the real world the AIS reports for moving vessels are being broadcasted in a different reporting interval.
The transmission of updates mainly depends on the speed over ground (SOG) of the vessel. Furthermore updates
occur at different intervals depending on whether a Class A or Class B transponder is used. Unfortunately, not
always all of transmitted reports are being collected due to the different technical reasons. Furthermore, often
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AIS providers resample the data by time. As the result, in some cases the update rate for available AIS reports
could be up to a few minutes.
2) By using different acquisition modes SAR images are extended to cover very large areas, up to thousands of
square kilometers. To scan such big area SAR sensor needs several seconds up to more than one minute. Even
30 seconds make big sense, e.g., a cargo vessel moves on the open sea with the speed of 20 knots which is
around 10 meters per second. During the only 30 seconds, this ship will pass the distance of about 300 meters.
Therefore, for prediction of the AIS position at imagery time, a specific imagery time in the proper image area
should be considered. The auxiliary information for time calculation in specific places on the image is available
in L1b metadata.
The first step is a reconstruction of AIS tracks with minimum specified time step. The new calculated positions
are derived using “dead reckoning” concept, based on the last position, speed and course over ground as
illustrated on figure 3.a.
The new positions are always crosschecked if they are not intersecting the coast line. If the new position falls on
the land area, it is iteratively corrected as shown on Figure 3.b.

7
Figure 3: AIS track reconstruction
The new attribute values for speed and course over ground are calculated by local weighted interpolation from
known surrounding points
𝑎𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖−1 𝑤𝑖−1 + 𝑎𝑖+1 𝑤𝑖+1

(1)

where 𝑎𝑖 is the attribute value for a new point to be calculated, 𝑎𝑖−1 and 𝑎𝑖+1 are the attribute values from
neighboring points, 𝑤𝑖−1 and 𝑤𝑖+1 are corresponding weights for the known attributes and based on their
distance from predicted point:
𝑤𝑖−1 = 1 −

𝑑𝑖−1
𝑑𝑖−1 +𝑑𝑖+1

and 𝑤𝑖+1 = 1 −

𝑑𝑖+1
𝑑𝑖−1 +𝑑𝑖+1

(2)

where 𝑑𝑖−1 is the distance from “left” known point to predict, and 𝑑𝑖+1 is the distance from predicted point to the
“right” known point.
If the predicted point is outside of the known track, namely has only one known neighbor, then the last known
attribute is taken as the new point.
AIS positions at imagery time are derived in the following way. The reference time for the whole image must be
defined. The optimal choice is to take a middle time point between image start and stop times. Then, it is
necessary to find the closest AIS reports in time, relative to the reference time. In the next step, AIS
geographical coordinates that reported closest to the reference time are used to determine on which part of the
image they would appear. Normally, for every L1b SAR image the metadata provides means for computation
the imaging time for every pixel. Furthermore, the time deviation in range (dimension x) direction is not
significant; the most important is the time according to the azimuth (dimension y) direction. This can be
calculated in different ways: out of provided georeferenced grid or by simple linear interpolation between
imaging start and stop times.
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Project Displaced Positions

Dealing with SAR images it is known that moving targets can be displaced on the image from their actual
position. This effect caused by additional Doppler shift introduced by moving objects. If the object is moving in
the flight direction (along-track) with the satellite, then it will be just blurred. When the object motion trajectory
is crossing the sensor (across-track), the object’s position will be shifted in the azimuth direction. Depending on
the object’s velocity, such displacement can reach up to several hundred meters. Therefore, prior the fusion of
SAR detected targets and AIS reports, this effect has to be considered. More detailed explanation of theory of
moving objects in SAR images can be found in (Meyer, et al., 2007). Some examples of azimuth displacement
are shown on Figure 4.

Figure 4: Azimuth displacement due to across-track movement
The azimuth shift of the moving object can be estimated following way
∆𝑎𝑧 = −𝑅

𝑉𝑎𝑡
[𝑚]
𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡

where ∆𝑎𝑧 is object’s azimuth displacement, R is the distance between the object and the satellite, 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the
satellite velocity and 𝑉𝑎𝑡 is the object velocity in across-track direction.
For several decades, researchers have studied object motions in SAR images. A number of methods to
compensate this effect have been proposed, (e.g., Raney, 1971; Meyer, et al., 2005; Arii, 2014). In particular,
with integration of a priori knowledge, such like road databases and vehicles radar signatures (Meyer, et al.,
2007), or by direct velocity estimation out of image characteristics (Raney, 1971; Arii, 2014).
However, AIS reports provide the information about vessel’s speed and course, which offer the possibility to
calculate 𝑉𝑎𝑡 and ∆𝑎𝑧 respectively. The reversed method was applied, where for AIS reports at imaging time a
displaced position on the image is calculated. This approach is of low computational cost which is crucial for
NRT services. Although the errors are possible, especially on port areas, it provides sufficient accuracy and
widely used in the context of SAR-AIS data fusion, e.g., (Zhi Zhao et al., 2014; Mazzarella, et al., 2015).

3.3

SAR-AIS Data Fusion

After extracting AIS reports at imaging time and projecting their positions according to the Doppler shift a
fusion between AIS reports and SAR-detections takes place.
SAR-AIS composition is implemented by double nearest neighbor search. First, for every AIS message with
projected position on the image a nearest SAR detected target has to be associated. For different reasons, e.g.,
low resolution of SAR image it is possible that for a particular AIS report, there is no corresponding SAR target
detection. Therefore a special, empirical threshold for the search area was specified. Once the closest SAR target
has been found, the distance (Das) between AIS and SAR objects is remembered. If there was nothing found
within the searching area, it is assumed there is no target for assigning.
The second step is iteration through the SAR objects and linking to the closest AIS report. This operation is
similar to the AIS-SAR relation described above. The distances between SAR and AIS targets (Dsa) are saved
as well.
Comparison of AIS-SAR and SAR-AIS relations is applied before finishing this process. When both relations in
both directions have the same distances (Das = Dsa), it is assumed the association is valid, and attributes from
AIS are linked to the corresponding SAR target.
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4

Visualization

Providing NRT services it is very important that the end user gets the resulting products in time. Besides skilled
GIS analysts, the data should be readable and comprehensible for the customer and require no special software.
This concept was the determining factor in designing the products. For this purpose a number of output formats
and delivery methods are implemented. As shown in Figure 1, currently three possible delivery methods are
implemented:
1

2

3

Transfer files via sFTP or FTP server. This method is oriented for experienced GIS analysts, which prefer
to define their own visualization and perform deeper analysis. After the processing, files are automatically
transferred to either DLR delivery server or user site. The file set may include: ESRI shape files (as well as
json and ASCII) containing ship detection results (point data) with assigned AIS attributes; layer with all
available AIS data for the scene; quicklook or full resolution SAR image in geotiff or png format.
E-mail notification – a short message notifying about available results via FTP (described above) and set
of files attached, with the maximum total size of 5 MByte. The e-mail could contain a set of different files
based on the user requirements, e.g., an ASCII text file with detected targets, a georeferenced quicklook
png image in UTM projection, as well as a kmz file. The kmz file is composed by integrated layer view of
results, including the SAR ship detections, AIS reports (points and restored tracks) and quicklook overlay
of SAR image. Example of kmz is shown on figure 5.
The web services solution enables dissemination of NRT products to the user without copying them (in the
usual meaning of copy). Two ways of using web mapping services are possible: direct integration into the
GIS software over the OGC services (wms, wfs), served by GeoServer, or using web-mapping client,
which requires only a web browser. The web-mapping client is based on front-end components of
Environmental and Crisis Information System (UKIS), developed at DFD, which is implemented by using
the latest web technologies, such as AngularJS and Leaflet. The client is platform independent and
supports any modern web-browser without need of any extra software or plugins. Example of product view
in the UKIS client shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Example of kmz output visualized in Google Earth
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Figure 6: Product view in web-mapping client

5

Conclusion

This paper discusses the SAR-AIS data fusion methods, part of the automated processing chain for NRT ship
detection and identification, developed at DLR. The workflow is implemented in a high level of parallelization,
to ensure deriving ship detection products within 10 to15 minutes after image acquisition.
Although the presented approach showed good results according to the service performance and product
accuracy, regardless there is still space for improvements. In particular, for AIS interpolation and data fusion
more complex models could be applied in order to improve the accuracy, especially near the coast or port areas
where the vessel routes are not linear. This can be improved, for example, by utilizing additional auxiliary
information about the traffic on the sea like it was proposed by (Mazzarella, et al., 2015).
The integration of the new sensors and data streams, not only from radar, but also optical sensors, as well as
satellite based AIS will increase the reliability of the service.

6
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ABSTRACT:
Virtual globes have been widely used during last decade mainly for simulating observations of the earth from
the outer space and navigation experiences over its surface which may be portrayed with various types of views
and textures. The present work aims to extend virtual globe capabilities by incorporating three dimensional
events on them. Such events may include animation and motion effects on 3D models representing real world
living or inanimate spatial objects, modelling of natural resources and phenomena representations and any type
of geovisualized activities and demonstrations.
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1

Introduction

Virtual globes are browser-based web interfaces mainly used to offer to the user, navigation experience around
the planet earth as being an observer at the outer space, with the ability in most cases to modify the observatory
position and viewing angle. Various types of views are usually portrayed on the surface of the earth like for
example ground terrain view, or road network map view or just aerial or satellite images of the real world. In
addition, it is possible to represent three dimensional (3D) objects and convey on them types of textures.
However, what is not being typically provided is animation and motion effects on 3D spatial entities for
simulation and demonstration purposes.
The general idea behind the presented work is to extend current Virtual Globes capabilities by incorporating in
their views, also motion and animation effects on 3D models representing living or inanimate spatial objects.
Then to make it possible to create virtual geospatial worlds viewable on specified zoom levels on an area of the
globe simulating various types of events such as historical, or related to flora and fauna, natural resources,
phenomena etc.
What is needed to achieve the objectives described is a tool for developing layered-based geospatial scenes
containing 3D actors participating in motions over a georeferenced area. Following that, a set of arrangements
and specifications that will assure a proper appearance of all the above on a virtual globe. In this work, we make
an attempt to develop a representative case of a living virtual globe displaying 3D scenes and events on the
earth's surface and identify the development issues for such a venture.

2

Virtual Globes: Features and Trends

In the 00s, Riedl (2007) focused on the following Virtual Globe parameters: a) transportability, which refers to
the capability of transporting the related geospatial data over the Internet, same way as it happens with any other
digital information, b) scalability, as the capability of presenting geospatial information at any desired scale, c)
interactivity, since Virtual Globes provide a web interface to receive feedback from end users, d) choice of
topics as the capability of displaying unlimited number of global themes and e) currency, as the ability to
present real-time or updated data at any given time span. Later on, Tuttle (2008), proposed two additional
features: pseudo-3D, due to the naturally understood by people environment of Virtual Globes and client-side,
which refers to the capability of end users to totally manage (insert, update, modify) the published data.
Since then, the geospatial technologies were boosted by the enormous progress occurred in information and
communication technologies. We would choose as most significant, also affecting Virtual Globes, a) the
developments in geospatial web semantics, which influenced data sharing, exchange and interoperability
through XML based standards (KML, GML etc.) and OGC web services (WMS, CSW, WFS etc.) and b) the
popularity of Javascript which triggered the development of specialized geospatial libraries.
A critical moment in Virtual Globes timeline was when they started to cooperate with Geospatial Web Services.
According to Tuttle (2008) the simultaneous popularity of both technologies can not be a coincidence. In 2006
(Dunne and Shutton, 2006) discuss the powerful combination of Web Map Services with Virtual Globes. Today,
it is possible to exploit geospatial services in the cloud in order to produce valuable geoinformation (Evangelidis
et al, 2012) and Virtual Globes represent the mean for displaying this information.
As Javascript is nowadays the prevailing cross-platform programming language on the web compiled just-intime on the client side, it is worth focusing on WebGL Javascript API, the standard for hardware accelerated
interactive 3D graphics rendering on the web. Emerging visualization frameworks deployed on top of WebGL
contribute significantly in the field of 3D geospatial developments, including those related to Virtual Globes,
such as OpenWebGlobe9, WebGL Globe10 and Cesium.js11. An incomparable advantage of the above
platforms is that they are directly executed by recent web browsers without the need of installing plug-ins or
other software.
Cesium.js seems to have become the dominant geospatial visualization framework for 3D mapping on the web
after Google announced its Earth API, deprecation (Angevine, 2015). It is built on top of WebGL, HTML5
standard, supports industry standard vector formats (KML, GeoJSON), Collada models when converted to its
own glTF format, is open source and cross-platform, running in any browser supporting WebGL. It also

9

http://www.openwebglobe.org/

10

https://www.chromeexperiments.com/globe

11

https://cesiumjs.org/
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supports 3D models animation and user-controlled motion over the terrain and numerous such examples were
ported from Google Earth to Cesium (Fig. 1)

Figure 1: Motion and animation effects with Cesium.js.

However, the Javascript library much respected and recognized by the developers community which also
exploits WebGL renderer capabilities, with numerous contributors and free examples for animation and extreme
motion effects is that of three.js (http://threejs.org/). It supports complex geometries and highly detailed objects,
however, to the best of our knowledge, it doesn't maintain the geospatial aspect of the involved scenes and
virtual worlds. Three.js could act complementary to Cesium.js and vice-versa and their mixing might be the
ideal case.

3

Development

On a previous work which is under review, we had developed on top of three.js a GIS based prototype web
interface for creating custom geospatial worlds containing overlaid 3D objects moving on specified or
dynamically user-defined motion paths and animated textures. To assist demonstration of the above mentioned
work a video has been prepared and is available at https://goo.gl/mutZrs.
One of the obvious challenges and further developments was to integrate the above described "living" geospatial
worlds with Virtual Globes. In the present work we made an attempt to perform such integration. The expected
result is to view "life" over Virtual Globes after a reasonable zoom level.
The whole development process comprises the following discrete stages:
 The development of a tool for creating custom "living" geospatial worlds (already performed as previously
demonstrated)
 The development of a function for creating Virtual Globes
 The development of a function for georeferencing custom geospatial worlds with the Virtual Globe
The whole development was exclusively based on three.js library.

3.1

Development of Custom Geospatial Worlds

A GIS digital elevation model of the demo area is created by providing a set of grid points with elevation values
12
and by employing a plane type geometry

12 http://threejs.org/docs/#Reference/Extras.Geometries/PlaneGeometry
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Figure 2: Digital elevation model created with plane type geometry of three.js
The texture of the geospatial world is loaded via a raster image which is adjusted appropriately

Figure 3: Surface texture adjusted over elevation model
Selected 3D models representing static spatial objects (e.g. house, plants) are scaled to fit in to the geospatial
world. The static ones are placed in user-defined points, or along polylines or inside polygons as shown in figure
4.

Figure 4: Adding static 3D models placed on the geospatial world
Animated 3D models representing living (e.g. horse) or inanimate spatial objects (e.g. car) are also scaled and
placed in user-defined motion paths specified by polylines. Animated textures of the surface (e.g. sea waves) are
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also overlaid, as shown in figure 5

Figure 5: Overlaying motion 3D models on the geospatial world

3.2

Development of a Virtual Globe

To create a Virtual Globe in three.js using the WGS 84 main parameters the "THREE.ShpereGeometry"
constructor is used with radius = 6378137 which refers to the major (equatorial) radius a in meters. To apply the
polar semi-minor axis b, the flattening f=1/298.257223563 is used and applied to the scale method of the sphere
geometry "earthGeometry.scale.set(1,1-f,1)" at the y axis (three.js axis are x,y – width,height and the z as the
depth axis).
For the presentation purposes the Virtual Globe has been designed with its meridians and parallels every 10o
degrees (Fig. 6) .

Figure 6: Virtual Globe created with three.js

3.3

Integrating geospatial world with Virtual Globe

In order to georeference the geospatial world with the Virtual Globe the following adjustments and acceptances
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should be considered:


The custom geospatial world has to be designed or adjusted so that its axes are aligned with north-south and
east-west orientations (y+/- : N/S, x+/-: E/W). In other words, the minimum x, minimum y values of the
word should refer to the south-west of the custom world and the maximum x, maximum y to the north-east
(Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Adjusting custom world's axes orientation




The center of the geospatial world is positioned at x:0, y:0) pixel coordinates. Once the geospatial world is
georeferenced, then its center will be placed at its real WGS 84 φgw, λgw coordinate values.
The center of the Virtual Globe is positioned at x:0, y:0 pixel coordinates and is placed at φo:0o, λo:0o
WGS 84 coordinate values.
Then, the Virtual Globe is rotated counterclockwise around x axis by φgw degrees and clockwise around y
axis by λgw degrees. That way the x:0, y:0 pixel coordinates of the Virtual Globe are placed at the center of
the geospatial world (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).

Figure 8: Rotating Virtual Globe to match geospatial world
As a result the 3D scene of the "living" geospatial world created is appropriately adjusted and is already
viewable and may be explored through the Virtual Globe (Fig. 9)
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Figure 9: Integrating "living" geospatial worlds with Virtual Globes
An indicative demonstration video presenting all of the
http://goo.gl/M76uw3.

4

above developments is available at

Conclusions & Further Developments

During last decade we experienced a significant progress occurred in the development of WebGL Javascript
libraries, APIs and interfaces and their high penetration values on web applications. As regards the geospatial
community, similar developments concentrate an ever increasing interest by geoscientists and professionals.
Strong representative examples are found in Cesium.js for implementing Virtual Globes and 3D geospatial
visualizations and model animations. Others are met in three.js developments for advanced 3D model animation
and motion effects. To our intuition, the above Javascript libraries as well as new ones focusing also on
geospatial data exchange and interoperability issues, are expected to dramatically affect Virtual Globes
evolution and usability.
Challenges involve all Virtual Globes usability cases such as, the educational sector, through sophisticated large
scale geo-visualizations containing motion and animation effects on areas sensible on geological phenomena
and/or natural disasters or on regions of the atmosphere participating in meteorological processes.
So far, 3D rendering on the web for demanding imagery resolutions required special computer graphics
hardware capabilities and high speed and quality internet connections. With the transition of processing on the
client side and the adoption of open web standards and advanced interfaces (e.g. physics.js) it could become
more efficient to perform complicated geovisualized simulations over the globe for typical engineering
modeling: fluid mechanics, hydrological modeling for flood assessment, landslide assessments etc.
A virtual geospatial reality is just around the corner.

5
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ABSTRACT:
The growing interest on smart cities and the deployment of an ever increasing number of smart objects in public
locations, such as dumpsters, traffic lights, and manholes, requires ubiquitous connectivity for these devices to
communicate data and to receive configurations. Opportunistic WiFi connectivity is a valid alternative both to
ad hoc solutions, which require costly deployments, and to communication through the mobile network, which is
both pricey and battery power hungry. In this paper we present a tool to analyze the WiFi coverage of home
Access Points (AP) on the city streets. It can be of interest to Internet Service Providers (ISP) or other providers
which want to offer connectivity to Internet of Things smart objects deployed around the city. We describe a
method for gathering WiFi measures around the city (by leveraging crowdsourcing) and an open source web
application to visualize and to analyze the accumulated data. More importantly, this framework can leverage
the semantic information contained in OpenStreetMap data to extract further knowledge about the AP
deployment in the city, i.e., the relationship between the AP density per square kilometer and the percentage of
streets covered by the WiFi signal within the city.

1

Introduction

WiFi access points (APs) are ubiquitous in urban areas. WiFi enabled areas can be found in every part of
modern cities: university campuses, shops, hotels, stations, airports, workplaces, and private households. In
these environments the WiFi network provides Internet connectivity to a wide range of clients ranging from
personal devices (e.g, tablets, smartphones, and laptops) to generic networked appliances within homes and
businesses premises. However the APs coverage cannot be confined within the site walls and it often covers also
the surroundings, thus other (outdoor) devices in the street can sense and make use of the WiFi signal.
In most of the cases these APs are private and indoor, thus not freely accessible by anyone. However in some
cases, if their owners are members of a “Community Network” (CN), these APs may share their Internet access
with other members of the same community using a common open-system authentication framework. This
concept of sharing residential DSL access, originally proposed by FON (FON 2016) is now adopted by other
companies such as Orange in France (OrangeHotspots 2016), Vodafone in Europe (VodafoneWifiCommunity
2016), etc. Because users willing to access a CN service while away from home are required to also share their
own Internet access with other subscribers, no additional charge exists for the service. Other business models
may however allow users outside the community to access the network for a fee, for example, Skype WiFi
(SkypeWifi 2016) users may pay to access FON and some other ISP APs around the world.
Going beyond the common scenario of providing Internet access to mobile devices and travelling users, the
extension of APs coverage outside their owner’s premises to the surrounding public spaces may be exploited
also by a wide range of other devices. Along with the recent developments of WiFi technology towards low
power and long range (WiFiHaLow 2016), Wi-Fi has the potential to become a ubiquitous standard also for the
Internet of Things (IoT 2012). In fact, a multitude of potentially WiFi capable devices spread around the cities
in the public spaces (e.g., traffic lights, dumpsters, pollution monitoring equipment, etc.) are already under the
coverage of some residential AP that can give them Internet access at low or no cost. For example, residential
DSL modems equipped with a WiFi router may enable ISP to provide connectivity not only within the house
walls, but also to the network enabled intelligent “things” that are outside.
13
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However, in order to assess the coverage of public areas by residential APs, we need to know the WiFi signal
strength in each possible location within a city. Since this information is useful also for other services such as
device localization and cellular network data offloading, several studies have investigated the problem. For the
case of data offloading, (Balasubramanian 2010) and (Mota 2013) performed measurements of the APs
locations to identify if WiFi access can be used to augment 3G capacity in mobile environments. In (Farshad,
2014) a mobile crowdsensing based characterization of WiFi deployment led to the identification of high mutual
interference among nearby APs and to the proposal of a centralized cloud based WiFi router configuration
service. To support this kind of studies, open databases came up allowing access to the dataset of the collected
measures. OpenBMap (OpenBMap 2016), WiGLE (WiGLe 2016), OpenWLANMap (OpenWLANMap 2016),
and OpenSignal (OpenSignal 2016) gather data from tools, i.e., war-driving applications, distributed to users for
different platforms (e.g., smartphones), that are used to perform passive WiFi APs discovery while walking,
riding or driving.
However, these services use the map just as an image on top of which they draw a point, the AP location, or a
colored area, the AP coverage. Any further analysis is left to the user, for example, given the user position the
service does not calculate the walking distance to the nearest AP or report the percentage of the outdoor area
(e.g. streets) covered by the WiFi network. On the contrary, we know that a map service, e.g. Open Street Map
(OSM), can be used to provide a lot more than a background image of an area of the city, for example its
semantic information on the city topology can be leveraged to know the walking distance to the nearest AP, or
the percentage of streets, parks, malls, schools covered by the WiFi network.
In this paper we present a novel study on how WiFi measurements may benefit from OpenStreetMap
(OpenStreetMap 2016) information on city topology to characterize the amount of WiFi APs coverage in urban
streets. Since APs are deployed indoors and in an unplanned manner, this approach gives much more insights to
anyone that wants to exploit such infrastructure, than the raw information on the density of APs in a given area
or on the area coverage (that may comprise inaccessible locations such as private buildings). Furthermore we
investigate if the coverage of these APs is dense enough to provide reliable connectivity to network enabled
objects (i.e., smart dumpsters, traffic lights, and manholes) in public locations, if such an architecture is feasible,
on what conditions depend its performance, and what type of applications may benefit from its services.
We also show the results for the city of Turin, Italy, and highlight the impact of the dissemination of WiFi APs
on an IoT scenario. This is a more precise technique to estimate the coverage of CNs with respect to the raw
number of deployed APs per square kilometer.
We developed a software for wireless street coverage analysis that can map WiFi measurements on
OpenStreetMap data to visualize and estimate the wireless connectivity on the streets. The software is available,
as open source software, on the GitHub platform as “WiFi Street Coverage Explorer”
(WiFiStreetCoverageExplorer 2016).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce related work, in Section 3 we
present our framework. An example of the results that can be visualized and quantified by our framework is
given in Section 4 for the city of Turin and it is then discussed in Section 5. Finally in Section 6 we conclude the
paper.

2

Related Work

Knowledge of the characteristics and the distribution of wireless networks is of fundamental importance for a
number of related applications that can exploit this information to provide additional services to their users. For
example, WiFi APs position is used by location-based services to identify the position of the user in alternative
to the GPS signal, and WiFi coverage is used by ISPs to offer connectivity on the go to their residential DSL
subscribers. Thus, several measurement and characterization studies of urban wireless networks are present in
the literature both for the case of WiFi and cellular technologies.
Estimation of location and coverage areas of base stations is addressed in Neidhardt et al. (2013) for the case of
crowdsourced measurements, that are the common scenario in these studies because ISPs and mobile operators
do not share their databases with the community. Furthermore, such databases only contain the addresses of the
households of users and, thus, are not very precise for AP localization purposes. The authors compare different
position estimation algorithms and highlight the need for further research in the field of coverage area
estimation. In Zhang et al. (2011) the authors highlight that a great amount (35+) of measurements is needed to
triangulate precisely the position of a WiFi hotspot, so we decided not to try triangulation, but to stick with raw
WiFi measures accomplished by roaming crowdsourcing users.
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Given the data collected by smartphones in Lausanne, the distribution of WiFi APs in the city is analyzed in
Berezin et al. (2012), showing that WiFi coverage is quite large and that this infrastructure, even if unplanned
and unmanaged, is able to provide high data rates at almost no deployment cost.
A specific application scenario is considered in Castignani et al. (2012), the authors analyze the performance of
community networks in France measuring throughput efficiency for cellular data offloading through WiFi
network.
In this paper we provide, to the best of our knowledge, the first study on the effective street coverage of WiFi
deployments in an urban scenario. Moreover, we have also developed an open source framework to extract,
measure and visualize such information given geolocated WiFi signal measurements that is available as a free
and open source software on Github as “The Wi-Fi Street Coverage Explorer” (WiFiStreetCoverageExplorer
2016)..

3

The Framework

In this section we present the framework we developed to characterize and analyze real urban environments in
terms of number of APs deployed, their density and their coverage ratio.

IMPORT remaining part from
53-58-1-SM.review-2-ABCD.20161209A.docx

3.1

Software architecture

The Wi-Fi Street Coverage Explorer software architecture is shown in Figure 1. The application is built using
the Leaflet Javascript mapping library (Leaflet 2016), displaying OSM customized tiles, and an instance of a
MEAN stack. Here MEAN means Mongo-Express-Angular-Node; in fact, our solution makes use of an
AngularJS (AngularJS 2016) browser client, talking to a NodeJS (NodeJS 2016) server backend. The NodeJS
backend uses the Express web framework (ExpressJS 2016) in order to expose APIs capable of collecting WiFi
scans and of answering to user queries. Finally, a Mongo database (MongoDB 2016) is used as data storage.
The Mongo DB contains both the raw WiFi measures and a set of ad-hoc, periodically updated, aggregations
(named “coverages” in Figure 1), in order to efficiently respond to user queries regarding the city streets and
their WiFi coverage.

Figure 7: Software architecture of the WiFi Street Coverage Explorer.
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OSM Integration

Our application is designed to estimate the coverage that in-house WiFis can deliver to on-street IoT smart
objects, like dumpsters, traffic lights, and manholes. In order to do this, beyond obtaining a dataset of hotspot
WiFi locations for the city of Turin, we leveraged the information available from the Open Street Map initiative
(OpenStreetMap 2016) about such locations. Open Street Map offers a map of the entire world that has been
created via crowdsourcing. The Open Street Map database contains a lot of semantically rich data about the
world: of course, it contains information about the streets of cities, their name, and their carriageways.
By mapping the coverage circle of each WiFi of the obtained dataset onto the information about the streets of
Turin retrieved from OSM, we managed to calculate the level of WiFi connectivity to be expected on each “10
m segment” of every the streets of the city.
In OSM the streets are referenced as “way” (OSM Way 2016) and they are represented as an ordered list of
nodes which normally also has at least one tag that specify its characteristics (e.g., oneway, number of lanes,
highway, name, inclination, etc.). A node is one of the core elements in the OpenStreetMap data model and it
consists of a single point in space defined by its latitude, longitude and node id. Nodes can be used to define
standalone point features, but are more often used to define the shape or "path" of a way. A procedure in our
database matches the description of a way, its path, with the coverage circle centered in the location (latitude
and longitude) of each AP in order to mark each segment of a street with the number of AP that can be reached
from that position.
Data about the streets of Turin have been retrieved from Overpass Turbo (Overpass 2016), that is a web based
data mining tool for OpenStreetMap that uses a specifically crafted query language to interrogate OSM data
with custom search criteria.

3.3

Application interface

The resulting web application is capable of showing which parts of the city streets are covered by WiFis and,
thus, may be the target for the deployment of smart objects needing Internet connectivity. The provided
visualization, as shown in Figure 2, may be customized by selecting the area of interest within the city, the
period of time to analyze, and, optionally, by setting filters on the accuracy of the location of measures and on
the WiFi network name (i.e., the so called SSID, that stands for Service Set Identifier). By using the SSID filter
in combination with regular expressions one may understand the WiFi coverage in the area of interest from the
point of view of a single ISP operator; in fact, operators usually adopt a simply identifiable naming convention
when assigning default names to the SSIDs of the WiFi networks owned by their users.

Figure 8: Web User Interface of the Wi-Fi Street Coverage Explorer. Using the form on the right the user can
filter and customize the information to be shown on the map, that is which AP coverage area should be rendered
(see the circles on the map).
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Dataset

The framework has been applied on two measurement sets: a first one that we collected ourselves with an ad hoc
smartphone application we developed and a second one that we retrieved from the open online database offered
by WiGLE (Wireless Geographic Logging Engine) through their public API (WiGLeApi 2016). With the first
dataset, as it will be detailed in the following, we were able to retrieve precise and detailed information about
the WiFi coverage, but limited to a very small area of the city of Turin. Thus, this dataset has been only used to
develop and test the software framework. With the second dataset, on the other side, we could obtain
measurements for the whole city, even if with a lower degree of accuracy. Thus, considering the comparison of
the WiFi coverage in different areas of the city of more general interest than the analysis of a single area, we
used this second dataset for the case study in Section 4.
3.4.1

PheromoneWiFiStreet dataset

In a first experiment, we used the measurements collected with a smartphone application we developed, called
PheromoneWiFiStreet. This application performs geo-localization and network scanning using the smartphone
WiFi interface. When activated, the application performs a scan every 60 seconds and logs location and
network information, such as SSID, signal strength, longitude, latitude, etc., on a database in the cloud. The
application was deployed for a few months on the smartphones of a small group of users, in order to collect
WiFi sensing data while in mobility within the city of Turin. This activity resulted in the collection of a small
dataset (250,000 measures from May 2014 to May 2015) that, nonetheless, highlighted the potential of a “WiFi
coverage”-based connectivity service for on-street IoT devices within a smart city.
The structure of the data that can be used as input is described in Table 1. Each measurement is fundamentally
characterized by its position (and the associated accuracy), timestamp, SSID, WiFi channel, and signal strength.

Table 1. The structure of the data that the Android application collects for every WiFi network it detects.
Field

Sample value

Notes

coords

[7.684115, 45.079621]

[longitude, latitude]

height

0

In meters

timestamp

1458213700143

Epoch-based

BSSID

d0:d4:12:xx:yy:zz

MAC address of the WiFi hotspot

SSID

Alice-12345678

The WiFI network name as seen from
the connecting device GUI

Capabilities

[WPA-PSK-CCMP+TKIP]
[WPA2PSK-CCMP+TKIP] [WPS][ESS]

For example, supported
protocols (WEP, WPA, …)

Frequency

2412

WiFi channel (in MHz)

Level

-96

RSSI (Received
Indicator) in dB

Phone model

E2363

Model of the smartphone that is
scanning for WiFis

Loc Provider

fused

Android location provider (fused, gps,
network, wifi)

Loc Accuracy

14.142

In meters

Signal

security

Strength

In order to estimate the coverage of the APs sensed by the crowdsourcing app, we experimentally measured in
various urban on-street scenarios the function mapping between the RSSI in dB received by a smartphone S and
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the distance of S from the in-home AP. The measurements are shown in Table 2. From this table we can assume
that the coverage of a given AP may extend up to 50 m (dmax in Figure 3) from the AP’s location (that is where
the RSSI is above -90 dB). Such a maximum range is compatible also with the assumptions in (Berezin et al.
2012, Lee et al. 2010).

Table 2. Mapping from the smartphone Received Signal Strength to the distance between the smartphone and
the AP
Mean RSSI (dB)

Distance from AP (m)

-33

0

-64

10

-73

20

-75

30

-83

40

-90

50

Figure 3 shows a graphical representation of the logic we used to estimate the WiFi coverage of home APs on
the city streets from the measures reported by the Android application. When we have a smartphone S that
reports the sensing of an AP in a certain point P in space with a signal strength of, let’s say, -73 dB, we use the
data from Table 2 to identify that the AP is located approximately at 20 meters from P (distance marked as d in
Figure 3). However it is not possible to know in which direction the AP is located (we are not triangulating
multiple measures to find the AP location, see Zhang et al. (2011)). Nevertheless, whatever the direction, we can
assume that the WiFi coverage of the AP is guaranteed to be present in a circular area of diameter dmax - d (50
m - 20 m = 30 m) around P (the greater dashed circle in Figure 3).

Figure 1: Our (conservative) approach to estimate the coverage of an AP when the AP has been sensed by a
measuring smartphone in a position P. We assume that at least the AP covers a circular area around P with
radius dmax-d. Here dmax is the radius of the maximum area an AP can cover and d is the (estimated) distance of
the AP from P.
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WiGLE dataset

In a second experiment, in order to address the scarcity of measures that we were able to obtain with the
recruitment of just a small group of people for crowdsourcing WiFi measures, we downloaded the
measurements from WiGLE (Wireless Geographic Logging Engine), through their API (WiGLeApi 2016).
WiGLE has collected data from more than 200 millions WiFis networks since 2001 and has the most extensive
accessible collection of WiFi data, according to our research. We also tried other WiFi data providers, like Open
WLAN Map (OpenWLANMap 2016), but their coverage, at the time of writing, is far less dense than WiGLE’s.
In the case of the data imported into our database from WiGLE, no signal strength information is provided as
only the estimated AP location is given by WiGLE, along with the WiFi network MAC address and SSID name.
WiGLE estimates the position of an AP by triangulating all the measures regarding the AP made by WiGLE
users. When importing WiGLE data we had to integrate the records provided by this service to comply with our
structure, which requires the indication of a signal strength in order to estimate a coverage for the sensed WiFi
network. In order to cope with this problem, we assumed a signal strength of -20 dB for every WiFi network
returned by WiGLE. Such signal strength is the strength typically measured by a smartphone, if positioned in
the near proximity of a typical home WiFi AP (according to our experimental evaluation). Such assumed signal
strength directly translates to a coverage of 50 m all around the AP.
Figure 4 shows the AP locations retrieved from WiGLe for 2015.

In a second test, in order to address the scarcity of measures that we were able to obtain with the recruitment of
just a small group of people for crowdsourcing WiFi measures, we downloaded the measurements from WiGLE
(Wireless Geographic Logging Engine), through their API (WigleApi). WiGLE has collected more than 200
millions WiFis since 2001 and has the most extensive accessible collection of WiFi data, to the best of our
knowledge. We also tried other WiFi data providers, like Open WLAN Map (OpenWlanMap), but their
coverage, at the time of writing, is far less dense than WiGLE’s.
In the case of the data imported into our database from WiGLE, no signal strength information is provided as
only the estimated AP location is given by WiGLE, along with the WiFi network MAC address and SSID name.
WiGLE estimates the position of an AP by triangulating all the measures regarding the AP made by WiGLE
users. When importing WiGLE data we had to “adjust” them to our format, which requires the indication of a
signal strength in order to estimate a coverage for the sensed WiFi network. In order to cope with this problem,
we assumed a signal strength of -20 dB for every WiFi network returned by WiGLE. Such signal strength is the
strength typically measured by a smartphone, if positioned in the near proximity of a typical home WiFi AP (as
from our experimental evaluation). Such assumed signal strength directly translates to a coverage of 50 m all
around the AP.
Figure 2 shows the resulting map of the AP locations retrieved from WiGLe for year 2015 and their coverage
range in the city of Turin.
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Figure 2: Map of the city of Turin (from OSM) with the AP locations (black circles) in the city of Turin as
retrieved from WiGLe for 2015.

However some aspects regarding the WiGLE data have to be mentioned:
1. a noticeable number of APs seem to be located on the streets and not within buildings; this may be due to
the fact that the majority of WiGLE users providing WiFi scans to the server do that while moving along
the city roadways, so that triangulation for determining the exact AP location becomes difficult even if
many measures are available for the AP;
2.

we assumed that each WiFi AP has a coverage area spanning a circle of 50 m radius around it: this is a
common rule of thumb assumed in many works concerning WiFi coverage (Berezin et al. 2012, Lee et al.
2010), furthermore we experimentally validated the 50 m rule with a small set of independent measures;

3.

it was assumed that WiFi APs are kept always on by their owners, whereas this may not be the case (for
example, people may want to turn off their APs when they do not use them in order to reduce
electromagnetic emissions or to save electric power);

4.

we assumed that an AP sensed once during our period of observation is always available: in reality an AP
may be turned off because its owner decides to discontinue the DSL subscription, for example.

4

Case Study

We collected a first set of measurements with two campaigns that made use of a specific Android application
named PheromoneWiFiStreet, as described in Section 3. However, those campaigns were limited to a very small
area of the city and they did not yield enough information to characterize the variations of the urban WiFi
scenario in different locations of the city.
Thus, the results presented in the following part of the paper are based on another set of measurements that we
retrieved from the WiGLe public dataset (WiGLeApi 2016) in order to extend our initial analysis to a wider
area and a larger number of measurements. In addition this experiment proves the ability of the system to import
and process information from external databases using the data structure described in Table 1.
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The dataset of the city of Turin

To analyze the detail of the WiFi coverage in different locations of the city, we divided the city of Turin, about
15 kilometers long and 16 kilometers wide, into a series of non-overlapping blocks. For each block we provide a
statistic on the density of the APs and a study of how those APs are able to cover the area inside a block, and in
particular the streets within it. In fact, the novelty of our approach is that its focus is to relate WiFi coverage
with map information (i.e., streets), in particular using the resources available from OpenStreetMap. Results are
computed for two block sizes: 1 kilometer (a 15x16 grid) and 500 meters (a 30x32 grid).

4.2

AP density

The first result extracted from the dataset, that we report in the interests of completeness, because it is the most
common value advertised by ISPs to characterize the penetration of their WiFi networks, is the number of
unique APs in each block of the city. This result gives a first, rough, estimation of the WiFi coverage ratio we
can expect in each area. However, this measure does not take into account many factors that can influence the
effective WiFi coverage such as the number of times, and locations, a certain AP has been identified, in which
position it is placed and how strong the strength of its signal is.

Figure 3: Map of the city of Turin with 1km x 1km blocks, circle size represents the number of AP measured in
each block.

Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the AP density computed on the city of Turin for a grid of 1km x
1km blocks. Here the number of unique APs (identified by the MAC address) measured in each block during a
year is represented by the size of a circle placed in the centre of the box, the bigger the circle the greater the
number of APs. As expected the highest number of APs per block is concentrated in the city center (row 7,
columns from 6 to 10) where the largest circles represent around a thousand of APs. We refer to the blocks
using their row and column number starting from 1,1 for the block in the lower left corner.
However, as already pointed out by Jones & Liu (2007), because the data is collected by a fleet of drivers (or
walkers) that travel around the city without a precise plan, major roads are traveled more often than minor roads.
Thus, when this data is used to calculate the location of the APs, it is common that the “weight” of the major
roads unfairly influences the discovery of the APs. They refer to this effect as “arterial bias” and we notice that
blocks that are crossed by a major road present a higher number of APs with respect to the adjacent ones (e.g.
blocks 9,10 and 10,10 in the northern part of the city).
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Figure 4: Map of the analysis gridcells of increasing size, centered on the city center (cell 14,15), that are used
to characterize the AP density statistic in the city. The black box represents the 5x5 gridcell with blocks within a
distance from the city center of two blocks.
We analysed the distribution of the number of APs per block (with block size of 500m x 500m) by considering
“gridcells” of increasing size around the city center (block 14,15) as shown in Figure 6. Here the black square
identifies the 3x3 gridcell with blocks at maximum distance from the city center of 2 blocks. While the entire
figure represents the gridcell of 11x11 blocks within distance 5 from the city center.

Figure 5: Boxplot of distribution of APs per block considering different areas around the city center of Turin.
In Figure 7 each bloxplot represents the statistical distribution (Mathworks 2016) of the AP density in a
“gridcell” that comprises the block at the city center and the adjacent ones within a given distance (measured in
number of blocks). In the boxplots we notice that the more we extend the analysis region from the city center
(block 14,15) the more the distribution of density of the APs decreases. If we consider only the 5x5 gridcell with
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a maximum distance from the city center of 2 blocks, the median number of APs per block is 158, then it
decreases and it reaches 18 if the region that we consider is the 21x21 gridcell with all the blocks less than 10
blocks apart from the city center.
We limit this analysis to the central region of the city because we rely on crowdsourced measurements and the
more we move away from the most populated area, the fewer measurement we have, and the less accurate the
estimation of the real AP density is (as we can see from the numerous blocks with few APs along the city
boundaries in Figure 5).

4.3

AP coverage

The second analysis performed on the WiFi dataset is the computation of the portion of each block covered by
WiFi. In this case we take into account both the position of the AP and its signal strength, so we can identify the
area, within a given range from the AP, that is covered by its signal.
We know that there are many factors that can interfere with WiFi signal propagation, but our focus is more on
exploiting map information than on precise estimation of WiFi coverage, so we decide to use common ranges
for indoor APs that have been estimated between 25 and 50 meters as in Berezin et al. (2012). Where 50 meters
represents a “reasonable” assumption that we compare with the more restrictive assumption of only 25 meters of
coverage.

Figure 6: Access points position and coverage as retrieved from the WiGle dataset (year 2015) for a 500m x
500m block with coordinates 14,12. AP coverage radius is set to 25 meters.
In Figure 8 we show the WiFi coverage resulting from the WiGle dataset for a 500m x 500m block. The circles
represent the position and coverage of the 154 APs identified in this area. The unmanaged deployment of the
APs is responsible of the inefficient coverage of the area within the block because there is a great overlap
between neighbouring APs.
Clearly, to evaluate the diffusion, the deployment and the usefulness of WiFi community networks, the
computation of the amount of the block area covered by WiFi connectivity is a better information than the
number of APs per block. Nevertheless ISPs always advertise their, so called, “coverage” using only the number
of APs available in a region (for example, on the FON website (FON 2016) we read that they count for
4,000,0000 hotspots in France, 1,000,000 in Netherlands, and 950,000 in Japan).
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Our tool, unlike most of the online map services that only show the location of the APs, allows the computation
of the effective WiFi network coverage of a given area, or, better, of a given public area, that is a public street.
As it will be detailed in the Section 5, the “street WiFi coverage value” is of more practical use than a “generic
area coverage value” because both traveling people and smart objects in the city tend to be placed on the streets
when they try to reach for a WiFi connection. The “area coverage value”, in fact, comprises also building and
private areas that are not accessible to traveling people and common IoT devices.

5

Discussion

In this section we discuss the results given by our approach when applied to the WiGLE WiFi dataset of the city
of Turin, Italy. From the data on the location of the APs and their coverage range, we compute an estimation of
the real coverage of the WiFi network using the percentage of public street areas covered by the APs in a given
area (that is supposed to be more meaningful than the usually used raw AP density).
The computation of the portion of the streets in an area that is covered by WiFi can be obtained because our
framework uses both the information on the APs position from the WiGle dataset and the information on the
underlying map retrieved from OpenStreetMap. Figure 8 shows the portion of the streets within the APs
coverage area as a black line. As described in Section 3 we compute the WiFi connectivity of the streets
considering non-overlapping streets segments of 10 meters, so it may happen that the portion of the street
marked as covered in the map extends a little bit outside the circles. As expected, main streets have a higher
percentage of APs because they have been measured (and traveled) more frequently. However, also side streets
show a good WiFi connectivity.
For this block our framework reveals an area coverage of 50% and a street coverage of 60%. Street coverage
ratio (SCR) is defined as the ratio between the total length of the streets in a block and the total length of the
portions of the streets inside the AP coverage circles.

Figure 7. Street coverage ratio cumulative distribution function (CDF) considering square grids of blocks of
increasing size around the city center.
Figure 9 shows the SCR cumulative distribution function (CDF) around the city center (block 14,15)
considering gridcells of increasing size (see Figure 6). The smallest one (9x9) comprises all the blocks with
distance (in blocks) less than or equal to 4 in all the directions from the city center. The CDF identifies the
percentage of blocks in each gridcell that have a SCR equal or lower than a given value. So, if we observe the
CDF of the 9x9 gridcell, we note that half of the blocks has an SCR below 50%, but the other half has and SCR
above 50%. If we consider larger gridcells, the percentage of blocks that has an SCR above 50% decreases (e.g.,
for the 21x21 gridcell it is just 20%).
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Figure 8. Percentage of street in a block (500m x 500m) covered by WiFi versus the number of APs measured in
the block.
In order to evaluate the AP density impact on the street coverage percentage, we have plotted the relation
between these values in Figure 10 for each block of 500m x 500m. The circles represent the estimate of the AP
coverage with a radius of 50m and the crosses the AP coverage with a radius of 25m. The distribution of the
points shows a relatively small difference between the two estimates. Fitting the data with a linear regression
model reveals that the assumption of a 50m radius gives a street coverage ratio that is 1.23 times better than the
ratio given by assuming a 25m radius. This analysis shows that in the case of an unplanned deployment of WiFi
access points, the coverage of the surrounding streets increases in a logarithmic fashion. Thus, it is relatively
easy to achieve around 50% of street coverage in a block, i.e., a hundred APs may be sufficient, but a great
increase above that percentage may be impractical, i.e., we need about a thousand of APs to reach 70-80%. As
observed in other works such as (Seufert, 2015), where the authors investigated the relation between the spatial
structures of wireless networks and population densities, an intelligent choice of the placement of a few new
APs may be a viable option to a significant increase of the overall street, and city, WiFi coverage.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a unique framework for mapping wireless measurements on the data provided
by the OpenStreetMap service. Given the GPS coordinates, SSID (and if available the MAC address) of WiFi
access points, this tools adds to the common practice of representing this data on a map the ability to relate it
with other geographical information. The tool is released as open source software on Github, and it is named
WiFi Street Coverage Explorer (WiFiStreetCoverageExplorer 2016).
Among all the uses of the tool that can be foreseen, we have shown the results of mapping a WiFi dataset
retrieved from the WiGle website on the street information of the city of Turin retrieved from OSM. At first, we
have used this information to characterize the different areas of the city by computing a common result for this
kind of analysis, that is the access point density. Then, we have improved this initial result by matching the
position and coverage range of the hotspots with the map of the streets of the city and by computing the
percentage of streets with WiFi connectivity in each area. This value is clearly a better estimation of the real
wireless network coverage in a given location of the city.
This estimation can be particularly useful for the increasing number of WiFi Community Networks that, at the
present time, only represent a very rough estimate of their coverage advertising just the raw number of APs per
area (as we have seen, the real coverage depends also on their location and percentage of overlapping). In
addition, the ability to analyze the portion of streets covered by a WiFi network can be used to plan the
deployment of “smart devices” in the Internet of Things scenario foreseen for the upcoming “smart cities”. In
fact, the connectivity of these devices, like dumpsters, traffic lights and manholes, that are usually placed along
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the streets and in public places, heavily depends on the street coverage that we can compute with our
framework.
Future work will focus on three tasks. First, on improving the system with more reliable AP information from
direct measurements or other open datasets, eventually updated, almost, in real-time (e.g., once a day). In fact
the results obtained with the WiGle data does not seem to reflect so accurately the real deployment and position
of the wireless hotspots. Second, on extending the results that can be computed by the system, for example, in
addition to the street coverage ratio we can compute further details such as the longest segment of a street
without coverage (i.e., gap) and how other gaps are distributed. Third, on studying the optimal placement of the
minimal amount of hotspots in the city, so that the WiFi street coverage can reach the desired level of service.
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ABSTRACT:
In the recent years more and more geographical web maps have been developed and published on the Open
Web Platform. Technically this has turned all variants of these maps into documents of the Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML) making them appear to us naturally as graph-like and semi-structured data. In this dispute
with geographical web maps and HTML we draw on the notion of so called “map mashups”. Requiring an
alternative model and definition of what such a map is, our research allows us to build and refine supportive
technology which helps us in analyzing and interpreting information map makers code into their visualizations.
The spectacles we take on to shine light on the current authoring practices behind many geographical web maps
are informed by the perspective of a “critical map reader”. A task-oriented conception of “map critique”
helped us to deduce a meaningful user perspective from which we specifically call the semantic web community
for support on how to represent various information presented in maps from many authors and sources. With
this perspective and questions in mind we investigated the Schema.org vocabulary as an ontology to use for
turning elements of geographic web maps into textual statements referencing entities in the “outer world”. To
illustrate and to make our investigation of the corresponding web standard documents easily applicable for map
makers, to open up the discussion, but also to challenge and develop our first conclusions, we implemented them
as a minimal extension to the standard API of the LeafletJS open source web mapping library.

1

Motivation

As investigations into the “evolving web mapping technologies” by Roth et al (2014) highlight, more and more
geovisualizations are developed and published as HTML Documents. For this report we investigated arbitrary
LeafletJS based examples simulating “map mashups” (see Turner, A. J. 2006, Gartner, G. 2009) to think about
the semantics of the markup generated, especially those semantics concerned with terminology from the
geographic domain. Through Bittner et al we receive our focus on advancing the semantics of map mashups, as
the number of geographic web maps published on the world wide web seems to difficult to keep track with. Map
mashups on the web, they describe, are essentially “users mixing information with so called base maps through
geo-referencing” (after Roth/Ross 2009 and Cramption 2010, see Bittner, C.; Michel, B. 2013, p.112). This
report is inspired by the publications of Roth, R. E. (2013) and Schiewe et al which illustrate how a more
“wholistic understanding of map usage” (Schiewe, J.; Schweer, M. 201, p. 9) can inform cartographic research.
Following a user-centered investigation of semantic markup for geographical web maps, we argue that it is
possible to make “critical map reading” an explicit, interactive and possibly even engaging part of the everyday
geographic web map experience. Up to my knowledge there is no research reported yet which investigates and
refines geographic web maps as what they also have become: documents of HTML. I do so in the hope to equip
future map makers and publishers with some knowledge about semantic markup and therewith contribute to a
more responsible publishing of geographic web maps, a publishing which not oly considers the map readers
perspective but accounts for that through providing advanced accessibility and transparency on information
composed in its maps.

2

Introduction to HTML and geographic web maps

When we surf geographical web maps on the world wide web we find out that we can understand them as a
thing of composite structure, authored, represented and described in documents of the Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML). Strikingly, we could not find any description of what a meaningful markup of a geographic
web map could be viewed as, thus this investigation. If we understand geographic web maps as composites it
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becomes clearer that a HTML document enclosing such a map aggregates many documents, not just one.
Through utilizing web mapping libraries map makers effectively turn geodata of various formats into HTML
elements while that is a "domain specific" vocabulary and "mixed markup language". This acknowledges that its
a "formal language" used to encode rules for presenting and describing data (see, for example Wikipedia
Community 2016). But how does this language reflect our current practices and what are current possibilities to
adapt the HTML vocabulary?
Advancing our markup through bringing in elements and attributes with meaning anchored in the geographical
domain would allow us to make geographical conceptions and data contained in each map explicit and
accessible. Having these values accessible would us to build supportive tools and visualizations to match our
current web mapping practices.
To define the scope of this research and to define what I would call a valuable and improved document structure
for a geographical web map is, it must help to give answers about WHO states (or stated) WHEN WHAT about
WHOM or WHAT in this map. So, for analyzing maps we rely on questions like: Who contributed to this map?
What topics are represented in this map? What areas of the world does the map explicitly deal with? When was
this map made? We can easily deduce these questions from course materials on "critiquing maps" by Mattern, S.
C. (2016) as well as from the MediaSmarts (2016) guide to "Deconstruct Webpages" for the "7th-10th Grade".
With that, it seems logical to state that what is missing to answer these questions are data values accessible in
HTML concerning each basic element (Popup/Detail, Marker/Feature or Layer/Geometry) in a map mashup,
covering at least an elements Title, Caption, Source, Attribution and Date. In some case these values may
already be available in the archive, library or public database providing map makers their information or geodata
but yet there does not seem to exist an interface these values could be passed on to.

2.1

Typing of relevant geographic web map elements with Schema.org

To express more specific semantics than those defined by the HTML Standard the W3C and others developed
HTML Markup Extensions which allow users of HTML to extend the HTML vocabulary into their domain
without invalidating the HTML for interpreters. One W3C (2015b) recommendation is Schema.org. According
to companies like Google that is well supported by “many major search engines” (2016). The available notations
for the latter are Microdata (W3C, 2013), RDFa (W3C, 2015a) and JSON-LD (Sporny, M, Longley, D.,
Kellogg, G., Lanthaler, M., Lindstrm, N., 2010). To allow basic annotation like I would envision it, the
vocabulary must contain terms and definitions for formalizing spatial data values inherent to each geographic
web map. Furthermore, essential elements of a geographic web map should be annotatable as (a) distinct
elements of information and (b) information representing a certain type of information (like City or
Organization) and, one level higher, possibly even a concrete token or instance of such (like Leipzig or LeibnizInstitute for Regional Geography). If these needs could be met I would argue that semantic authoring of
geographic web maps has been significantly advanced.
The World Geodetic Systems has become without a doubt a useful index to all kinds of information on the web
but many map makers might not be aware of the fact that they are not directly exposing their information to it
when creating a web map. To express values related to a specific geographic reference system we found that the
geo (WGS 84) looks to be integrated with many other linked data vocabularies (http://lov.okfn.org/dataset/lov/vocabs/geo) but for us of too limited scope. The Schema.org vocabulary allows us to express Geo
Coordinates (including elevation) while also allowing for more complex data definitions such as Geo Shape. As
this investigation will show, when annotating basic elements of a geographic web map the elements mapped are
connected to the WGS 84 reference system but this connection is not accessible when inspecting the HTML of,
for example, the LeafletJS example (http://leafletjs.com/examples.html) documents. I therefore took a closer
look at the geographic terms provided by the public Schema.org vocabulary:


A Place is the basic geographic entity allowing map authors to note “entities that have a somewhat physical
extension”. This can be done through attributing them with a geographic area or point location (geo).



When noting such a Place authors are alternatively capable of expressing a geographic reference through
either specifying an address value (like a Postal Code) or through specifying the GLN
(globalLocationNumber)



Furthermore authors can annotate two types of hierarchical relations between Places, one relation type is to
express places in which the one being annotated is containedIn (looking up the hierarchy), the other one to
describes places contained by the one being annotated (containsPlace)
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The types Administrative Area and further down its hierarchy, City, Country, State, LocalBusiness,
Landform or Civic Structure are all a more specific embodiment of Place but do not add any new attributes
to the vocabulary.

Let us now exercise some statements integrating these terms with expressions about more general entities the
schema.org vocabulary offers:


When talking about Persons on our map, we can state their "place of birth" (birthLocation) and "place of
death" (deathLocation) or we can state two "contact locations", one for "work"(workLocation) and one
for"home" (homeLocation), where all of these expect a thing of type Place.



When noting a specific person we could further use the "Contact Point" (contactPoint) attribute to specify a
concrete location and furthermore specifying a dedicated contactType, (being a simple text value) allowing
us to specify new or reference existing terms from other taxonomies.



When talking about an Organization on our maps, we can note one or many locations of it but also be more
specific, for example we could specify a Place relating to it as foundingLocation, its areaServed, a point of
sale or a so called contactPoint.



When talking about Creative Works in our maps we can specify the "location depicted or described in the
work", through using contentLocation or we can note down the locationCreated where the work was
created.

Schema.org is an extensible and public general purpose vocabulary and to join work on advancing it everyone is
welcome to join the Schema.org Community Group. As of its latest version (2.2) it refined some geographic
terms and properties as they introduced Geo Circle, allowing to encode a central location (geoMidpoint) with a
distance value (e.g. in meter or feet) as geoRadius. As illustrated by this short exercise we can build on
Schema.org to reach a couple of our goals: (1) classify map elements as distinct items, e.g. representing a Person
or Event and (2) make machine readable statements about these items including references to their spatial
applicability. Furthermore we can annotate each of the mentioned items with basic attributes of any so called
Thing in Schema.org: Of which, for example name, sameAs, alternateName and description all help programs
and user to identify a specific Organization represented in a map.
But what we cannot easily annotate each of our map element with Schema.org is data about our information
source, attributing it properly or for example the time reference of the information or the original publisher and
creator of the information or when it was last modified. Now, if we think semantic annotation of geographic
web maps from a “critical map readers perspective this data is essential because it helps readers to identify,
attribute and contextualize the presented information. Studying the standard document (2015b) has shown that if
we would author this in terms of Schema.org we would need to cover every annotated map element (Thing) in a
reference of a Creative Work (representing a user having placed a marker). The properties of a Creative Work
mirror essentially what we would need to properly attribute the information behind the items we place on our
map. For example, the City of Leipzig represented by a simple marker would be annotated indirectly through
stating that the “main entity depicted by this work” (mainEntity) is the City of Leipzig. This circuitous usage of
the for us relevant terms in the vocabulary, of course, could be implemented in a way that it is completely
transparent for map authors and at the same time perfectly valid semantic markup for programs and users.
After introducing this extra level of abstraction we would get all the properties we need for extensively
attributing each map element with essential data. Authors could easily informaton about the identity of the
Authors, Contributors and Publishers, data about the timely applicability (Created, Published, Modified) as well
as data about the usage rights they claim (License) for the information making up their map element. But when
adding semantic annotations to a geogpraphic web map we are not confined to use just one vocabulary, as long
as we re-use existing (and at best, well supported) vocabularies we can claim to have enhanced the interoperability of our geographic web map documents to at least some degree.

2.2

Authoring attributions on map elements with Dublin Core

Further research about existing and popular general purpose metadata definitions has brought to light the Dublin
Core Metadata Element Set (2012). The “Dublin Core” defines essential terminology for describing all kinds of
information resources and is subject of, according to the projects wiki, “countless implementations”
(http://wiki.dublincore.org/index.php/User_Guide). The fifteen terms in the “Legacy Namespace”
(http://wiki.dublincore.org/index.php/User_Guide/Publishing_Metadata) are slightly more expressive than our
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case demands but are in essence those terms a reader would need when critically analyzing elements of a
geographic web map. The complete Dublin Core Metdata Element Set is made of: contributor, coverage,
creator, date, description, format, identifier, language, publisher, relation, rights, source, subject, title, type.
Having compared these terms to the before mentioned class in Schema.org (Creative Work) we came to the
following conclusions: The essential metadata elements (DCMI 2012a) match, up to one element (relation), the
Creative Work type definition on Schema.org. The latter is more extensive in comparison with the Dublin Core
Metadata Element Set but misses a property to express the time reference of an information, while spatial
attribution is in principle possible with Dublin Core, the more extensive (and explicit, in terms of “syntactic”
and not only “formal semantic”) specification for expressing spatial attributes is present in Schema.org.
For our case, laying out fundamental attributes for interactive geographic web map analysis through its
elements, the markup of the following Dublin Core terms are not absolutely necessary: Format (MIME-Type),
Referenced/Citation, Language, Subject/Keyword. That is because we are not (yet) concerned with annotating
web map elements thematically (integrating other or more taxonomies) and we are neither specifically
concerned about annotating references, nor additional sources, nor a potential file format behind a map element.
As a first conclusion of comparing the two vocabularies we can safely state that, by their extensiveness and
definitions, it would be possible to markup all our map elements using only the Dublin Core Metadata Element
Set if we bring in two additional DCMI Metadata Terms (DCMI 2012b), namely created and modified. The
Schema.org type or class name could then be expressed using the DCMI type property because it explicitly
allows for the use of “controlled vocabularies of a third-party”. The coverage attribute would allow us to encode
the spatial applicability of our map element (according to additional but common and “well defined” syntactical
rules and exposing values in WGS 84). A practical dis-advantage of this, up to my knowledge, is that
implementing it this way our markup annotations would not be officially supported by many search engines or
other companies building data integration services based on Schema.org (e.g. http://link.fish). Expressing
geographic indicators (such as an exact position or area) in the coverage field as defined by Dublin Core lacks
explicitness to be considered as well defined as the spatial dimension one can express when building on
Schema.org.

2.3

Concluding our investigation of Schema.org and Dublin Core

Following our analysis the main advantages of Schema.org are manifested by it being supported by various
third-parties, such as Google (2016) as well as providing a publicly existing, easily accessible general purpose
vocabulary to type and identify map elements as representations of “real world” entities. For not having to
annotated every map element as an instance of a Creative Work first, or use the auxiliary properties named
additionalProperty or additionalType to express all facets of a map element, our suggestion is to allow for
classifying map elements as a basic Thing (Schema.org) and to integrate the rest of the needed attributes using
terms of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. To group these attributes into a coherent statement about a map
element we will use a specific HTML which integrates the expressions building on the two vocabularies.
To annotate geographic map elements with Schema.org we would use the properties: Type, Name, Description,
sameAs, URL, as well as all forms and properties of type Place, GeoCoordinates and GeoShape. To markup our
map elements in a way necessary by our use case we suggest to use the following terms and elements from the
Dublin Core namespace: Creator, Contributor, Publisher, Rights, Date, Created, Modified and Source.
Additionally we allow to express a Format and Language. Thus, using Subject, Coverage, Referenced, Relation
and Type from Dublin Core is regarded as not essential.

3

Employing HTML Standard Elements for semantic annotation

For bundling our statements and relating them all to single items we must rely on standard HTML Elements to
keep our document valid and machine readable. To do so we investigated the existing markup generated by the
open web mapping library LeafLetJS and compared it to recommendations and definitions in the latest HTML
Standard. When reading the HTML LeafletJS generate the div element is used as the only HTML Element to
structure the map content. It is used as the HTML standard suggests, “with the class, lang, and title attributes to
mark up semantics common to a group of consecutive elements”. But these div elements should be used “only
when no other element is suitable” (W3C, 2014d).
To chunk our geographic web map into piece one could either consider using the figure element (though it
should be used to markup “self-contained content” and not necessarily independent elements of content”) along
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with its corresponding figcaption or, for example, the article element. As you will see in section 4, we chose the
latter for map elements wherever because the definition of article (see Table 1) matches exactly this case.
For semantic annotation regarding of essential information on each web map element also the HTML standard
provides ways to express authorship in HTML documents. At very first there might be a meta attribute value for
the name author to find out about a documents author(s) (meta name=“author”). Furthermore there was also
introduced an rel=“author” attribute in form of a so called “link type” (W3C, 2014g) allowing us to specify an
author relation between a document about the author and the authored one in question. Another approach is to
use the “class” attribute on any HTML Element to note that the content within this element is information about
the “author”. We could build upon these and repeat such author statements throughout our documents, one for
each element to be annotated in our geographic web map but information on how well supported this is is
scarce5 and in this case we were directed to rather rely on Schema.org.
What follows (see Table 1) is a report of our investigation on how to structure distinct entities of content in
HTML from which two options appeared to be most appealing when grouping statements about map elements in
HTML. When marking up content within an article element the address element should be used for expressing
“contact information on the content marked up in the nearest article element” (W3C 2014b). When marking up
content within a more generic element, like div for example, the standard suggests us (without further
specification) to include information about the author into the footer, an element “representing a footer for its
nearest ancestor sectioning content”, “typically contains information about its section such as who wrote it, links
to related documents, copyright data, and the like” (W3C, 2014f).

Table 1: Comparison of HTML Element definitions for marking up distinct elements of content in a
geographical web map.
HTML Element

Standard Definition

div

"has no special meaning at all", "used with the class, lang, and title attributes to
mark up semantics common to a group of consecutive elements", "should be
used only when no other element is suitable, as an element of last resort" (W3C
2014d)

figure

"represents content, that is self-contained and typically referenced as a single
unit", "content may have a caption, typically the figcaption element."" (W3C
2014e)

article

"represents any independent item section or content", "content in the article
element should be independently distributable or reusable" (W3C 2014b)

section

"section is a thematic grouping of content, e.g. chapter", "is not a generic
container element” W3C (2014i)

blockquote

“represents a section that is quoted from another source”, “content inside must
be quoted from another source, whose address, if it has one, may be cited in its
cite attribute.” (W3C 2014c)

q

“represents some phrasing content quoted from another source”, “content inside
must be quoted from another source, whose address, if it has one, may be cited
in the cite attribute” (W3C 2014h)

Following this comparison of definitions we can say that aggregated elements in a geographical web map might
be as well, if not better, wrapped in a figure or article element as both define to expect information on
authorship as their “child elements”. In the latter case, for example, an address element should be used to
express author information relating to the next article, of which many are allowed to exist within a document.
Instead of relying on HTML Elements and class names to express our desired semantics the markup extension
we already investigated seems to be more explicit and (up to our knowledge) better supported. Following the
newest recommendation for integrating Schema.org would be to build a JSON-LD representation for our
geographic web map in a dedicated script element as a fragment of the HTML Document.
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Semantic markup for LeafletJS based web maps

To illustrate the results of the investigation up to here I chose to extend and revise a tool that nowadays actually
generates HTML for publishers of geographic web maps. I selected LeafletJS because it it is an open source web
mapping library and with its license explicitly encourages adaptation, study and distribution. What makes this
library stand out is that it is especially concerned with providing compatibility and interactivity for web maps
across various browsers, including “web browsers on mobile devices” (Agafonkin, V., 2016).
Mapbox for example, a commercial geoweb service and base map provider building on OpenStreetMap, builds
its web mapping applications upon LeafletJS (MacWright, T. , 2013). This fact suggests that using LeafletJS is
efficient when wanting to build professional web apps which enable users to mash up data of various file
formats with geographically referenced imagery (Mapbox, 2016).
Before we can start with our implementation we are forced to identify the for us most relevant parts of a
geographical web map. To do so we look at the API and relate its core concepts to the HTML generated by it. If
we look at the HTML LeafletJS produces we can see that a web map assembles various graphics and texts
which are not yet meaningfully annotated and do currently not expose the inherent geographical information of
the map to HTML. It is therefore safe to assess that information already assembled by the map maker, along
with our knowledge about the geographic reference system in use, is completely lost during the translation of
the “logical map” (as constructed by users of the web application building on the LeafletJS API) and the
resulting document. What is also obvious that some separation and structuring of the content is nonetheless
manifested in the container elements generated by the LeafletJS developers.
Within every single map container of any LeafletJS (Version 0.7.3) based web map we found two basic
elements called panes, namely a Tile Pane and an Objects Pane. While the former contains a so called Tile
Layer which houses geo-referenced Tiles (Raster Graphics), the latter is created as a container for all Overlay,
Marker- and Popup Layer. For our understanding of “map mashups” all elements on the so called Object Pane
are essential. The former, the Tile Pane or often so called base map itself is out of scope for this work. A
thorough investigation of a base maps structure and the therein encoded meanings and models needs to be a
separate investigation with different terms.
If we additionally read out the wording of the LeafletJS API we find out about concepts of a Tile- or Base
Layer, various other types of Layers but also about Markers and Popups. Furthermore Files play an important
role as expressed through the integration of various file formats of the geoweb (e.g. Shapefile, GML, GeoJSON,
TopoJSON) into the API.
The terms in which map makers who mashup and geo-reference information with imagery need to think of with
LeafletJS could simple be understood and grouped Overlays. When creating overlays a user is concerned with
geometrical elements like Points, Lines, Polylines or Polygons. Further we get to know that map makers place
information regarding a very specific location using so called Markers, representing a pinpoint type of overlay.
Using marker visually highlights and provides a layer of interactive to present additional (or on-demand)
information to a so called “Place of Interest”. Additionally to image (file) based markers LeafletJS also allows
for using vector drawn markers (namely through the class CircleMarker). The following sketch of the basic
technical structure of a LeafletJS web map documents core items of the LeafletJS API. It is utilized here to
illustrate the fact that even the simplest geovisualization produced with LeafletJS are of composite structure.
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Figure 1. Core items of the LeafletJS API illustrated by the structure of an
The HTML generated by LeafletJS makes clear that all our geographic data is marked up in distinct and nested
div elements. As recommended in the HTML Standard class attributes are used to classify these elements in
sensible terms. These terms match the terms in the LeafletJS JavaScript API and this way we could relate each
DOM Element to the corresponding Leaflet JavaScript class responsible for it. As the HTML tell us, LeafletJS
approaches semantic markup using class names in conjunction with the generic div element. Our approach is
now to, according to our investigations of the vocabularies, let LeafletJS generate a significantly improved
markup instead which turns an annotated web map into one or many machine-readable statements helping tools
and users to analyze and interpret the information used to build this geovisualization.

4.1

Annotating elements in the Marker and Popup layers

In the DOM (Document Object Model14) of our web map we find all the Overlays we are interested in
annotating as child elements of the Objects Pane. For example the standard blue LeafletJS pin marker symbol
using the default icon is simply an img element classified as “leaflet-marker-icon” and inserted as a direct child
element of the Marker Pane.
To annotate a simple image marker using the Microdata syntax in HTML the map maker or developer needs to
pass a valid name of a Schema.org type as an additional parameter to the standard marker API. The only
restriction is that the type name given must have a “geo related” property in its type definition 15. And if the
property name to specific the geographic extent of the map element is not named geo but, for example,
locationCreated, the property name must be passed into the option called geoprop. Therewith the complete
marker element gets automatically written inside a new article element (instead of the original div), which
groups and relates the metadata provided (all optional) expressed as meta elements for the marker. The
geographic references of the marker are then automatically translated by our plugin and exposed in HTML as a
metadata property for the given type, representing a Place with the Geo Coordinate value. Our implementation
is not tested with all LeafletJS extensions out in the wild but it is known to handle many standard use-case
14

Any HTML document can be accessed and manipulated through the DOM, the Document Object Model Interface. The DOM as a
“platform and language neutral interface to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of a document” (W3C 2008) is
exposed by the web browser to JavaScript developers such as LeafletJS contributors.
15

Anything having the item types Place, Geo Shape or Geo Coordinate as direct property in its definition as it is for example the case with
every subtype of Place or Person, every type of Organization or Creative Work like Book, Article or Blog but also with Events.
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analogous to adding a marker completely opaque to the user. When wanting to annotate Popups the very same
logic and handling applies as just described for a Marker.

4.2

Annotating Geographical Overlays - Vector Layers

Since our plugin can inspect all LeafletJS objects along with their attributes when they are called and executed
we can directly build upon the knowledge built into LeafletJS API when abstracting various geographical file
formats and map them to the respective Schema.org types. A geometrical vector layer, like for example a
GeoJSON Layer is therefore automatically translated to a statement containing a property of type Geo Shape
and not Geo Coordinate. The user of our plugin must not care about mapping LeafletJS terms to the spatial
terminology currently defined in Schema.org. The specialty in translating geometrical elements into HTML is
that another markup language, namely the SVG (W3C 1998a) standard comes into use and gets directly
embedded as a markup fragment into our HTML document. At the moment our plugin implementation is
untested with any version of the Microsoft Internet Explorer but is tested with current versions of Chromium
from Google and Firefox from Mozilla 16. To remain standard compliant our plugin writes all semantic
annotations into a new metadata element (W3C 1998b) which gets placed within the corresponding g element
representing our geometry (or a part of it). For reasons of consistency we rendered simple meta elements W3C
(2014a) as content of the metadata element.

Figure 2. Annotated GeoJSON Layer rendered in Chromium with SVG.
In the case of annotating a GeoJSON17 file consisting of a MultiPolygon geometry all polygons described in it
are redundantly annotated as entities, e.g. representing the Administrative Area of “French Polynesia”.
Notably no element generated by LeafletJS comprises a unique identifier in the DOM nor does the API allow to
set one on the corresponding HTML element. This leaves elements, and in our cases all statements made in
geographic web maps non-addressable for others and to prevent this our extension allows map makers to
provide a unique domId for their map element so it can become the target of a hyperlink in the WWW. We also
discovered that the logical groupings of LeafletJS Markers or Layers are not preserved when the library
transforms them into HTML. LeafletJS flattens out all logical groupings possibly arranged in JavaScript into
and within their respective container element. A possible solution for this may be to render these logical
groupings in an separate but hidden HTML fragment representing the logical groupings of map elements
constructed via the LeafletJS API containing references to the elements of the map involved in such groupings.
In preparation for this we included a data-leaflet-internal-id attribute on the annotated map elements but the
serialization of this groupings was considered out of scope for the herewith documented work. The complete
options of the extended standard LeafletJS API can be found at (painted for peer-review).
16

Versions of Mozilla Firefox and Google Chromium at least supported by our plugin^are Firefox 45.x and Chromium 49.x

17

GeoJSON Specification http://geojson.org/ - As the GeoJSON specification allows to transport various data in properties of each Feature
and it would be great to see tools producing GeoJSON files starting to integrate our terminologies proposed here.
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5

Conclusions

Through the mapping of the spatial terminology from LeafletJS to Schema.org we made it very easy to make
essential information contained in every geographic web map accessible, not only to search engines but also to
creative software developers interested in working with web maps and HTML.
Following a user centered approach we deduced and selected questions of critical map readers to analyze and
combine existing metadata standard terminology for annotating geographic web maps in HTML. We understood
geographical web maps, but specifically map mashups, as media and software installations of composite
structure. To acknowledge this understanding in our web maps, we presented a way to express (supported by
“most major search engines”) mutiple authorships in a single HTML document.
Furthermore we've enabled map makers to backup their visual (rhetoric) statements implicit in their geographic
web map with potentially more accessible textual (formal) statements about the entities as well as the
information and its sources leading to the entities being represented in the map. Through defining what we
understand as a geographic web map we could develop a supportive, alternative presentation (textual) for
geographically mapped information. Furthermore this model allows me and others to start building
visualizations concerned with maps themselves, or with reading of maps. I did so in the assumption that
alternative modes of presentation for the information encoded in geographic web maps can assist map readers in
analyzing and reflecting the message of a map.
Furthermore I hope that the results of this investigation will lead to a significantly increased inter-operability of
information published in form of geographic web maps. This emphasize on the information organization
practices behind map making tries to preserve the time humans spent making maps and tries to make the results
more accessible. A well described and annotated geographic web map will by definition tell us as readers very
much about its context of production and its various authors or contributors.
It is the approach outlined in this, of course quite technical, report that I understand as possible fruitful for
advancing questions in cartographic research too – simply through “unfolding mapping practices” (Kitchin,
Gleeson, Dodge, 2012, p.1) and for example, focusing on advancing just the authoring or the reading experience
for users of interactive geographical web maps.
Building on HTML, SVG and Schema.org the result reported in this paper supports map makers who build on
LeafletJS in accomplishing three things:
1. expose essential geographic information implicit in any geographical web map to HTML in a well defined,
machine readable way
2.

semantically annotating and classifying pinpoint type markers but also geometric overlays and popups in
terms of the authors domain of interest (as far as it is yet represented in the Schema.org vocabulary)

3.

provide and expose meta data essential for critical map readers to contextualize certain information (as
defined in section 2.3) represented through one of the core elements of a so called “map mashup” (Marker,
CircleMarker, Popups and GeoJSON Overlay)

The open source licensed LeafletJS mapping libraries enabled us to implement all of the markup refinements we
envisioned. Map publishers building on LeafletJS can now install a plugin which makes their geographic web
map machine readable while not altering the visual representation of the map formed by various web browsers.
The source code of the plugin is available at https://github.com/mukil/Leaflet.annotate for installation, adaption,
study and distribution and while welcoming any feedback of users to the current implementation we also
welcome any contribution leading to its improvement.
In 1992 John Brian Harley published an article about “Deconstructing the map” and in the passage on the
“cartographic text” he talks about how he read and can also understand maps as narratives and I think we can
easily understand our map mashups as narratives, to especially when multiple authors (actors) contribute certain
information into one big complex arrangement. As Harley describes, it often are the “footnotes” or “marginalia”
of a map, but especially of early and historical maps, which become essential for being able to interpret and
contextualize the information presented in it. Now, if this work is able to equip creators with semantic markup
for geographical web maps, critical map readers will have a plethora of footnotes and marginalia available for
interpreting a map.
The “first deconstructionist move”, as Harley (1987, p.5) cites Norris, is “to seek out the moments of selfcontradiction where a text involuntarily betrays the tension between rhetoric and logic”. Now, if we read and
Norris like, “where a map involuntarily betrays the tension between visualization and information”, I relate this
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work to Harley and his thoughts on deconstructing the map to a basic concept in computer science. A concept
which tells us that we could deal with both, information and representation, separately (following, for example,
the definitions of such by Broy 1998). So following this interpretation the visual dimension of a geographic web
map could be seen as its rhetoric and the textual, now formalized set of statements about the world made in the
map, could be seen as the maps information – or logic so to say. Therefore I say that the first step to develop
support for this “analytical move” is to bring semantic markup into the documents we call geographical web
maps in HTML, as started here. The next step would be to build on this new model of a map as a kind of
composite information storage, a map as a result of sometimes tedious information organization practice, and
start to design more meaningful user interactions for this understanding.
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ABSTRACT:
The involvement of the communities is a key-strategy to enable fast responses both case of emergency and
environmental protection.
On this goal geospatial system could allow to collect information directly from the citizens. More specifically
they can act on “feedback-loops” between “communities”, “decision-makers” and “environment” catalysing
participation and the perception of local knowledge. The work will present the case study of “la Cuicadora”
project, a Ushaidi based crowdmapping system provides an information sharing network to assist Peruvian
indigenous communities in better protecting themselves from contaminated water sources.
The analysis offers the chance to understand the concept of Community Information Systems (CIS) and its role
in the involvement of communities in environmental protection.

1

Introduction

Promoting participation through community development projects and local decentralization has become a
central tenet in environmental protection.
Although the participatory approach has certainly not a narrow focus, it surely concerns the involvement of the
population in the planning and implementation of community policies.
Such “holistic” form of people's participation are certainly required for area-based operations which affect all
inhabitants like environmental protection, soil and water conservation, provision of physical, economic and
social infrastructures and irrigation, sanitation and health schemes.
The necessity of public participation for successful environmental policy has been recognized for some years at
both the international and the national level.
As implemented in Agenda 21 one of the most important focus for get environmental policies more focused on
communities is the participatory approach and public participation, including participation by specific sections
of the population, e.g. women, children, indigenous peoples and farmers (Eden, 1996).
Considering the capillarity and the community contribution to environmental problem solving, the diffuse
involvement of society within environmental issues could represent a key factor for the success of those
actions.
Successful environmental policy has therefore been linked to the notion of ‘concerned citizens’, coupling
individual activism to institutional action (Kingston et al. 2000).
The 'concerned citizen' is strictly related to the way the information about the specific topic comes from the top
to the bottom (Macnaghten et al. 1995), and how the mechanism of involvement about the specific problem
reaches both policy maker and the stakeholders.
Such mechanism nowadays could be strongly mediated by geographical information system, and in particular
the use of Web represent a bidirectional way to realize participation, in the sense that they allow to gain
information’s, notices, ideas directly from the citizens. By the involvement of communities, Geospatial
Information Systems through the Internet, can be widened into Community Information Systems (Fraternali et
al. 2000), that can be used by both institutional political actors, by civil societal actors, and even by single
individuals enhancing bidirectional mechanisms of information gathering.
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This work proposes the case study of “la Cuicadora” project, a crowd mapping system provides an information
sharing network to assist Peruvian indigenous communities in better protecting themselves from contaminated
water sources. La “Cuicadora” represents an example of Community Information System, that offers a system
for fast response to environmental problems.
At first, the basic concept of sustainable development and participation, and their relationship will be
introduced. They represent the theoretical basis and the keys of understanding for all following discussion.
Subsequently a focus on participatory mapping and sensing will be proposed to finally present the case study of
“La Cuicadora”. The case study will be the chance to identify the role of CIS in environmental protection.

1.1

Participation and relationship with lands

More than 2000 years ago, the Greek philosopher Aristotle defined citizens as all who share in the civic life of
ruling and being ruled in turn, and considered as good citizens who brings the knowledge and the skills both to
rule and to be ruled (Gigler & Savita 2014). This definition of citizenship is strongly connected to the concept
of participation.
There is a wide range of definitions and interpretations of participation.
In more descriptive terms it stands for; “the involvement of a significant number of persons in the decisionmaking process which regards their development” (Mansuri & Vijayendra 2013).
Thus participation has a strong relationship with the concept of development and furthermore with the
relationship of a community with its inhabited land.
Classical approaches identifies the sustainable development as the intersections among economic, social and
environmental dimension (Figure 1.a).
This model implies that some parts of the economics system are independent from the social system. and on the
other side that some social structure could exist without a natural system which supplies natural resource.
To have an exhaustive vision for an effective strategy of sustainable development; D’Alisa (2007) propose a
concentric framework where a fourth dimension is added, that is participative democracy (Figure 1.b).

Figure1: a) classical approach b) concentric dimensions of sustainable development
As can be deduced from the graphical representation, participation and sustainability have a strict relationship of
inter-dependency. This relationship has not linear fashion of cause-effect, but stands in a circular shape that
traduce the complex link between a inhabitant community and its territory.

1.2

The role of local knowledge

Local knowledge is a key element for sustainable development and environmental management.
Standing to Minang and McCall (2006), it has also the characteristics of an informative system, in fact:
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it is a system of spatial information that is developed by the close relationship between the local population,
its land and its natural resources



Members of the community have a pool of experiential data of different categories according to their age,
and social status



it is an original knowledge of the local community.



the system is a "pseudo" in the sense that consists in the classification of facilities and employs certain
methodologies (e.g. Oral transmission)



it is a holistic system in that it uses for decision different areas of knowledge

For this reasons is important to include local knowledge, as significant source of information when a specific
action is done within a territory.
However as informative system, local knowledge has obviously some drawbacks as it has no facilities
prediction, it has some gaps in transmission and finally it has little quantization.

1.3

Spatial Data Infrastructure to improve local knowledge involvement

Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) are usually intended as the framework of technologies, policies, and
institutional arrangements that together facilitate the creation, exchange, and use of geospatial data and related
information resources across an information-sharing community .
Such a framework includes all the technologies like Geographical Information Systems (GIS), geoportals and
diffuse georeferenced infrastructures that enable the sharing of geospatial information within an organization or
more broadly for use a national, regional or global level.
In particular, if we consider a delimited area framed in a specific space and time, SDI can catalyze “feedbackloops” between the main actors involved in the processes related to that area (Figure 2).
This actor can be defined as communities, decision-makers and environment. Participation, empowerment and
sustainability lies within the feedback loops as driving forces of circular relationships as explained above.

Figure 2: Informational Flux between institution, citizens, providers “feedback-loops” between “communities”,
“decision-makers” and “environment” catalyzing participation (Gigler & Savita 2014).
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Central to the information flows catalysis, is the question of how to close the "feedback loop" between the
involved actors. One approach is to "put citizens in the circuit"(Fraternali et al. 2000).
As citizens will be considered inside the loop, local knowledge could be part of process, and thus thanks to GIS,
it comes to be organized in a spatial and a temporal scale. Public Participatory GIS (PPGIS), human
computation and participatory sensing are some approaches that realize the involvement of citizens in the loop.

2

Participatory Mapping

In its broadest sense, participatory mapping means the creation of maps by local communities – often with the
involvement of supporting organizations including governments, NGOs or other actors engaged in development
or land-related planning (Lienert 2009).
Participatory Mapping is a well-known practice that can contribute to building community cohesion, help to
engage participants to be involved in resource and land-related decision-making, raising awareness about
pressing land-related issues. Participatory approaches in spatial analysis are rooted in the implementation of
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) methods during the 198Os. Their success shows the fast growth of people’s
participation (Oakley 1991). During the 1990s, Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) came together for delivering Public Participatory Geographical Information Systems
(PGIS).
The term public participatory GIS (PPGIS), originated during two meetings of the National Center for
Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA) (NCGIA 1996a, 1996b) is aimed at defining the use of GIS
technologies to expand public involvement in the policy to promote the objectives of local communities and
grassroots organizations (Sieber 2006).
Geographical data and community maps may support the participatory approach during the data integration
process by the ability to translate the gathered data into an explicit map location, as geospatial and time-series.
However the participatory approach become effective only on certain conditions
Basically, maps represent an intermediary output of the long-term process and need to be integrated into the
networking and communication initiatives.
The maps produced and the spatial analyses represent important steps in the process.

2.1

Human Computation and Participatory sensing

Participatory sensing can be defined as the use of mobile devices to form sensor networks that enable interactive
and participatory to public and private users to collect, analyze and share local knowledge.
The participatory sensing implies the exchange of data through the collaboration of the users of mobile devices,
thus obtaining a direct “feedback mechanism” with individuals.
Mobile devices in facts are increasingly capable of capturing, classifying and transmitting image, acoustic,
location and other data, interactively or autonomously. Given the right architecture, they could act as sensor
nodes and location-aware data collection instruments.
Including consumer devices as a fundamental building block of the sensing system implies that the human
owners of these devices play an important role in the resulting system architecture.
The application of participatory sensing realizes the implementation of the paradigm of “human computation”
(Quinn & Bederson 2012).
In the Human Computation Paradigm (Law & Von Ahn 2011) the interaction among users is harnessed to help
in the cooperative solution of tasks.
Human Computation (HC) is usually applied in business, entertainment and science, but can also useful in the
management of environmental resources, which are by definition shared and distributed and demand new
approaches to their management, based on an increased consciousness of mankind’s collective responsibilitie.
This approach connects with the concept of “concerned citizen”, representing a way to open the informative
stream between institutions and civic engagement.
Crowdsourcing and crowdmapping can be considered cases of HC.
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Human computation opens the way to a more open and collaborative governance and environmental
management..

2.2

Crowdmapping technologies: Ushaidi

Ushahidi Inc. is a non-profit software company that develops free and open-source software (LGPL)
for information collection, visualization, and interactive mapping. Ushahidi created a well-known web-platform
in the aftermath of Kenya's disputed 2007 presidential election (see 2007–2008 Kenyan crisis) that collected
eyewitness reports of violence reported by email and text message and placed them on a Google Maps map
(Okollo 2009).
The Ushahidi platform includes crowdmapping tools, which allows location data points sent by SMS
message to be mapped, and Swiftriver, a data filtering system to control information flow in crisis situations so
it can be effectively and rapidly employed. Ushahidi’s website includes instruction videos, a wikispace, datasets,
other literature and a blog. Ushaidi technologies constitute a diffuse crowdbased SDI: in a broader sense the
constitute a of Community Information Systems (CIS).

2.3

Community Information System

A Community Information System (CIS) is normally an spatial information aggregator that’s able to
interact with user-citizens by means that are familiar to them and that are available and used in their everyday
life (Fraternali et al. 2000),
It generally aims at organizing the citizen participation activities in the areas of risk and resource management
as the case of “La Cuicadora”

3

Case Study: La Cuicadora

The project, called The Cuidadora, "the guardian" was born on initiative of Jonathan Rupire (Rupire
2015). It provides network shared information to help indigenous communities to better protect themselves from
the dangers of contaminated water. It also report social-environmental conflicts and corruption.
The "Cuicadora" is an interactive crowdmapping platform for the collaborative georeferencing and
dissemination of real-time alerts. The "Cuicadora" stems from the problem of contamination of water sources
water due to the strong presence of sites for the extraction of oil. Using a distribution Ushahidi (translated into
indigenous Shipibo), the information provided by affected communities are reported, mapped and then
distributed to national organizations and media, as well as the communities themselves. The website is hosted
on a server collective Ourproject.org.
It consists of a main page that displays a georeferenced map in the foreground.
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Figure 3: Home page of “La Cuicadora” (Source: http://cuidadora.ourproject.org/)
The main menu is put over the map and allows to access to the various sections. The alert can be sent by
registered user that can also receive alerts via email and SMS when the access to internet is unavailable. The
reported events are geo-referenced and marked on the map. They are also grouped according to specific
categories that can be expanded by users’ suggestion. Section “recibe alertas” will also organize a period digest
of all the repot displayed through the title, the description, time and photo within the specific category. The
“Cuicadora” system is also provided by a Twitter account where the alert “tweets” is reported by specific
signaling hashtags.

4

Conclusions

The case study of “la Cuicadora”; represents an example of “community information system” based alert
system. The CIS infrastructure is able to spread fast response and equally fast propagations over all the places
where it insists.
These two features are essential for an alert system, and became more effective as the number of user increases.
As discussed in this work, “feedback-loops” could be strongly mediated by spatial information systems and thus
CIS.
The way by which it is realized is related to the capability of information systems to catalyze bidirectional
communications.
Bidirectional communication contributes to strength two mechanisms related to a community within its
environment that are:


the information-decision mechanism



the action-reaction mechanism.

If we consider the first mechanism, it‘s possible to argue that the use of diffuse spatial information technologies
enhances sustainability because they help to find the best fitted solution to a specific problem considering the
boundary conditions related to environment and community needs. By diffuse spatial information the
‘boundary conditions’ of territorial problems are better known, due to the strengthening of the informationdecision mechanism. This is more true if communities are involved furnishing the local knowledge of the a
specific environment. The reinforcement of the action-reaction mechanism indeed and the catalysis of the
feedback-loops between environment-communities and decision makers, could reflect on faster and better
responses to environmental hazards.
In other words this means an improvement in resilience. So, it should be said that the use of a CIS help to
foster the sustainable development and the resilience of the involved community, increasing furthermore the
awareness of the population on environmental problems as result of citizen involvement in the process of
territorial information gathering.
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ABSTRACT:
In a world where researchers are more and more confronted to large sets of micro- data, new algorithms are
constantly developed that have to be translated into usable programs. Modular GIS toolkits such as GRASS GIS
offer a middle way between low-level programming approaches and GUI-based desktop GIS. The modules can
be seen as elements of a programming language which makes the implementation of algorithms for spatial
analysis very easy for researchers. Using two examples of algorithms in economic geography, for estimating
regional exports and for determining raster-object neighborhood matrices, this paper shows how just a few
module calls can replace more complicated low-level programs, as long as the re- searcher can change
perspective from a pixel-by-pixel view to a map view of the problem at hand. Combining GRASS GIS with
Python as general glue between modules also offers options for easy multi-processing, as well as supporting the
increasingly loud call for open research, including open source computing tools in research.

1

Introduction

Science is constantly evolving and new indicators and analyses have to be developed. All to often, researchers
reinvent the wheel by programming their algorithms in low-level code. This can possibly make this code very
machine efficient if it is coded correctly, but it can also lead to a waste of time and energy that could better be
spent on the content instead of the programming. Obviously many efforts to wrap existing, and well-tested,
routines into libraries and other forms of packages exist, and most researchers use those. In spatial sciences,
however, it seems that re- searchers often either use very high-level GUI-oriented desktop analysis systems, or
they use fairly low-level systems, such as, for example, the fiona and rasterio Python libraries or their equivalent
in other programming languages.
In the FOSS4G ecosystem, there is a middle species, though: tools that are composed of multiple command-line
modules that can be chained to form very efficient work processes. In this approach each module can possibly
be viewed as a very high-level programming function, but since they exist as independent executables, these
modules can very easily be chained using standard shell scripting, thus easily building complex applications.
Examples of such modular systems are OS- SIM, SAGA, the Orfeo Toolbox, to a certain extent the GDAL and
OGR command line tools and others. One of the oldest of these toolboxes is GRASS GIS.
The use of such existing, and highly optimized, bricks, which, in this context, can almost be considered as the
elements of a “programming language” of their own, allows to quite rapidly construct a program for calculating
desired spatial indicators, generally using some general-purpose programming language as glue. One can,
therefore, concentrate on the higher-level logic and not on the concrete implementation. The modular structure,
with each module being its own executive, makes the programs chaining them particularly robust, with failure in
one module not necessarily meaning failure in the rest. It also provides an easy entry point to speeding up
analyses through high-level parallel processing. In addition, the fact that all the components are open source
allows to possibly adapt them if necessary, but, more importantly in a research context, allows to control how
they work.
In this article I, thus, argue that using existing FOSS4G modular software al- lows the researcher in economic
geography to easily elaborate efficient analyses on large datasets without having to focus on every aspect of
programming. I present two examples of algorithms useful in economic geography (and other spatial
disciplines) that were easy to code using a modular system such as GRASS GIS: the main example concerns the
elaboration of new indicators for estimating regional exports based on firm micro-data. A second, small,
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example covers calculating a neighbourhood matrix for raster objects. I begin by presenting the tools more in
detail. I then explain each of the two use cases and the way they were implemented in GRASS GIS.

2
2.1

The tools

A modular GIS for efficient raster processing and projection handling

GRASS GIS (Neteler et al., 2012) is a generalist GIS software package that has been under constant
development for over 30 years. Although it now offers very sophisticated vector handling, at its origin it was
almost purely raster based and as such its raster routines have known a constant scrutiny and improvement over
a long period of time. Because of this history, with much of the code written in times of much lower machine
performances, many of these routines are particularly memory efficient and can thus easily handle large data
sets.
GRASS GIS can be used as a straightforward desktop GIS, but its already- mentioned modular structure invites
the user to construct targeted applications through chaining of module calls. Two elements make the use of a
GIS toolbox such as GRASS GIS particularly interesting for economic geography, especially when working in
continuous space: i) handling location, space and projections and ii) existing (efficient) matrix/raster processing
routines.
By definition economic geography studies the spatial aspect of economic production and development. In that
context the notions of location and distance take up particular importance. Many theoretical economic
geography studies use abstract representations of space, often only including a virtual distance in a virtual plane,
without real localisation. Empirical studies on real firms in real space, however, need to be localised using the
relevant coordinate systems: either non- projected latitude-longitude coordinates in degrees on a given ellipsoid
or projected coordinates in meters on a plane defined by a specific projection system. Often different sources
provide their data in different projection systems and data has to be reprojected from one to the other in order to
be able to combine these different sources. Handling such projection issues is not easy, and errors can lead to
wrong results, including erroneous distance measurements. As most of the FOSS4G ecosystem, GRASS GIS
relies on a well-tested and constantly peer-reviewed open source system of projection handling, proj.4, and
provides sophisticated options for projection management. Instead of having to worry about these issues on
library level, the researcher can thus rely on these tools to provide the necessary processes with sufficient
accuracy.
The second advantage of using GIS software when working in continuous space is the existence of routines
handling raster data as a whole, including raster data that does not fit into the computer’s memory. Using
modules as bricks the researcher does not have to worry about the individual treatment of pixels, nor about
processing data in chunks (row-tiles or tiles). GRASS GIS has particularly excellent memory handling, using
something that can be considered as disk-based external memory. Implementing such routines from scratch is
quite complicated and thus, using well-tested existing tools avoids reinventing the wheel.

2.2

The glue: Python

Although one can use any shell scripting language to elaborate processing chains by combining modules,
GRASS GIS specifically proposes a simple python script- ing API that allows to call the individual GRASS GIS
modules from within a Python script. This allows to combine the power of the GRASS GIS modules with the
ease of an interpreted language such as Python for the necessary glue and house-keeping. Python is open-source,
widely used and well-documented, notably in the geospatial community, and I will not present generalities here.
Two Python libraries, however, were particularly useful in the context of this study: the GRASS Python
scripting API and the multiprocessing module.

2.3

The GRASS Python scripting library

GRASS GIS provides two Python application programming interfaces (API) to its functionalities. A very simple
Python scripting API which mainly aims at easing calls to GRASS GIS modules from Python code, and in
addition adds a small series of specific convenience functions, and a more sophisticated, more low-level, API
which provides access to internal C-function via ctypes, in addition to higher-level module access (Zambelli et
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al., 2013). Both allow to easily chain GRASS GIS modules while profiting from a more sophisticated scripting
language than those offered by standard command line shells.
In the examples here, I use the simple scripting API, essentially the run command(), read command(), parse
command(), etc functions that allow to launch a GRASS GIS module and, if relevant, to capture its output. The
core modules used in the central algorithms can all be called through run command(). Other smaller tasks, such
as calculating the total sum all pixel values or collecting individual pixel values, can be done by calling read
/parse command, loading the result into Python variables that can then be treated through Python tools.
For the scientific programmer this API is particularly easy to use as the translation from the command-line
usage of the GRASS modules to the GRASS Python scripting API is very straightforward. A classic
development flow would therefore start with interactive usage of GRASS GIS modules, possibly via the
graphical user interface, to go on to the assembly of these modules into a simple shell script to then be finalised
in a more complete python script (possibly a new GRASS module) using the API. Another alternative is to
construct the script using the graphical modeller which provides the option to export the process as a Python
script.

2.4

The accelerator: Simple parallel processing using Python’s multiprocessing
module

Researchers have to handle ever larger data sets. Very sophisticated environments and tools exist for highperformance computing dealing with really “big data”. There are data sizes, however, which push the normal
desktop computer to its limits, but for which the use of complex distributed file systems and cluster computing
seem a bit overkill. Through its already mentioned memory handling, many of GRASS GIS’ raster routines are
mostly CPU-bound, not memory-bound. Usage the increasing number of cores in standard desktop machines,
can thus provide an easily accessible approach to significantly speed up of processing time.
This is where the Python multiprocessing module comes in. It makes it easy to distribute the computation load
across multiple nodes. It does not provide multithreading, but allows to launching parts of a Python script as
multiple parallel processes. This allows to high-level parallel processing, enough to gain significant calculation
speed for medium to large datasets. The modular structure of toolboxes such as GRASS GIS, provide an
excellent opportunity to divide tasks into separate processes. Thus, without any advanced programming
knowledge and using just a few simple calls to the Python module’s functions, one can easily spread the workload amongst the increasing number of cores on the typical desktop machine, but also amongst the much larger
number of cores available in university computing centers.

3

3.1

Example: Elaboration of new indicators for flexible-scale estimation of
exports
Continuous space analysis in economic geography

Economic geography has long used, and still is using, aggregate data, mostly in administrative units. Such data
is generally easily available and, through its aggregation, does not represent a heavy data load. Many indicators
have been developed for such aggregated data and much useful information has been extracted from such
indicators.
It has been known for a long time, however, that such aggregated data can cause a series of issues, non the least
of which the modifiable areal unit problem (Briant et al., 2010; Gehlke and Biehl, 1934; Grasland and Madelin,
2006; Openshaw, 1983). Some voices plead for a renewed economic geography based on continuous-space
analysis of data. Tobler and Grasland et al., as well as, and more specifically in the field of economic
geography, Arbia, all propose the use of continuous space in order to transcend the issues raised by discrete
boundaries, or the use of the flexibility of aggregation provided by point-located micro-data (Arbia, 2001a;
Arbia et al., 2009, 2014a; Grasland et al., 2000; Tobler, 1979, 1989).
Micro-data forms the basis of such analyses and more and more analyses exist based on such data. As stated by
Grasland and Madelin, “the access to individual data is of course the ideal situation, not because the individual
level is in all cases the most appropriate one to observe or model a phenomenon, but mainly because it gives the
choice to observe information at all possible levels and for all forms of spatial partitions” (Grasland and
Madelin, 2006, p. 26). Examples of the use of such micro-data include birth, survival and growth analysis of
firms (Arbia, 2001a; Arbia et al., 2014a, 2014b), clustering (Boix et al., 2011), the link between agglomeration
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and exports (Farole and Winkler, 2013; Koenig, 2009) and the heterogeneity literature (Bernard et al., 2012;
Greenaway and Kneller, 2007; Melitz and Redding, 2015; Redding, 2011). However, dealing with such data
creates new challenges for analysis, such as the development of new forms of analysis in continuous space, but
also more practical challenge of dealing with geocoding the data and treating large amounts of data in an
efficient manner. This is where the use of existing GIS tools can facilitate the work of the researcher.

3.2

Estimation of regional exports

Depending on the country, we have more or less precise data about international exports of firms, even at
regional level. However, we know little about the pro- portion of the economic production that is exported to
other regions in the same country.
Generally, estimates of the share of exported production are based on notions of concentration, most notably on
location quotients, or derivatives thereof. Such approaches are often severely criticized (Isserman, 1980;
Richardson, 1985), but are nevertheless subject to ongoing research and use (Billings and Johnson, 2012;
Crawley et al., 2013; Strotebeck, 2010; Tian, 2013), because of their simplicity, but also because of a lack of
credible and feasible alternatives. One of the biggest issues with concentration based analyses is the issue of the
size of the space for which concentration is measured, often leading to the already mentioned modifiable areal
unit problems (Arbia, 2001b; Tiebout, 1956).
In order to avoid such problems, in line with the literature analyzed above, I propose to work in continuous
space using micro-data by adapting two existing indicators to the estimation of regional exports, based on
existing work by Huff (1964) and by Marcon & Puech (2010). The details of these new indicators are explained
elsewhere (Lennert, 2015), so I will only present them briefly and concentrate here on the practical
implementation of their calculation.

3.3

Huff-like indicator

Huff (1964) defined his famous model in the context of market area and market share analysis. It relates the
sales capacity of a given unit j (measured in number of employees) to the sales capacity of all sales units in the
reference space, weighted according to their distance to the point i in space considered. The result gives the
probability of resident at point i to consume at sales unit j:

Fehler! Es ist nicht möglich, durch die Bearbeitung von Feldfunktionen Objekte zu
erstellen.
I propose to use the same equation, but for all production units of a given sector, not only for retail, following
the already mentioned basic idea that the more the production of a sector is concentrated in comparison to the
consuming population the more this production is exported from the producing regions to other regions in the
country. Consuming population can be employment, resident population or income, total production or any
combination of these in order to combine intermediate and final consumption. In addition, this consuming
population can be corrected by the relative trade balance of the sector at national level in order to take into
account the amount of production that is exported or imported. In the following, however, I will concentrate on
the simple version of the indicator as the mentioned additions do not change the fundamental logic.
The following algorithm represents the practical translation of the indicator into program flow:


For each economic sector (NACE):
o

Extract all vector points representing firms of that NACE

o

Get γ of NACE (see below for details)

o

For each firm:
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o

For each pixel calculate sum of attractions to all firms

o

For each firm:


For each pixel:


Calculate probability of that pixel to buy products of firm



Calculate population of that pixel that buys products of firm

In the absence of empirical data, the choice of per-NACE γ coefficients is somewhat arbitrary, even in the
original Huff model. For this exercise I simply linearly scaled the γ per NACE between 0 (no influence of
distance) and 2 (very local sales area) depending on the distance between all points (pixels) in the total covered
space and production units of that NACE. See the annex for the detailed algorithm.
In order to then analyze regional exports, several options are now open from there. One can:


Calculate for each point in space the proportion of its population catered to by a specific area in space



Calculate total population that is supplied by firms of given spatial units, possibly comparing that
population to the resident population of these spatial units to deduce exports (thus going back to spatial
aggregation, but after having calculated the spatial concentration in continuous space).

3.4

The modified Marcon-Puech indicator

Marcon & Puech (2010) propose a function, called the M function, that can be considered as a local location
coefficient in varying radius reference spaces. The authors use it to measure the average spatial concentration of
industries in a given sector. The function is defined as follows:

Fehler! Es ist nicht möglich, durch die Bearbeitung von Feldfunktionen Objekte zu
erstellen.
where i,j = firms, r = radius, s = sector, c = neighborhood function [0,1] within a given r, w = weight of firm
(e.g. employment), W = total sum of weights.
One can either run this program with a different radius for each sector depend- ing on the general geography of
its production units (similar to the γ coefficient in the Huff-model), or with a fixed radius for all sectors,
possibly testing for the effect of distance by looping through a series of fixed radii around the production units
and estimating trade balance or export employment rate by pixel for each radius.
In order to estimate exports, I rewrite their equation in line with Isserman’s modification of the classic location
quotient (Isserman, 1980):

Fehler! Es ist nicht möglich, durch die Bearbeitung von Feldfunktionen Objekte zu
erstellen.
where

Fehler! Es ist nicht möglich, durch die Bearbeitung von Feldfunktionen Objekte zu
erstellen.
Again, one can refine this equation with the introduction of different measures of consumption and by taking
into account the sectors relative international trade balance, but I will not do that here.
Translating this equation into algorithmic logic gives the following program flow:


For each NACE:
o

Create a raster map with sum of employment per 1km pixel
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o

Determine radius of reference space

o

For each pixel (and the respective reference space around the pixel):


Calculate total employment in that NACE within the reference space



Calculate total employment of all NACE combined within the reference space



Estimate employment trade balance within the reference space based on location quotient
(in comparison to national rates)



Possibly: If trade balance is > 0: Calculate total export employ- ment of the pixel by
multiplying export employment rate by the total employment in that pixel

Translating these equations into GRASS GIS “language”

This section presents the practical implementation of the above theoretical developments in GRASS GIS. For
each indicator, I present the modules used in the core of the analysis. I do not present the complete program
flow, including general input output handling and intermediate storage of results, but only the part which
implements the fundamental elements. In order to ease readability, I also do not present the code in its Python
API form, but as pure GRASS module calls. The entire source code of each example will be made available as
complementary material together with the final version of this paper.

3.6

Huff-like indicator

For the Huff-like indicator, the first loop across all pixels to calculate the distance- weighted attraction to a
given production unit (i.e. the nominator in equation 1) was easily calculated with fundamentally two module
calls for each production unit:
r.grow.distance MapOfFirm output=distance
r.mapcalc "PerPixelAttractiveness = NbrEmployees / (distance^gamma)"
Here, distance is a map with for each pixel the distance to the production unit. r.mapcalc is a map calculator that
applies the given formula pixel by pixel, with NbrEmployees and gamma available respectively for each
production unit or for each NACE code.
In order to calculate the share of the population of a pixel that is catered to by a specific production unit, again
only very few module calls are necessary:
r.series file=ListOfAttractivenessMaps method=sum output=TotalSum
For each production unit:
r.mapcalc "PerPixelShare = PerPixelAttractiveness / TotalSum"
r.mapcalc "PerPixelConsumingPopulation = PerPixelShare * PerPixelPopulation"
r.series creates a map with pixel-by-pixel aggregate statistics of all input maps which are given here through

a text file ListOfAttractivenessMaps that contains a list of all relevant map names.
The rest of the code is mostly just logistics (extracting the point of location of each firm from a vector map,
transforming to raster, correcting the distance measure for the pixel in which the firm is located, compiling the
text file with the list of input maps, etc) or housekeeping (taking stock of the existing maps, erasing temporary
maps, etc).

3.7

The modified Marcon-Puech indicator

As for the Huff-like indicator, the main core of the calculation of the Marcon- Puech-inspired indicator consists
of only three module calls, based on existing per-NACE maps of total employment per pixel:
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r.neighbors input=EmploymentPerPixelPerNACE method=sum nsize=radius \
output=NaceEmploymentNeighborhood
r.neighbors input=TotalEmploymentPerPixel method=sum nsize=radius \
output=TotalEmploymentNeighborhood
r.mapcalc "ExportEmploymentNeighborhood = \
(NaceEmploymentNeighborhood / NaceEmploymentReference - \
TotalEmploymentNeighborhood/TotalEmploymentReference) \
NaceEmploymentReference"
The module r.neighbors provides a map with moving window stats for each pixel in the radius nsize
expressed in number of pixels.

3.8

Parallelization of the processes

For both of the above routines, where each calculation has to be done NACE by NACE (and sometimes even
firm by firm), parallel processing can significantly increase processing speed, thus allowing to upscale the
analyses to even larger data sets. Parallel processes fetch the next non-treated NACE code in an input queue
listing of all sectors to be treated, launch the necessary processing and either add alphanumeric results to a result
queue, or just create new output maps. The fact that each module call can be launched as a separate process, as
each GRASS GIS module is an autonomous executable, this very high-level approach is straighforward to
implement, by adding just a few lines of code. As much documentation exists, I will not go further into details
here. The code will be in the complementary material accompanying the final version of the paper.

4

Example: Calculating neighborhood matrices of raster objects

The notion of proximity is central in spatial analysis and very much so in economic geography. Tobler’s first
law of geography states that “everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than
distant things” (Tobler, 1970). Many models in geography are based upon this law and many tools exist to
evaluate the importance of proximity, notably spatial autocorrelation (Geary, 1954; Moran, 1950). In many of
these analyses, the notion of neighborhood plays a particularly important role. Tools already exist in FOSS4G
environments for the elaboration of neighborhood matrices. In GRASS GIS, the addon module
v.neighborhoodmatrix does just that for vector polygons, profiting of the topological nature of the internal
vector format (Lennert and GRASS GIS Development Team, 2014). R’s spdep package provides flexible
options for analyzing neighborhood relations (Bivand et al., 2013; Bivand and Piras, 2015). However, none of
these seem to take into account the situation where objects (i.e. clumps of pixels) are represented in raster maps.
Such objects can obviously be vectorized and submitted to vector-based algorithms, but sometimes going
through such an extra step can be computation- ally intensive. In the context of the elaboration of tools for
object-based image analysis for GRASS GIS, the need thus arose for the elaboration of a tool that can provide a
neighborhood matrix of raster objects. In this, very brief, section I show how this was implemented in the form
of a new publicly available addon module r.neighborhoodmatrix (Lennert and GRASS GIS Development
Team, 2016).
Raster objects are defined by clumps of adjacent pixels that have the same pixel value. This value is considered
the object id. The algorithm to determine a neighborhood matrix based on such maps is quite simple:


For each direction (4, 8 or even more):
o

For each pixel i:
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The practical implementation of this algorithm in GRASS GIS is again also very straightforward and consists in
basically two module calls for each direction:
r.mapcalc "NeighborMap = if( \
OriginalMap[NeighborhoodModifier] != OriginalMap, \
OriginalMap[NeighborhoodModifier], \ null())"
r.stats -1n input=OriginalMap,NeighborMap
The r.mapcalc call has to be read as follows: if(expression, then, else). For a 4-direction analysis,
NeighborhoodModifier is one of [0,-1], [0,1], [1,0], or [-1,0], representing respectively the left, right, upper
and lower neighbor. Each pixel in NeighborMap thus contains the id of the neighbor if it is different, and a null
value otherwise.
With the '1' flag set r.stats exports pixel values one by one and if more than one map is given as input (as is the
case here) each output row contains the values of the equivalent pixels of all input maps. The 'n' flag instructs it
to ignore null values, thus only taking into account those pixels that actually are on the border between two
objects. The GRASS Python scripting API’s read_command() function is used to capture the output of r.stats
into a Python list which is filled direction by direction. As the result of these two module calls is pixel by pixel,
and not object by object, as well as direction by direction, the list contains multiple entries of neighborhood
pairs. A last step thus consists in uniquifying the list of neighborhood relations by a simple Python call:
unique_neighbors = list(set(neighbors))
The rest of the code just handles general input and output. This second small example shows, again, how the use
of a modular GIS tool- box such as GRASS GIS, allows to code algorithms in a very high-level language which
takes away all of the hassle of handling the spatial data in detail. In order to accelerate the process, it is
obviously possible to divide the per-direction r.mapcalc and r.stats calls amongst several computational
cores. Again, this can be done very easily using Python’s multiprocessing module.

5

Conclusion

The main aim of this paper was to show that using the modules of a modular GIS toolbox such as GRASS GIS
(or others such as SAGA or Orfeo Toolbox for image processing) as bricks allows to very easily and quickly
construct more elaborate spatial analyses. As mentioned, the modules can be envisioned as elements of a
particular programming language. In combination with a more general-purpose language such as Python, very
sophisticated applications can be built quite easily.
The main difficulty, in my experience, is to change the paradigm of thinking from an individual data point for
data point (in this case pixel for pixel) perspective to a map perspective, trusting the GIS modules to handle the
looping across all of the data. Once this change of perspective is realized, what used to seem complicated
algorithms suddenly become quite easy to implement.
GRASS GIS’ excellent memory handling in its raster modules, fruit of its long history and some significant
revisions along the way, brings the additional added value of freeing the researcher of having to deal with the
memory issues raised by large data sets. GRASS GIS modules can process gigabyte-heavy datasets while only
using a few hundred megabytes of memory.
For CPU-bound applications, the combination of the modular approach, potentially treating each call to a GIS
function as a separate process, allows the use of very simple parallelization strategies, such as Python’s
multiprocessing module. This approach cannot always rival with specifically programmed, targeted multithreaded routines, but it can be a very good compromise between the need for upscaling and the limited time
and energy available for programming.
Thus, as soon as the analysis the researcher aims to implement goes beyond the standard set of tools a normal
spatial analysis or GIS package provides, combining modular elements makes application development easier,
and possibly more efficient by using simple multi-processing. Obviously, one is not limited to only one set of
modules, but can combine, in one single application, calls to the modules of different toolboxes.
This is also where the strength of FOSS4G comes in: although many proprietary tools also provide such
modular access to functionality, each additional toolbox adds to the overall licencing costs and it is not always
easy to combine tools from different vendors. The free and open nature of FOSS4G projects, combined with the
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communication between developers, such as at FOSS4G conferences, creates an ecosystem where teams
collaborate and thus ease the combination of different tools, without extra costs. In addition, the open source
nature also provides the possibility to review the code, down to the very routines provided by the toolboxes,
something that has gained in importance as efforts increase towards openness and reproductibility of research.
As others have argued, peer review of code is just as important as peer review of methods and results (Barnes,
2010; Ince et al., 2012; Nosek et al., 2015).
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Annexe
Calculation of the gamma coefficient in the Huff model


For each NACE:
o

Calculate distance from each pixel in the total space to the closest production unit in that NACE

o

Calculate summary statistics (e.g. 90th percentile) of these distances



Chose one of the summary statistics



Determine the per-NACE γ as:
o

0 if summary statistics of NACE is above a threshold max value of distance (i.e. distance does not
really matter)

o

2 if summary statistics of NACE is below a certain threshold min value (i.e. very local distribution
of goods)

o

else: scale linearly between 0 and 2 according to the position of the summary statistic between the
max and min threshold values
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An Open Source Solution for Rapid and Automatic UAV Mapping
Jangwoo Cheon
University of Seoul, Republic Of Korea – khai0614@naver.com

KEYWORDS: UAV, Rapid Mappng, Open Source, Photogrammetry
ABSTRACT:
There is increasing need of UAV for applications such as a rapid response to a wide range of disasters.
Currently most software developers have focused on producing precise geospatial information through postprocessing, which may require a long processing time and appropriate user intervention Hence, we develop the
software that produce automatically individually geo-rectified images in a few seconds after each image
acquisition.
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GIS.lab: Hydrological Modeling on the Web
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KEYWORDS: GIS.Lab; OpenLayers; QGIS; QGIS Server; PyWPS; OGC WPS; GRASS GIS; WebGIS
ABSTRACT:
GIS.lab (http://web.gislab.io) connects open source technologies together: QGIS is used as desktop environment
as well as the server for data serving. A web client is based on OpenLayers and AngularJS libraries. On the
server side, thin Django application is developed as well. Beside a core functionality like responsive web
design, support for topics, base and overlay layers, legend, identification, attribute table data filtering,
measurement, and print, which are mainly based on QGIS server, serving the data via OGC WMS and WFS, the
GIS.lab infrastructure can provided support for additional functionality implemented as so-called plugins.
This contribution is focused on the possibilities how to extend the GIS.lab Web infrastructure when dealing with
OGC Web Processing Service (WPS). The process inputs and outputs definitions will be designed by the user
(project administrator) in QGIS desktop environment, using GIS.Lab publishing plugin. A hydrological
modeling, namely tool for reduction day precipitation to subday (GRASS module r.subdayprecip.design), will be
used as demonstration of WPS integration into the GIS.lab Web infrastructure.
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Modelling Population Interactions: the PySAL and Open Source Way
Lorraine Barry
Queen's University Belfast, United Kingdom – l.barry@qub.ac.uk

KEYWORDS: PySAl; regionalization;geovisualization; spatial interaction modelling; open source geospatial;
python
ABSTRACT:
The poster aims to present the use, modification and development of open source geospatial libraries to cluster,
visualise and model the flow of movements by commuters in a more meaningful way. The research focus' on the
regionalization of census boundaries and aggregated commuter flows to produce consistent commuter regions
for spatial interaction modelling. More intuitive boundaries produce models which help reflect influences of
demographics (gender, religion, status). The research is based on the three strands of regionalization, geovisualization and gravity modelling.
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Modelling concrete and abstract geoprocessing workflows with ILWIS 4
Rob Lemmens
Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC), University of Twente, Netherlands
– r.l.g.lemmens@utwente.nl
KEYWORDS: Workflows; GIS; Remote Sensing; Geoprocessing; Semantic Web
ABSTRACT:
A workflow represents a combination of process steps to be handled by computers or humans. Geoprocessing
workflows consist of geodata (satellite images, in-situ sensor data, human sensor data) and the operations
needed for their storage, analysis and presentation. In this research we develop methods for creating and
sharing geo-workflows between humans and computers to support knowledge sharing and system
interoperability.

How to cross a square?
Jakob Miksch, Stefan Hahmann
Department of Geography, Heidelberg University, Germany – jakob.miksch@stud.sbg.ac.at,
stefan.hahmann@geog.uni-heidelberg.de

ABSTRACT:
The poster compares algorithms how squares can be integrated into a routing engine. A case study showed that
most algorithms increase the processing time and the created count of edges significantly.
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Cocobot: An Efficient Road Change Detection System using GPS Trajectory
Data Set
Sungmun Chung a, *, Geunho Kima,
a

D HYUNDAI-MNSOFT, Republic of Korea – malang84@gmail.com, geunho.kim@hyundai-mnsoft.com

KEYWORDS: Road change detection, GPS log, Big data, Digital map building
ABSTRACT:
Cocobot is an efficient system supporting a digital map building process by using an open source solution
OSGEO(Open Source GeoSpatial) and GPS log data. Commonly, digital map building process consists of three
stages: 1) ground survey, 2) digital map updating and 3) map converting for navigation devices or applications.
In particular, ground survey is a big part in the process and also takes a long time. Therefore, if we improve
ground survey stage, we can save considerable amounts of time and effort.
Our system analyzes GPS trajectory data set collected from drivers and suggests candidate locations which
would have new or changed road information to digital map builders before actual ground survey. For this we
take advantage of a navigation system in smart devices widely used recently. A huge volume of GPS trajectory
data collected from smart devices can be used as a lot of reliable samples in our system. Because GPS log
contains recent trajectories, it is possible to estimate changes of road by comparing to digital maps. As a result,
our system can reduce cost and time to update digital maps.
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GeoTools Extension for 3D Geometry
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hgryoo@pnu.edu, donguk.seo@pnu.edu, lik@pnu.edu

KEYWORDS: GeoTools, 3D extension, SFCGAL
ABSTRACT
GeoTools is world widely used library that provides tools for geospatial data. It supports to various data
formats and 2D geometry operations. But it does not support 3D geometry and 3D geometry operations. So, we
implement OpenGIS geometry (especially solid type) and also implement 3D geometry operations used to
JavaCPP and SFCGAL. However, GeoTools is tightly coupled with JTS geometry and therefore the 3D
extension affects the entire module of GeoTools. To solve these problems we implement new feature to store new
geometries that including JTS and OpenGIS geometry types. Finally,wWe contributed two points; First, Create
a new feature for JTS and OpenGIS geometry. Second, 3D geometry operations are provided by the SFCGAL
wrapper package.
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DubaiSat Vegetation Monitoring Tool for Mobile Devices
Luís Calisto, Jacinto Estima, Hosni Ghedira
Masdar Institute of Science and Technology – lcalisto@masdar.ac.ae, jacinto.estima@gmail.com,
hghedira@masdar.ac.ae

KEYWORDS: Mobile; Remote sensing; DubaiSat
ABSTRACT
Monitoring vegetation cover changes is a key activity for different types of end users such as policy makers,
homeowners, foresters, and green space or park managers, among others. Different remote sensing products
and techniques, such as vegetation indexes, are usually used to detect, quantify and monitor the healthiness of
vegetation, and therefore the availability of satellite data. DubaiSat-2 has interesting characteristics to develop
adapted tools for vegetation and land cover such as: multispectral resolution of 4 meters of resolution available
in 4 bands: Red, Green, Blue, and NIR; and one pansharped band with 1 meter of spatial resolution. This
project aims to provide a processing methodology and a easy to use mobile app to monitor vegetation based on
several vegetation indexes, as well as false and real color composites and the possibility to compare this results
over time for DubaiSat-2.In this project vegetation indexes and real and false color composites products for
different time scenes have been calculated and published on the server side. A mobile application to easily
access, display and analyze data was also developed, allowing a large number of users to access DubaiSAT 2
products taking advantage of the geolocation capability of mobile devices to get values for their location. The
project has also shown that FOSS can be used to create powerful mobile tools, platform independent and
adapted to every type of end-users.
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Turning Copernicus Sentinel-2 Data into OGC Web Services
Markus Neteler, Carmen Tawalika, Till Adams, Hinrich Paulsen
mundialis GmbH & Co. KG, Bonn, Germany

KEYWORDS: Copernicus; Sentinel; OGC; GeoServer; MapProxy; GRASS GIS; GDAL; remote sensing
ABSTRACT:
The Copernicus programme of the European Union is addressing the increasing need of large amounts of Earth
observation data as open access. With Sentinel-1A started in 2014 followed by Sentinel-2A, Sentinel-1B and
Sentinel-3A, important sensor types including Radar, visible light, infrared, and thermal channels are
operationally generated now. The aim is to address important thematic areas including land, marine,
atmosphere, climate change, emergency management and security.
Although the Copernicus program is well taken up in the Earth observation community, these data sets are yet
underused by the general GIS community as well as public administration. A main hindrance might be the data
size, the complexity of the topic as well as the need of notable computational power in order to derive the
desired information layers from the Sentinel data.
To address this issue, we have developed a Web portal architecture based on open source software components
(Geoserver, MapProxy, GRASS GIS, GDAL, along with sen2cor) to provide standardized OGC Web Services.
The user is able to automatically derive thematic data layers based on algorithms provided in the portal after
having selected the desired Sentinel-2A scene out of over 32,000 scenes on a world map by selecting acceptable
cloud coverage and other parameters. In the underlying processing chain the data are downloaded from ESA's
scihub, atmospherically corrected and analysed for the requested product. The resulting data are made
available to the user as an OGC Web Service.
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GRASS in the Desert? Developing FOSS tools for monitoring desertification
Anna Zanchetta
University of Bologna, Italy – anna.zanchetta@unibo.it
ABSTRACT:
The use of Change Vector Analysis (CVA) combined with the Tasselled Cap tranform (TCT) is a powerful
remote sensing tool to monitor forests and vegetated areas, but its application to arid and semiarid environment
is not straightforward.
This question is tackled through the calculation of a new set of TCT coefficients using R and GRASS-GIS for
SPOT and Landsat satellites, then applied and tested in change detection analysis on a short (seasonal) and a
long (decades) temporal scale.
Results show that the combined procedure is an effective method to detect changes in desert environment.
Furthermore, the new TCT allows the use of this combined procedure for studies in arid and semi-arid regions,
eliminating the doubts on its compatibility with the area of study.
Further development is the creation of a new GRASS-GIS module to performe CVA, thus enabling the simple
usage of this technique, until now not available in most common software.

KEYWORDS: Desertification; Change detection; GRASS GIS; R
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Development of Environment Spatial Information Service Utilizing Mobile
Location-Based Technology
Jeongho Yoon
Korea Environment Institute – jhyoon@kei.re.kr

ABSTRACT:
Rapid implementation of mobile devices and significant development of communication technology lead diverse
changes over the society at large. Especially, Location-Based Technology of mobile devices is recognized as an
important tool to improve task efficiency of tasks that requires on-site investigation and management. The
research develops the way to improve environmental administrative work by utilizing Location-Based
Technology of mobile devices and environmental geographic information towards tasks for both instruction and
inspection of environmental pollutant discharge industries. In addition, it defines function and improvement
direction of environment monitoring tasks via test bed implementation to developed mobile application and
spatial information database.

KEYWORDS: Environment Monitoring; Mobile; Location-Based; Environmental Geographic Information
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Open Source Geospatial Applications to support River Basin
Management in Kharaa River Basin, Mongolia
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ABSTRACT:
An open access geoportal, developed using open source technologies, delivers a comprehensive overview of all
geodata available for the Kharaa River Basin in Mongolia. The Water Quality Monitoring Database is made
available in PostgreSQL/PostGIS format and embedded in the geoportal. Web maps in the Geoportal can be
linked to monitoring data using interactive queries to the Water Quality Database enabling water managers to
create thematic maps on demand for the development of a comprehensive river basin management plan for the
Kharaa River Basin.
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Classification of land use/cover change in the Kanto region, Japan using
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ABSTRACT:
In this study, we classified land use/cover change from the 1880’s to 2010’s in the Kanto Region, Japan. First,
we developed a 100m grid land use/cover database of the 1880’s with QGIS application and PostGIS database.
The data were published through the GitHub Site as an Open Data (CC BY 4.0).
We imported Japanese national Open Data about land use (1970’s and 2010’s) to the PostGIS database, and
carried out a spatial join with land use/cover data of the 1880’s. A model-based clustering method was applied
to the land use/cover change data that were summarized based on a 1 km by 1 km grid.

The land use/cover change was classified into 29 categories, and we applied multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)
analysis to categorize data. Based on MDS analysis, the categories were divided into 7 groups, and each land
use/cover change category had a strong relation with distance and direction from central Tokyo and
topographical features.

KEYWORDS: Historical map; land use change; Open Data
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